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A new post-modern currency : the SM (stalin-moustache)
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This lie [Stalinism], in its various forms, has
been the greatest enemy of Marxism, of
communism and the socialist revolution this
century. It has helped to bury the
revolutionary traditions of the working class
under
an
immense
dung-heap
of
mystifications, it has turned millions and
millions of proletarians away from the very
idea of challenging capitalism and of
changing society.
(Alan COHEN, THE DECADENCE OF SHAMANS or shamanism as a key to
the secrets of communism, Unpopular books, London 1991)

SHAMAN AND THE KAKAPO-SPIRIT
O Shaman of the Night
Our prayers are with you
As you embark on this Spiritual Journey
Mother-Earth calls you
To go within
And release the Good-Spirit
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Long live leninism !

Punk poetry (found on a Berlin's wall).
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In Memory of Osip Mandelstam (1891 – 1938)
THE STALIN EPIGRAM
Мы живем, под собою не чуя страны,
Наши речи за десять шагов не слышны,
А где хватит на полразговорца, Там помянут кремлевского горца…
Его толстые пальцы, как черви жирны
А слова, как пудовые гири, верны
Тараканьи смеются усища
И сияют его голенища
А вокруг него сброд тонкошеих вождей
Он играет услугами полулюдей
Кто мяучет, кто плачет, кто хнычет
Лишь один он бабачит и тычет.
Как подковы кует за указом указ –
Кому в пах, кому в лоб, кому в бровь, кому в глаз
Что ни казнь у него, - то малина
И широкая грудь осетина.
We are living, but can’t feel the land where we stay,
More than ten steps away you can’t hear what we say.
But if people would talk on occasion,
They should mention the Kremlin Caucasian.
His thick fingers are bulky and fat like live-baits,
And his accurate words are as heavy as weights.
Cucaracha’s moustaches are screaming,
And his boot-tops are shining and gleaming.
But around him a crowd of thin-necked henchmen,
And he plays with the services of these half-men.
Some are whistling, some meowing, some sniffing,
He’s alone booming, poking and whiffing.
He is forging his rules and decrees like horseshoes –
Into groins, into foreheads, in eyes, and eyebrows.
Every killing for him is delight,
And Ossetian torso is wide.
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Old stalinist poetry : Aragon
PRÉLUDE AU TEMPS DES CERISES
(Persécuté-Persécuteur, Denoël, 1931)
Il s’agit de préparer le procès monstre
d’un monde monstrueux
Aiguisez demain sur la pierre
Préparez les conseils d’ouvriers et soldats
Constituez le tribunal révolutionnaire
J’appelle la Terreur du fond de mes poumons
Je chante le Guépéou qui se forme
en France à l’heure qu’il est
Je chante le Guépéou nécessaire de France
Je chante les Guépéous de nulle part et de partout
Je demande un Guépéou pour préparer la fin d’un monde
Demandez un Guépéou pour préparer la fin d’un monde
pour défendre ceux qui sont trahis
pour défendre ceux qui sont toujours trahis
Demandez un Guépéou vous qu’on plie et vous qu’on tue
Demandez un Guépéou
Il vous faut un Guépéou
Vive le Guépéou véritable image de la grandeur matérialiste
Vive le Guépéou contre Dieu Chiappe et la Marseillaise
Vive le Guépéou contre le pape et les poux
Vive le Guépéou contre la résignation des banques
Vive le Guépéou contre les manœuvres de l’Est
Vive le Guépéou contre la famille
Vive le Guépéou contre les lois scélérates
Vive le Guépéou contre le socialisme des assassins du type
Caballero Boncour Mac Donald Zoergibel
Vive le Guépéou contre tous les ennemis du prolétariat.
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[Aragon] a tout piétiné, y compris sa propre ombre, tout
«souillé» de ses premières amours, tout «pollué» de ses
dernières «déjections». Que le patriote bêlant dont l’oreille
et le «foie» s’épanouissent au cocorico d’Aragon ne se gêne
pas; il le trouvera dans la poubelle au bas de mon
escalier, et il peut l’y ramasser.
Et maintenant je vais me laver les mains et me rincer la
bouche.
Jean MALAQUAIS, 1947, Le nommé Louis Aragon ou le patriote
professionnel (Syllepse)

He has dishonored everything, including his own shadow ; he has soiled everything
including his first loves, polluted everything… The bleating patriot, the MoldavianBatavian patriot, whose ear and liver swell at the sound of Aragon’s crowing, are
welcome to him. They will find him at the foot of my stairway, in the ashcan. They
can pick him up from there. And wow I will wash my hands an my mouth.
Mexico Ciudad, March 7, 1945 (Politics, August 1945)
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Chrestomathy
Political Parasitism: The «CBG» Does the
Bourgeoisie’s Work

In the International Review No. 82, and in our territorial press in 12 countries, the
ICC published articles on its 11th Congress. These articles informed the revolutionary
milieu and the working class about the political struggle which has taken place in the
ICC recently for the establishment of a really marxist functioning at all levels of our
organizational life. At the center of this combat was the overcoming of what Lenin called
the «circle spirit». This required in particular the liquidation of informal groupings based
on personal loyalties and petty bourgeois individualism, what Rosa Luxemburg referred
to as «tribes» or «clans».
The articles we published placed the present combat in continuity with that waged by
the Marxists against the Bakuninists in the 1st International, by the Bolsheviks against
Menshevism in the Russian party, but also by the ICC throughout its history. In
particular, we affirmed the petty bourgeois anti-organizational basis of the different
splits which have taken place in the history of the ICC, which were neither motivated
nor justified by political divergences. They were the result of non-marxist, nonproletarian organizational behavior, of what Lenin called the anarchism of the
intelligentsia and the literary bohemian.
A problem of the whole milieu
We did not report in our press on our internal debate out of exhibitionism, but because
we are convinced that the problems we are confronting are not at all specific to the ICC.
We are convinced that the ICC would not have been able to survive without the radical
stamping out of the anarchism in organizational matters in our ranks. We see the same
danger threatening the revolutionary milieu as a whole. The weight of the ideas and
behavior of the petty bourgeoisie, its resistance to organizational discipline and
collective principles, has affected all groups to a greater or lesser extent. The break in
organic continuity with revolutionary organizations of the past through 50 years of
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counter revolution, the interruption of the living process of the passing on of priceless
organizational experience from one generation of marxists to the next, has made the
new generation of proletarian militants after 1968 particularly vulnerable to the
inf1uence of the petty bourgeoisie in revolt (student and protest movements, etc.).
Thus, our present struggle is not the internal affair of the ICC. The Congress articles are
aimed at the defense of the entire proletarian milieu. They constitute an appeal to all
serious marxist groupings to clarify on the proletarian concept of functioning, and to
make known the lesson of their struggle with petty bourgeois disorganization. The
revolutionary milieu as a whole needs to be much more vigilant towards the intrusion of
modes of behavior foreign to the proletariat. It needs to consciously and openly organize
its own defense.
The attack of parasitism against the revolutionary camp
The first public reaction to our articles on our 11th Congress came, not from within the
proletarian milieu, but from a group openly hostile to it. Under the heading «The ICC
Reaches Waco», the so-called Communist Bulletin Group, in its 16th and last «Bulletin»
is not ashamed to follow in the best traditions of the bourgeoisie by denigrating Marxist
organizations.
«Salem or Waco would have been an appropriate venue for this particular congress. While
it is tempting to lampoon or ridicule the monstrous proceedings of this congress-cumkangaroo court, where, inter alia, Bakunin and Lassalle were denounced as «not
necessarily» police spies and Martov characterized as an «anarchist «, the overwhelming
emotion is of great sadness that a once so dynamic and positive organization should be
reduced to this sorry state».
«In the best Stalinist tradition the ICC then proceeds to rewrite its history (just as it did
after the 1985 split) to show that every major difference (...) has been caused not by
militants with different opinions of a question but by the intrusion of alien ideologies into
the body of the ICC».
«What the ICC cannot grasp is that it is their own monolithic practice that is the problem
here. What happened at the 11th congress was surely simply the bureaucratic triumph of
one clan over another, a jostling for control of the Central Organs, something that was
widely predicted after the death of their founder member MC».
For the CBG, what took place at the ICC Congress must have been «two or more days of
psychological battering. Readers who have any knowledge of the brainwashing
techniques of religious sects will understand this process. Those who have read of the
mental tortures inflicted on those who confessed to impossible «crimes» at the Moscow
Show Trials will, likewise, suss what went on».
And here, the CBG quotes itself from 1982, after its members left the ICC:
«For every militant there will always be the question: How far can I go in this discussion
before I am condemned as an alien force, a menace, a petty bourgeois? How far can I go
before I am regarded with suspicion? How far before I am a police spy?».
These quotations speak for themselves.
They reveal better than anything else the true nature, not of the ICC but of the «CBG».
Their message is clear: revolutionary organizations are like the mafia. «Power struggles»
take place exactly as within the bourgeoisie.
The struggle against clans, which the entire 11th Congress, unanimously supported, is
turned by the CBG into «surely» a struggle between clans. Central organs are inevitably
«monolithic», the identification of the penetration of non-proletarian influences, a prime
task of revolutionaries, is presented as a means of destroying «opponents». The methods
of clarification of proletarian organizations - open debate in the whole organization the
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publication of its results to inform the working class - becomes the «brainwashing»
method of religious sects.
It is not only the whole present day revolutionary milieu which is being attacked here. It
is the entire history and all the traditions of the workers’ movement which are being
abused.
In reality, the lies and slanders of the CBG are perfectly in line with the campaign of the
world bourgeoisie about the alleged death of communism and of marxism. At the center
of this propaganda is the greatest lie in history: that the organizational rigor of Lenin
and the Bolsheviks necessarily led to Stalinism. In the CBG’s version of this
propaganda, it is the Bolshevism of the ICC which «necessarily» leads to its alleged»
Stalinism». Evidently, the CBG neither knows what the revolutionary milieu is, nor does
it know what Stalinism is about.
What has provoked the petty bourgeois frenzy of the CBG is once again the resolute,
unmistakable manner with which the ICC has affirmed its allegiance to the
organizational approach of Lenin. We can assure all the parasitic elements: the more
the bourgeoisie attacks the history of our class, the more proudly we will affirm our
allegiance to Bolshevism.
By pouring garbage upon the proletarian vanguard, the CBG has demonstrated once
again that it is not a part of the revolutionary milieu, but its opponent. The fact that the
ICC has waged the most important organizational struggle in its history, does not
interest it in the least.
In itself, there is nothing new in the fact that those revolutionaries who defend
organizational rigor against the petty bourgeoisie are attacked, even denigrated. Marx
became the object of a whole bourgeois campaign because of his resistance to
Bakunin’s Alliance. Lenin was personally insulted because of his stand against the
Mensheviks in 1903: not only by the reformists and open opportunists, but even by
comrades such as Trotsky. But nobody within the workers movement, not Trotsky and
not even the reformists ever spoke of Marx or Lenin’s struggle in the terms employed by
the CBG. The difference is that the «polemic» of the CBG is clearly aimed at the
destruction of the revolutionary milieu - not just the ICC.
The nature of parasitism
We will have to disappoint the CBG, who claim that the ICC deals with those who
disagree with it by labeling them as police spies. Although the CBG «disagrees» with us,
we consider them to be neither spies nor a bourgeois organization. People like the CBG
do not have a bourgeois political platform. Programmatically, they even adhere to
certain proletarian positions. They are against trade unions and support for «national
liberation» struggles.
But if their political positions tend to prevent them from joining the bourgeoisie, their
organizational behavior bars them from any participation in the life of the proletariat.
Their main activity consists in attacking the marxist revolutionary groups. The
«Communist Bulletin» No. 16 perfectly illustrates this. For several years the group did
not even publish. The editorial of No. 16 informs us: «It is an open secret that for at least
two years the organization has ceased to function in any meaningful way (...) it is a group
in name only». The group pretends that after such inactivity and organizational
meaninglessness it has suddenly produced a new «bulletin» for the purpose of informing
the world that it has decided to ...
cease existence! But it is clear that in fact the real reason for publication was to attack
the ICC Congress! Significantly, the number 16 does not attack the bourgeoisie; there is
no defense of proletarian internationalism in face of the Balkan War, for instance. This
is in line with the other 15 issues which were also mainly devoted to slandering
proletarian groups. And we feel sure that despite their announced dissolution they will
continue to do so. In fact the abandonment of the formal pretense of being a political
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group will allow them to concentrate even more exclusively on the «work» of denigrating
the marxist camp.
The existence of groups which, while being neither mandated nor paid by the
bourgeoisie, nevertheless voluntarily do part of the job of the ruling class, is a highly
significant phenomenon. In the marxist movement we call such people parasites,
bloodsuckers living on the backs of the revolutionary forces. They do not attack the
marxist camp out of allegiance to capital, but out of a blind and impotent hatred for the
mode of life of the working class, the collective and impersonal nature of its struggle.
Such petty bourgeois and declassed elements are motivated by a spirit of vengeance
towards a political movement which cannot afford to make concessions to their
individualist needs, to their cravings for self-presentation, flattery and pompousness.
The trajectory of the «CBG»
In order to grasp the nature of this parasitism (which is not new in the workers
movement), it is necessary to study its origins and development. The CBG can serve as
a typical example. Its origins lie in the circle phase of the new generation of
revolutionaries developing after 1968, giving rise to a small group of militants linked by
a mixture of political and personal loyalties. The informal group in question broke with
the Communist Workers Organization (CWO) and moved towards the ICC towards the
end of the 1970s. In the discussions at that time we criticized the fact that they wanted
to enter the ICC «as a group» rather than individually. This posed the danger that they
might form an organization within the organization on a non-political, affinitary basis
thus menacing proletarian organizational unity. We also condemned the fact that, on
leaving the CWO, they had taken part of its material with them - a breach of
revolutionary principles.
Inside the ICC, the group tried to maintain its informal separate identity, despite the
fact that the pressure within an international centralized organization to submit each of
its parts to the whole must have been much greater than within the CWO. However, the
«autonomy» of the «friends» who later formed the CBG could survive due to the fact that
within the ICC other such groupings, the leftovers of the circles out of which the ICC
was formed, continued to exist. This was particularly the case for our British section,
World Revolution, which the ex-CWO members joined, and which was divided through
the existence of two already existing «clans». These clans quickly became the main
obstacle to the application in practice of the statutes of the ICC in all of its parts.
When the ICC, around this time was infiltrated by an agent of the state, Chenier, a
member of Mitterrand’s French Socialist Party, who rejoined this party after his
expulsion from the ICC, the British section thus became the main target of his
manipulations. As a result of these manipulations, and with the uncovering of the agent
Chenier by the organization, half of our British section left the ICC. None of them were
expelled, contrary to the assertions of the CBG.
The ex-CWO elements, who also left at this moment, then formed the «CBG».
We can draw the following lessons:
- although they had no particular political positions distinguishing them from others,
basically the same clique entered and left both the CWO and the ICC before becoming
the «CBG». This reveals the unwillingness and incapacity of these people to integrate
themselves into the workers’ movement, to surrender their petty group identity to
something greater than themselves.
- although they claim to have been expelled from the ICC, or that they could not remain
within it because of its «inability to debate», in reality these people ran away from the
political debates taking place in the organization. In the name of «fighting sectarianism»
they turned their backs on the two most important communist organizations existing in
Britain, the CWO and the ICC - despite the absence of any major political divergence.
This is the way in which they «struggle against sectarianism».
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The milieu should not be deceived by the empty phrases about «monolithism» and the
ICC’s supposed «fear of debate». The ICC stands in the tradition of the Italian Left, of
Bilan which during the Spanish Civil War even refused to expel or split with the
minority openly calling for participation in imperialist war - since political clarification
must always precede any political separation.
- what the CBG objected to in the ICC was its rigorous proletarian method of debate, via
polemic and polarization, where a spade is called a spade, and a petty bourgeois or
opportunist stance is called by name. An atmosphere hardly congenial for circles and
clans with their double language and false diplomacy, their personal loyalties and
disloyalties. And certainly one which did not please the petty bourgeois cowards who
ran away from political confrontation and withdrew from the life of the class.
- graver still, and for the second time, the future CBG participated in the theft of the
material of the organization it was leaving. They justified this with the vision of the
Marxist party as a stockholders company: whoever invests their time in the ICC has the
right to take their share of its resources with them when they leave. Moreover they
allowed themselves to determine what «share» they would entitle themselves to. It
should go without saying that if such methods were to be accepted, they would mean
the end of the very possibility of the existence of marxist organizations. Revolutionary
principles are here replaced by the bourgeois law of the jungle:
- when the ICC set out to recover the stolen resources of the organization, these
courageous «revolutionaries» threatened to call the police against us;
- the future CBG was one of the main collaborators of the agent provocateur Chenier
within the organization, and his main defender after his expulsion. This is what is
behind the dark references to the ICC’s supposed branding of «dissidents» as police
agents. The ICC is supposed, according to the lies of the CBG, to have denounced
Chenier because he disagreed with the majority of the ICC on the analysis of the French
elections of 1981. Such an accusation at random is just as much a crime against
revolutionary organizations as setting the police on them. Revolutionaries who disagree
with a certain judgment of the organization, in particular the militant himself under
accusation, have not only the right but the duty to object, even to demand that a jury of
honor with the participation of other revolutionary groups rejudge a particular case.
But in the workers’ movement of the past it would have been unthinkable to suggest a
workers’ organization would raise such a grave accusation for any other motive than its
defense against the state. Such accusations can only destroy the trust and confidence
in the organization and its central organs without which its defense against state
infiltration becomes impossible.
A blind and impotent hatred
It is this total resistance by petty bourgeois and declassed anarchist elements against
their integration into and subordination to the great world historic mission of the
proletariat, which despite sympathies for certain of its political positions leads to
parasitism, to open hatred and political sabotage of the marxist movement.
The sordid and corrosive reality of the CBG itself gives the lie to its claims to have left
the ICC «in order to be able to discuss». Here again, we will let the parasites speak for
themselves. First of all their abandonment of any allegiance to the proletariat begins to
be openly theoretized. «A very bleak vision of the nature of the period began to be
articulated», they tell us; «elements within the CBG asked whether the class could now
emerge at all?».
In face of the «difficult debate», here is how the CBG, this «anti-monolithic» giants, copes
with «divergences»: «We were ill-equipped to confront these questions. There was a moreor-less deafening silence in response to them (...) the debate didn’t so much fizzle out as
remain largely ignored. This was profoundly unhealthy for the organization. The CBG had
prided itself on being open to any discussions within the revolutionary movement, but
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here it was in one of its own debates on a subject at the very heart of its existence
plugging its ears and shutting its mouth».
It is therefore only logical that at the end of its crusade against the Marxist concept of
organizational and methodological rigor as the prerequisite for any real debate, the CBG
«discovers» that organisation itself blocks discussion: «In order to allow this debate to
take place (...) we have decided to end the life of the CBG».
The organization as barrier to debate! Long live anarchism! Long live organizational
liquidationism! Imagine the gratitude of the ruling class in face of the propagation of
such «principles» in the name of «marxism»!
Parasitism: spearhead against the proletarian forces
Although the class domination of the bourgeoisie is, for the moment, certainly not
threatened, the main aspects of the present world situation oblige it to be particularly
vigilant in the defense of its interests. The inexorable deepening of its economic crisis,
the sharpening of imperialist tensions, and the resistance of a generation of the working
class which has not yet suffered a decisive defeat, contain the perspective of a dramatic
destabilization of bourgeois society. All of this imposes on the bourgeoisie the world
historic task of destroying the proletariat’s revolutionary Marxist vanguard. As
insignificant as the Marxist camp appears today, the ruling class is already obliged to
make serious efforts to disrupt and weaken it.
At the time of the 1st International the bourgeoisie itself undertook the task of public
denigration of proletarian revolutionaries. The entire bourgeois press slandered the
International Workers’ Association and its General Council, opposing to the alleged
«dictatorial centralism» of Marx the allures of its own progressive and revolutionary
past.
Today, on the contrary, the bourgeoisie of the leading powers has no interest in drawing
attention to revolutionary organizations which, for the moment, are so minoritarian that
even their names are not generally known among workers. Moreover, a direct attack of
the state against them, whether through its media or its organs of repression, might
provoke a reflex of solidarity among a politically significant minority of more class
conscious workers. In this situation, the bourgeoisie prefers to keep a low profile and
leave the work of denigration of the milieu to the political parasites. These parasites,
without wanting to or even being aware of it, are integrated into the anti -proletarian
strategy of the ruling class.
The bourgeoisie knows very well that the best and most thorough means of destroying
the revolutionary camp is from within, by denigrating, demoralizing and dividing it. The
parasites assume this task without even having to be asked. By presenting the marxist
groups as Stalinist, as bourgeois sects dominated by power struggles, as the mirror
image of the bourgeoisie itself, as historically insignificant, they support the offensive of
capital against the proletariat. By destroying the reputation of the milieu, parasitism
not only contributes to the political subversion of the proletarian forces today - it
prepares the terrain for the politically effective repression of the marxist camp in the
future. If the bourgeoisie stays in the background today in order to allow parasitism to
do its dirty work today, it is with the intention of emerging from the shadows to
decapitate the revolutionary vanguard tomorrow.
The incapacity of most of the revolutionary groups to recognize the real character of the
parasitic groups is one of the greatest weaknesses of the milieu today. The ICC is
determined to assume its responsibility in combatting this weakness. It is high time for
the serious groups, for the milieu as a whole to organize its own defense against the
most rotten elements of the vengeful petty bourgeoisie. Instead of opportunistically
flirting with such groups, it is the responsibility of the milieu to wage a merciless and
unrelenting struggle against political parasitism. The formation of the future class
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party, the success of the liberation struggle of the proletariat, will depend to a large
extent on our capacity to wage this combat to the end.
KRESPEL *, 01.09.95

Krespel as ICC leader of the gang of thieves who penetrated by burglary into
apartments of British comrades in 1981.

*

http://libcom.org/forums/theory/question-parasitism-letter-edited-ingram-march-1996-recalling-icc-1981burglaries: The Question of Parasitism Letter (edited) to Ingram of March 1996 recalling the ICC 1981 burglaries
against oppositionists, by Juan McIver, 2010. Krespel was the leader of the thieves, who committed burglaries
against oppositionists in 1981.
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Krespel is at last promoted to the rank of High Commissioner
of the ICC for proletarian Ethics.
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Portrait of a post-modern arrivist : Krespel
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The Krespel or the Peter principle
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FABLIAU ON THE PETER PRINCIPLE (in French)
Peter est au seuil de son incompétence
Une longue formation parmi ses camarades
Avait fait de CG, au fil de ces années,
Un militant sérieux, peu sujet aux tocades
Fraternel, engagé, il était respecté
Alors qu’encore jeune homme il butait sur les mots
Qu’il ne connaissait rien de la vie, de l’histoire
Il avait rencontré, pour lui vrai coup de pot,
Quelques énergumènes au verbe incantatoire.
C’était à cette époque, fin des années soixante,
Où les choses changeaient, l’air en était chargé,
La limite arrivait de l’époque décadente.
Un demi-siècle avant on était ramené
Deux ou trois jeunes fous, formés par un vieux sage
Avaient pu, autour d’eux, regrouper prestement
Une petite foule de joyeux personnages
Et leur donner la clef des enjeux du moment
CG était l’un d’eux. Pas des premiers, pourtant !
Il avait, à l’époque le cerveau encombré
De fatras libertaires, points de vue affligeants
Que de ses père et mère il avait hérités.
En élève appliqué il se mit à l’ouvrage
Il lut, il écrivit, il discuta sans fin.
Et durant de longs mois, avec bien du courage,
Les plus vifs du groupe lui ouvrirent le chemin
19

L’assurance arriva, plus vite que la clarté
Pour cette intelligence accoutumée aux normes
Aux règles, aux lignes droites, aux chemins tout tracés
Apprendre est chose aisée, à cela il se borne.
Des esprits bien plus amples, il y en avait déjà
D’autres ont rejoint la troupe, au fil des années
Les projets vont bon train, s’ouvrent de grands débats
A leur donner tournure, CG est limité
Arrive alors le temps des divergences de fond
Des points de désaccords qui font qu’on se sépare
Hier frères de combat, aujourd’hui se font front
A être en désaccord, oncques CG ne s’égare
Au fil de ces années CG devint FM
La chose est bien banale, on le dit en passant
La manie des pseudos reste pour lui la même
Bien que pour ce motif il nous fit mille tourments
Certains des ‘fondateurs’ ayant fui le navire
L’image devient flatteuse, pour les esprits étroits,
D’être du petit nombre du groupe d’origine
Et FM fait en sorte qu’on le croit de ceux-là
Quand meurt le vieux sage qui donna vie au groupe
FM, parmi dix autres y joue un rôle notable
Il remplit des fonctions importantes, somme toute
Lui seul cependant se croit indispensable
Ce qu’il n’a pas compris depuis le tout début
C’est que notre combat, le camp prolétarien
Ne peut avoir de sens et atteindre son but
Qu’avec certains principes ou sans quoi il n’est rien.
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FM semble, à ce jour, atteindre un point ultime
Il faisait illusion quand le groupe rassemblait
Mille talents divers qui poussaient vers la cime
Un point de vue commun que FM s’attribuait
Ses talents, l’âge aidant, étaient en déshérence
Sans parler des tracas causés par sa mégère
Il perdit peu à peu toutes ses compétences
Et choisit, chose étrange, le surnom de Peter
Constant jusques au bout, dans son goût de la science
Il veut probablement nous dire par ce surnom
Que le seuil est atteint de son incompétence !
Je dis, plus simplement, qu’il n’est plus qu’un grand con.

Against parasitism, do use the principle of Peter!
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THESES ON PARASITISM

1) Throughout its history, the workers’ movement has had to deal with the penetration
into its ranks of alien ideologies, coming either from the ruling class or from the petty
bourgeoisie. This penetration has taken a number of forms within working class
organisations. Among the most widespread and best-known we can point to:
•

sectarianism

•

individualism

•

opportunism

•

adventurism

•

putschism

2) Sectarianism is the typical expression of a petty bourgeois conception of
organisation. It reflects the petty-bourgeois mindset of wanting to be king of your own
little castle, and it manifests itself in the tendency to place the particular interests and
concepts of one organisation above those of the movement as a whole. In the sectarian
vision, the organisation is “all alone in the world” and it displays a regal disdain
towards all the other organisations that belong to the proletarian camp, seen as “rivals”
or even “enemies”. As it feels threatened by the latter, the sectarian organisation in
general refuses to engage in debate and polemic with them. It prefers to take refuge in
its “splendid isolation”, acting as though the others did not exist, or else obstinately
putting forward what distinguishes itself from the others without taking into account
what it has in common with them.
3) Individualism can also derive from petty bourgeois influences, or from directly
bourgeois ones. From the ruling class it takes up the official ideology which sees
individuals as the subject of history, which glorifies the “self-made man” and justifies
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the “struggle of each against all”. However, it is above all through the vehicle of the
petty bourgeoisie that it penetrates into the organisations of the proletariat, particularly
through newly proletarianised elements coming from strata like the peasantry and the
artisans (this was notably the case last century) or from the intellectual and student
milieu (this has been especially true since the historic resurgence of the working class
at the end of the 60s). Individualism expresses itself mainly through the tendency :
to see the organisation not as a collective whole but as a sum of individuals in
which relations between persons take precedence over political and statutory relations;

•

to advance one’s own “desires” and “interests” as opposed to the needs of the
organisation;

•
•

consequently, to resist the discipline necessary within the organisation;

•

to look for “personal realisation” through militant activity;

to adopt an attitude of constantly contesting the central organs, which are
accused of trying to crush individuality; the complementary attitude is that of looking
for “promotion” through gaining a place in these organs;

•

more generally, to adhere to an élitist view of the organisation in which you
aspire to be one of the “first class militants” while developing a contemptuous attitude
to those seen as “second class militants”.

•

4) Opportunism, which has historically constituted the most serious danger for the
organisations of the proletariat, is another expression of the penetration of petty
bourgeois ideology. One of its motor-forces is impatience, which expresses the viewpoint
of a social stratum doomed to impotence, having no future on the scale of history. Its
other motor is the tendency to try to conciliate between the interests and positions of
the two major classes in society, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. From this starting
point, opportunism distinguishes itself by the fact that it tends to sacrifice the general
and historic interests of the proletariat to the illusion of immediate and circumstantial
“successes”. But since for the working class there is no opposition between its struggle
inside capitalism and its historical combat for the abolition of the system, the politics of
opportunism in the end lead to sacrificing the immediate interests of the proletariat as
well, in particular by pushing the class to compromise with the interests and positions
of the bourgeoisie. In the final analysis, at crucial historical moments, such as
imperialist war and proletarian revolution, opportunist political currents are led to join
the enemy camp, as was the case with the majority of the Socialist parties during World
War I, and with the Communist parties on the eve of World War II.
5) Adventurism (or putschism) presents itself as the opposite of opportunism. Under
cover of “intransigence” and “radicalism” it declares itself to be ready at all times to
launch the attack on the bourgeoisie, to enter into the “decisive” combat when the
conditions for such a combat don’t yet exist for the proletariat. And in so doing it does
not hesitate to qualify as opportunist and conciliationist, even as “traitorous”, the
authentically proletarian and marxist current which is concerned to prevent the
working class from being drawn into a struggle which would be lost in advance. In
reality, deriving from the same source as opportunism - petty bourgeois impatience - it
has frequently converged with the latter. History is rich in examples in which
opportunist currents have supported putschist currents or have been converted to
putschist radicalism. Thus, at the beginning of the century, the right wing of German
Social Democracy, against the opposition of its left wing represented notably by Rosa
Luxemburg, gave its support to the Russian Socialist-Revolutionaries, who were adepts
of terrorism. Similarly, in January 1919, when even Rosa Luxemburg had pronounced
against an insurrection by the Berlin workers, following the provocation by the Social
Democratic government, the Independents, who had only just left this government
themselves, rushed into an insurrection which ended in a massacre of thousands of
workers, including the main communist leaders.
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6) The combat against the penetration of bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideology into
the organisations of the class, as well as against its different manifestations, is a
permanent responsibility for revolutionaries. In fact, it can even be said that it is the
main combat which the authentically proletarian and revolutionary currents have had
to wage within the organisations of the class, to the extent that it is much more difficult
than the direct fight against the declared and official forces of the bourgeoisie. The fight
against sects and sectarianism was one of the first waged by Marx and Engels,
particularly within the International Workingmen’s Association (IWA). Similarly, the
fight against individualism, notably in the form of anarchism, mobilised not only the
latter but also the marxists of the Second International (particularly Luxemburg and
Lenin). The combat against opportunism has certainly been the most constant and
systematic carried out by the revolutionary current since its origins:
•

against Lassallean “state socialism” in the 1860s and 1870s;

against all the Bernstein-type revisionists and reformists at the turn of the
century;

•
•

against Menshevism;

•

against Kautsky’s centrism on immediately before, during, and after World War

I;

against the degeneration of the Communist International and the Communist
parties throughout the 20s and at the beginning of the 30s;

•
•

against the degeneration of the Trotskyist current during the 1930s.

The fight against putschism has not been as constant a necessity as the struggle
against opportunism. However, it has been waged since the first steps of the workers’
movement (against the immediatist Willich-Schapper tendency in the Communist
League, against the Bakuninist adventures over the Lyon “Commune” in 1870 and the
civil war in Spain in 1873). Similarly, it was particularly important during the
revolutionary wave of 1917-23: in particular, it was largely the Bolsheviks’ ability to
carry out this struggle in July 1917 that allowed the October revolution to take place.
7) The preceding examples show that the impact of these different manifestations of the
penetration of alien ideologies depends closely on:
•

the historic period;

•

the moment in the development of the working class;

•

the responsibilities of the class in this or that circumstance.

For example, one of the most important expressions of the penetration of petty
bourgeois ideology, and the one most explicitly fought against, opportunism, even if it is
a permanent feature in the history of the workers’ movement, found its terrain par
excellence in the parties of the Second International, during a period:
in which illusions in conciliation with the bourgeoisie flourished because of the
prosperity of capitalism and the real advances in the living conditions of the working
class;

•

in which the existence of mass parties gave credence to the idea that mere
pressure from these parties could gradually lead capitalism to transform itself into
socialism.

•

Similarly, the penetration of opportunism into the parties of the Third International was
strongly determined by the ebb in the revolutionary wave. This encouraged the idea that
it was possible to gain an audience in the working masses by making concessions to
their illusions on questions like parliamentarism, trade unionism or the nature of the
“Socialist” parties.
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The importance of the historic moment to the different type of penetration of alien
ideologies into the class is revealed even more clearly when it comes to sectarianism.
This was particularly significant at the very beginning of the workers’ movement, when
the proletariat was only just emerging from the artisans and journeymen’s societies
with their rituals and trade secrets. Again, it went through a major revival in the depth
of the counter-revolution with the Bordigist current, which saw withdrawing into its
shell as an (obviously false) way of protecting itself from the threat of opportunism.
8) The phenomenon of political parasitism, which to a large extent is also the result of
the penetration of alien ideologies into the working class, has not been accorded, within
the history of the workers’ movement, the same amount of attention as other
phenomena such as opportunism. This has been the case because parasitism has only
significantly affected proletarian organisations in very specific moments in history.
Opportunism, for example, constitutes a constant menace for proletarian organisations
and it expresses itself above all when the latter are going through their greatest phases
of development. By contrast, parasitism does not basically manifest itself at the time of
the most important movements of the class. On the contrary, it is in a period of
immaturity of the movement when the organisations of the class still have a weak
impact and not very strong traditions that parasitism finds its most fertile soil. This is
linked to the very nature of parasitism, which, to be effective, has to relate to elements
looking for class positions but who find it hard to distinguish real revolutionary
organisations from currents whose only reason for existing is to live at the expense of
the former, to sabotage their activities, indeed to destroy them. At the same time, the
phenomenon of parasitism, again by its nature, does not appear at the very beginning
of the development of the organisations of the class but when they have already been
constituted and have proved that they really defend proletarian interests. These are
indeed the elements which we find in the first historic manifestation of political
parasitism, the Alliance of Socialist Democracy, which sought to sabotage the combat of
the IWA and to destroy it.
9) It was Marx and Engels who first identified the threat of parasitism to proletarian
organisations:
“It is high time to put an end, once and for all, to the internal conflicts provoked daily in
our Association by the presence of this parasitic body. These quarrels only serve to waste
energies which should be used to fight against the bourgeois regime. By paralysing the
activity of the International against the enemies of the working class, the Alliance
admirably serves the bourgeoisies and the governments» (Engels, “The General Council
to all the members of the International” - a warning against Bakunin’s Alliance).
Thus the notion of political parasitism is not at all an “ICC invention”. It was the IWA
which was the first to be confronted with this threat against the proletarian movement,
which it identified and fought. It was the IWA, beginning with Marx and Engels, who
already characterised the parasites as politicised elements who, while claiming to
adhere to the programme and organisations of the proletariat, concentrated their efforts
on the combat not against the ruling class but against the organisations of the
revolutionary class. The essence of their activity was to denigrate and manoeuvre
against the communist camp, even if they claimed to belong to it and to serve it:
“For the first time in the history of the class struggle, we are confronted with a secret
conspiracy at the heart of the working class whose aim is to destroy not the existing
regime of exploitation, but the very Association which represents the bitterest enemy of
this regime” (Engels, Report to the Hague Congress on the Alliance).
10) To the extent that the workers’ movement, in the shape of the IWA, possesses a rich
experience of struggle against parasitism, it is of the utmost importance, if we are to
face up to the present-day parasitic offensives and arm ourselves against them, to recall
the principal lessons of this past struggle. These lessons concern a whole series of
aspects:
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•

the moment of parasitism’s appearance;

•

its specificities with regard to other dangers facing proletarian organisations;

•

its recruiting ground;

•

its methods;

•

the most effective means of fighting it.

In fact, as we shall see, on all these aspects there is a striking similarity between the
situation facing the proletarian milieu today and the one confronted by the IWA.
11) Although it affected a working class which was still historically inexperienced,
parasitism only appears historically as an enemy of the workers’ movement when the
latter has reached a certain level of maturity, having gone beyond the infantile sectarian
stage.
“The first phase of the struggle of the proletariat was characterised by the movement of
the sects. This was justified in a period in which the proletariat had not developed
sufficiently to act as a class” (Marx/Engels).
It was the appearance of marxism, the maturation of proletarian class consciousness
and the capacity of the class and its vanguard to organise the struggle which set the
workers’ movement on a healthy foundation:
“From this moment on, when the movement of the working class had become a reality, the
fantastic utopias were called upon to disappear....because the place of these utopias had
been taken by a clear understanding of the historical conditions of this movement and
because the forces of a combat organisation of the working class were more and more
being gathered together” (Marx, first draft of The Civil War in France).
In fact, parasitism appeared historically in response to the foundation of the First
International, which Engels described as “the means to progressively dissolve and
absorb all the different little sects” (Engels, letter to Kelly/Vischnevetsky).
In other words, the International was the instrument that obliged the different
components of the workers’ movement to embark upon a collective and public process
of clarification, and to submit to a unified, impersonal, proletarian organisational
discipline. It was in resistance to this international “dissolution and absorption” of all
these non-proletarian programmatic and organisational particularities and autonomies
that parasitism first declared war on the revolutionary movement:
“The sects, which at the beginning had been a lever to the movement, became an obstacle
to as soon as they were no longer on the order of the day; they then became reactionary.
The proof of this is the sects in France and Britain, and recently the Lassalleans in
Germany, where after years of supporting the organisation of the proletariat, they have
become mere instruments of the police” (Marx/Engels, The so-called split in the
International).
12) It is this dynamic framework of analysis developed by the First International that
explains why the present period, that of the 80s and above all of the 90s, has witnessed
a development of parasitism unprecedented since the time of the Alliance and the
Lassallean current. For today we are confronted with all sorts of informal regroupments,
often acting in the shadows, claiming to belong to the camp of the communist left, but
actually devoting their energies to fighting the existing marxist organisations rather
than the bourgeois regime. As in the time of Marx and Engels, the function of this
reactionary parasitic wave is to sabotage the development of open debate and
proletarian clarification, and to prevent the establishment of rules of behaviour that link
all members of the proletarian camp. The existence:
of an international marxist current like the ICC, which rejects sectarianism and
monolithism;

•
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•

of public polemics between revolutionary organisations;

of the current debate about marxist organisational principles and the defence of
the revolutionary milieu;

•

of new revolutionary elements searching for the real marxist organisational and
programmatic traditions,

•

are among the most important elements presently provoking the hatred and offensive of
political parasitism.
As we saw with the experience of the IWA, it is only in periods when the workers’
movement leaves behind a stage of basic immaturity and reaches a qualitatively
superior level, a specifically communist level, that parasitism becomes its main
opponent. In the current period, this immaturity is not the product of the youth of the
workers’ movement as a whole, as in the days of the IWA, but is above all the result of
the 50 years of counter-revolution which followed the defeat of the revolutionary wave of
1917-23. Today, it is this break in organic continuity with the traditions of past
generations of revolutionaries which above all else explains why there is such a weight
of petty bourgeois anti-organisational reflexes and behaviour among so many of the
elements who lay claim to marxism and the communist left.
13) There are a whole series of similarities between the conditions and characteristics of
the emergence of parasitism in the days of the IWA, and of parasitism today. However,
we should also note an important difference between the two periods: last century,
parasitism largely took the form of a structured and centralised organisation within the
class’ organisation, whereas today its form is essentially that of little groups, or even of
“non-organised” elements (though the two often work together). This difference does not
call into question the fundamental identity of the parasitic phenomenon in the two
periods, which can be explained essentially by the following facts:
the Alliance developed in part on the basis of the vestiges of the sects of the preceding
period: it adopted their structure, tightly centralised around a “prophet”, and their taste
for clandestine organisation; by contrast, one of the bases for today’s parasitism is the
remnants of the student rebellion which weighed on the historic recovery of proletarian
struggle at the end of the 1960s, and especially in 1968, along with all its baggage of
individualism and calling into question organisation and centralisation, which
supposedly “stifled individuals”;

In support of the ICC’s struggle
against parasitism and opportunism
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Visitors to our internet site will be aware that in the recent period the ICC has had to
confront a slanderous and shameful campaign mounted by the so-called Internal
Fraction of the ICC (IFICC) and the Argentine Círculo de Comunistas Internacionalistas.
In fighting these attacks the ICC has drawn on the unique source of clarity and
strength for any revolutionary organisation; it has placed itself squarely on the ground
of the principles, history and traditions of the workers’ movement.
We can only deplore the fact that the IBRP, which is also a part of the Communist Left,
has not done so but has chosen to throw in its lot with the ICC’s detractors and has
embraced their sordid and cynical methods. This is a serious betrayal of all that it
means to be a part of the proletarian political milieu. Moreover this is in a situation in
which the other historic groups of the Communist Left stand by, indifferent to the
threat from elements whose sole aim is the destruction of proletarian organisations and,
with them, the hope of a classless society.
But although the other historic groups of the proletarian political milieu reveal their
inability to defend the revolutionary organisation, there are nevertheless elements who
are in contact with the ICC and with the Communist Left generally, who see the
importance of this battle and want to take up arms themselves to defend the principles
and the future of the revolutionary proletariat. They have written to the ICC to express
their solidarity and support and/or they have sent us copies of the letters that they
have written to the IBRP to protest at its anti-proletarian behaviour and to try and call
it back from the brink.
These letters are grappling with questions that are vital for the unity of the working
class and its politicised elements, for this reason we are publishing extracts from them
to encourage reflection on the part of other visitors to our internet site. We make little
comment on the content because the letters essentially speak for themselves.

The need to defend the proletarian political milieu
The starting point of these letters is a reflection on events that comes out of the
experience of the writers, as elements in search of a framework that enables them to
understand the world in which we are forced to live and to engage in a process to
change it. They have found the reference point that they need in the Communist Left
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and they feel very keenly that the campaign mounted by the IFICC and the Argentine
Circulo against the ICC is also aimed against them and against the whole working
class. They are shocked and indignant at these attacks.
“Within the limits of our possibilities, we will not tolerate accusations of Stalinism against
the ICC or against any proletarian group that has fought for decades against the most
bloody counter-revolution in the history of Humanity.
We do not accept that such a slander is made gratuitously with no apparent proof, and
even less when it comes from a shadowy group with a very dubious trajectory such as
the IFICC.” (letter signed “a group of workers in the Basque country”).
Many of them want to bring their own experience to bear in defending the ICC from the
false accusations made against it and defend our method in debate, as well as in
dealing with organisational questions.
“The public meetings which we have visited, discussions sometimes held with you,
concerning so many important questions of the international workers movement, have
always been held in an atmosphere of openness and mutual respect. In particular,
political divergences have always been discussed with a self-critical attitude of solidarity.
New participants, who have hesitated to speak up, or those who have put forward
controversial positions concerning given questions, have always been encouraged to fully
participate in the discussions.
All of this reveals the accusations being raised against you at the website of the IBRP
(International Bureau for the Revolutionary Party) through the Argentine … “Circle of
International Communists, that you work and act in a “Stalinist” manner, to be pure
denigration with the aim of discrediting a revolutionary organisation working in many
countries of the world.
We have esteem for your open manner and welcome your steps to throw light in public on
the orchestration of a campaign directed against you, and in the last instance against us
too.” (statement adopted by participants at an ICC public meeting in Germany on the
initiative of a sympathiser).
“I believe (the ICC) to be an honest organisation, that has made an inestimable
contribution to clarification within the proletarian political milieu, of which it considers
itself – and can be considered - to be a part.
It is a group that has always stimulated debate in a fraternal way, it has been respectful
when disagreements have arisen and, a thing unknown previously, it has supplied
publications of other organisations of the proletarian political milieu for reading.” (letter
from AN, Spain).
“The ICC have attempted to classify a whole set of political behaviours under the
definition of ‘political parasitism’. As one who has demonstrated many of these aberrant
behaviours, I can testify that the ICC’s ‘Theses on Parasitism’ have been an irreplaceable
political tool in understanding the roots and consequences of that behaviour. I can also
testify that despite attacking the ICC (although to a far lesser extent than other parasites!)
it has never shown the slightest hint of ‘Stalinism’ towards me. Instead, while not
abdicating its right to defend itself, it did its level best to help me identify what I was
doing and work towards overcoming it even if there is still a long way to go. This is not
the behaviour of an organisation that ‘cannot tolerate disagreement’ or that is ‘paranoid’
or ‘delusional’.” (JB, Britain)
“The CCI has never withdrawn or censured the texts that have come into my hands. It
must also be noted that, however painful it may have been, this organisation has had the
courage to publicly bring to light the crisis. This means that it can be aired openly in
discussion, so avoiding any temptation to resolve it behind closed doors with tricky
machinations, a method that is alien to the proletariat.” (RQ, Spain)
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“ When they have had internal problems they have brought them out into the open,
brought them to the knowledge of all. It seems to us that this attitude does them honour
as an authentic communist organisation. And if today there have been serious steps
forward politically and theoretically, we owe it to these revolutionary militants who have
resisted against all odds the attempts to denature the communist program from within as
well as from the outside.
They have also tried to carry the debate into the international arena when there have
been extremely serious conflicts, like the wars that assail the planet. But we all know (or
at least those of us who have followed the situation) what has been the response of the
other groups in the face of such criminal events. The ICC called for united action against
imperialist war, the reply has always been one of complete scorn on the part of those who
also call themselves internationalists and are certain that they are the only party.”
(Basque workers)
Two of the letters draw attention to the fact that the insidious manoeuvres of the
Argentine “Círculo de Comunistas Internacionalista” and the IFICC have taken the NCI
into its line of fire in a specific way. Behind their concern for the comrades of the NCI
lies the realisation that this is a group - albeit on another continent - that is making the
same painstaking effort at clarification as they, their preoccupation is a living
expression of the international, unified character of the proletariat and its struggle.
«The ICC has been attacked and not only the ICC. All of us who claim the Communist Left
as a political reference point have been attacked with manoeuvres that are by no means
new but which are the criminal methods that the bourgeoisie uses to destroy new
militants or proletarian groups. And we are sure of this because there is evidence that the
IFICC has used the same means that it used to try and destroy the ICC from the inside;
manoeuvres, intrigue etc., to attempt to destroy the comrades in Argentina. That is, they
have tried to generate all kinds of doubts and suspicions to create discord between these
comrades and the ICC.» (Basque workers)
“I express my solidarity with the comrades of the NCI in Argentina who, in spite of what
has happened, have taken a position on the crisis by means of several written
statements, that are completely valid, the 27/10/04 declaration and one of 7/11/04.”
(RQ, Spain)

Principled action at the heart of the defence of the proletarian political
milieu
“The life within communist organisations has to reflect what the future communist society
will be like” (letter of AN, Spain).
The sympathisers are grappling with an issue that is of immense importance for the
whole proletariat; principled action and correctness are a condition for ensuring the
trust, solidarity and proletarian dignity of the working class. That is, these aspects are
part of the nature of a class that has every interest in destroying the divisions imposed
on it and no reason whatever to do down class brothers in order to advance personal or
sectoral interests. On the contrary, it can achieve its final goal only by realising its
international class unity. Moreover its political organisations can do no other than
express the nature of the class that generates them.
In his letter, JB (Britain) takes up this issue within the context of the difficulties in
forging a revolutionary organisation:
“The construction of the communist organisation is a project fraught with difficulty and
contradiction - it can only exist as an alien body within bourgeois society and is
consequently under permanent attack at every level of its existence.
To combat this continual onslaught from the ‘antibodies’ of the bourgeois order,
revolutionaries must adopt the most rigorous collective understanding of how a
communist organisation should function. This is why all organisations adopt rules of
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functioning and a precise organisational methodology to deal with the inevitable debates
and disagreements that arise within organisations.
Without these structures and principles, revolutionary organisations do not exist. There is
no shame in revolutionaries disagreeing with each other. Nor is there shame for militants,
even groups of militants, to leave an organisation where they no longer accept its platform
or positions:
But there is great shame in:
•

Hijacking the internal apparatus of an organisation to further personal goals;

Spreading lies and defamation about individual comrades in secret in an effort to
destroy them;

•

Refusing to follow the most basic elements of communist solidarity required of
militants (i.e paying dues);

•

Stealing both funds and materials from the organisation to advance the interests
of a particular clique and not the organisation or workers movement as a whole;

•

Making a constant stream of the vilest defamations against another organisation
the centrepiece of your political existence;

•

Stealing contact addresses and using them in the most irresponsible manner comrades who give their personal details to a revolutionary organisation are placing a
great deal of trust and solidarity in that organisation and the behaviour of the IFICC in
this regard is a heinous betrayal of that trust;

•

Making public the dates of internal meetings of a proletarian organisation, thus
putting that organisation at risk of intervention by bourgeois security forces;

•

Making an effort to turn the national sections of an organisation against each other
through flattery and lies;

•

Putting the personal safety of militants at risk by attempting to identify their
individual contributions to the revolutionary press.”

•

The responsibility of the historic groups of the Communist Left
Just as the contacts are aware that the framework and principles of the workers’
movement are the key to their own search for clarity and coherence, they are also aware
of the responsibility that resides in those organisations who come from the Communist
Left tradition. That is, the historic weight of those groups whose role is to safeguard and
disseminate the historic programme and principles secreted by the working class. Their
letters to the IBRP are highly critical of the latter’s attitude in relation to the attack of
the Circulo and the IFICC against the ICC.
«Over the last few months, a slander campaign has been mounted against the ICC by the
IFICC and the Circulo. Unfortunately the attitude of the IBRP towards the ICC in this
affair is absolutely scandalous. This attitude is incompatible with everything that the
proletarian class represents.
To start with, the IBRP has put the ‘declaration of the Circulo’ on its Internet site without
consulting the ICC.
In addition, the IBRP has deliberately lied about the theft of the address list of the ICC
subscribers and it used these addresses for its own interests. How come the invitations of
the IBRP were sent to ICC subscribers, who had given their addresses only to the ICC?
On the first point: we wonder how an organisation (the IBRP) whose basis is the tradition
of the communist left and proletarian principles, who has known the ICC for years and
considers the ICC to be a proletarian organisation, can immediately take the side of the
Circulo without even contacting the ICC. From the point of view of communist principles,
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the IBRP should first have contacted the ICC to ask their point of view on the accusations
(…).
On the second point, how can a communist organisation, which is based on principles
such as confidence, honesty, solidarity, defend this theft and hide the truth from its own
militants?
While the IBRP tries to shut up the ICC by saying that ‘while so much is going on in the
world, the ICC has nothing better to do than write ‘position statements’ on its disputes’, it
is fully engaged regrouping with the parasites. This is pure opportunism.
What the IBRP has done in relation to the two points mentioned above and in relation to
the other slanders against the ICC, is solely in the interests of the bourgeoisie and against
the interests of the international proletariat.» (two sympathisers in Amsterdam)
“We condemn in the sharpest possible terms that you have put your website at the
disposal of such campaigns of filth, and that you have, without any commentary,
examination or verification, allowed that the ICC be insulted by the Argentine circle
“Circulo de Comunistas Internationalistas”) as a Stalinist organisation employing
nauseating methods.
We consider it to be politically perfectly right and highly responsible that the ICC excludes
members from the organisation and from meetings, who are guilty of stealing subscription
address lists, and who, with the most revolting bourgeois methods, without any proofs,
have accused a leading member of the organisation of being a ‘cop’.” (Participants at an
ICC meeting in Germany)
A comrade from France reminds the IBRP that unity within the proletarian camp and
fraternal debate is indispensable for revolutionaries:
“Scattered and weak as they are, the few revolutionary organisations who exist today
must polemicise, discuss systematically historic questions, as well as current affairs, of
course. And, it seems to me that the contributions (regular, argumented, lucid) of the ICC
over the last 30 years are far from the ‘methodological and political void’ that you
denounce. Of course, the debate for clarity must be lively, uncompromising but it must, I
think, remain fraternal between organisations of the Communist Left. Because if, as you
say, there is so much ‘work to be done to try and understand what is happening in the
world’, there is also so much to be done in order to ACT together (and what
strength that would bring), to distribute TOGETHER, organise COMMON meetings
on essential questions, on what unites us: internationalism, the struggle against war.
… Because ‘the experience of the past shows that a fraternal bond must exist between
the workers of different countries that encourages them to hold fast, shoulder to shoulder,
(….) and that if this bond is scorned, the punishment will be the general failure of these
dispersed attempts.’ (Marx, Inaugural Address, p.467 Pléïade)”
A letter addressed to the IBRP by “two young sympathisers of the communist left” also
takes up the need for fraternal relations between proletarian organisations. Moreover it
points out that the IBRP’s support for the Argentine Circulo and the IFICC against the
ICC tarnishes its image as a communist organisation in the eyes of those who, like
themselves, look to the tradition of the Communist Left for guidance:
“… we are open to all the revolutionary communist organisations and are very much in
favour of discussion between these groups, discussion which is very important for our
political clarification. This is a necessary and indispensable path for the development of
consciousness and the unification of the proletarian camp on the basis of solid agreement.
(…)
… we note that on your internet site, supported by the IFICC, you have published a text of
the Círculo de Comunistas Internacionalistas of Argentina, which accuses the ICC of
systematically refusing any discussion with groups who have opinions different from their
own. We can assume that you agree with this accusation as you publish it. Such an
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accusation, made without appropriate argumentation and without any valid explanation,
seems rather unreal to us in view of the ICC’s efforts to further discussion and furnish
clarification (…).
Your accusation is all the more false given that, to our knowledge, the ICC has often made
reference to the proletarian political milieu (…) and has mentioned you as one of its
component parts, asking you many times to intervene together with it against imperialist
wars. Moreover, on your attitude, in particular at the public meeting in Berlin on
15/05/04 on the causes of imperialist war, (…) in the conclusion to the discussion, the
spokesperson for the IBRP defended the position that the discussion showed that debate
between the IBRP and the ICC is ‘useless’. (…)
So we find that your attitude deviates appreciably from the image that we have of a
revolutionary communist organisation, which must perforce disappoint us and we want to
point this out to you in this letter.
Moreover, isn’t solidarity between communist organisations the engine of the combat
which unites us? Hoping that our criticisms will not be taken as animated by ill intentions
towards the IBRP but on the contrary will help to encourage a better analysis of an
important problem which certainly has not been the object of a profound reflection».
The group of workers from the Basque country also criticises the IBRP’s refusal of the
debate:
“There is a sentence that they have written which shows up all the weakness of the BIPR,
«We are fed up with discussing with the ICC”.
In the first place our predecessors were never tired of discussing, on the contrary, it was
a duty to search for the greatest possible clarity. That taste for theory has been lost and
we must rediscover it. But the IBRP does not want open debate between everyone, it only
wants adhesion to its positions without any discussion or questioning. An attitude typical
of leftism, you like it or you lump it. A great deal must be done and discussion undertaken
to form the future working class party; it will not be the ICC and the IBRP alone who will
be involved in this task but many proletarian groups that will arise, at least we hope so.
By avoiding the debate, the IBRP shows clearly its theoretical weakness, as it does when,
in uncontrolled anger, it tells us ‘we don’t have to account to the ICC or anyone else for
our political actions’. Here we find the ‘divine right’ of the LEADER, who has the right to
do whatever he likes, because the leaders are above GOOD and BAD. In brief, the
reference point for morality and ethics is to be found in the complete works of the
JESUITS.”

The opportunism of the IBRP
Many of the letters sent to the IBRP condemn its opportunism as unworthy of a
proletarian organisation. That is, they stigmatise a policy characterised by a desertion
of principles in favour of using means that are alien to the proletariat in order to ‘get
ahead’ in what it seems to conceive as a race to win the hearts and minds of the new
generation. The contacts are also aware how very self-destructive is the Bureau’s
political promiscuity with the IFICC and the Circulo. These gentlemen aim not only at
the destruction of the ICC through sordid manoeuvres, but also at the political
annihilation of the IBRP, though in its case through blandishments and siren songs.
As GW from Britain tells the IBRP: “… the creation of the IBRP from the CWO and BC
was strongly marked by an anti-ICCism as well as an opportunist leap. I now believe
however that recent developments show a qualitative descent in the activity of the IBRP
that threatens its very existence as a revolutionary force. It is now apparent what has
been implicit for some time: the IBRP sees itself, not as comrades of, but in competition
with the ICC. This shopkeeper, basically bourgeois attitude, can, if not dramatically
reversed, only spell the doom of the IBRP as an expression of the proletariat.” (…) This is
the very opposite of working class solidarity, of confidence in the working class and
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recent events confirm that you understand and share very little of these fundamental and
essential attributes of a revolutionary class. (…) Linking up with and publicising any antiICC Tom, Dick or Harry shows a shameless and fundamental betrayal of the tenets of the
workers’ movement on your part. You blatantly excuse theft from revolutionary
organisation because it’s done in the name of «leadership rights». You could say it is done
in the cut and thrust of business and doing down a rival. At least that would be more
honest…»
The group of workers from the Basque country also tells the IBRP in no uncertain terms
that their methods are against all that the working class stands for and are not to be
tolerated:
«NO GENTLEMEN OF THE IBRP, for our class not everything is acceptable. Our
proletarian morality is the antithesis of bourgeois morality; everyone must account for
himself. That includes you and is even more applicable in your case as you came out in
defence of the IFICC and its Mafia methods, or are you perhaps trying do get us to believe
the letter and the horrendous things recounted in it?
You published the letter on the Internet to give it the widest possible audience, you owe
something to those who have read it. We do not accept that you justify the theft of
something as important as the address list and the money of a proletarian organisation.
We are appalled at such vulgar arguments as that the perpetrators were the leaders or
the old guard. What do you say they want to do? Redirect the ICC towards the right path?
That does not mean that they have the right to thieve.
YES GENTLEMEN OF THE IBRP, you do have to give an account and not only to the ICC
but also to all of us. What is your morality, what code of conduct and behaviour do you
hold to? Are you part of the working class? On this question too there are class lines.»
The contacts are appalled that an organisation of the Communist Left should excuse
the theft on the part of the IFICC of the ICC’s list of contact addresses. They are
outraged that they go onto defend it on the grounds that the elements who went on to
form the IFICC were supposedly ‘leaders’ of our organisation (see «Reply to the stupid
accusations of an organisation in the process of degenerating», on the Internet site of the
IBRP). The «two young sympathisers of the CL» ask the IBRP, “do you really think that
the ‘leaders’ of a communist organisation have more rights and power than the militants
that compose it, specifically in this case the exclusive ownership of common documents?”
A very pertinent question. We hope that the Bureau will deign to answer it because,
contrary to their assertion that «we don’t have to account to the ICC or anyone else for
our political actions», those elements who look to the Left Communist movement for
political leadership have every right, nay, a duty even, to demand that revolutionary
organisations account for their actions. Equally, these organisations themselves have a
responsibility to motivate their political choices before the entire working class that has
generated them.
The «group of Basque workers» too has something to say on this point:
«The terms used by the IBRP, such as ‘the old guard, the leaders’, generates a profound
DISGUST in us because it reflects a conception of the party that is typically bourgeois. It
is not by chance that the ‘leaders’ unite to manipulate at will all the honest militants who
approach the communist left. The best example of this is what has happened in Argentina
and it is unforgivable that such an attitude is tolerated and not denounced to the four
corners of the earth. Someone who tries to destroy a proletarian group deserves our scorn,
not our respect.”
A comrade in Sweden refers to the IBRP’s view that the theft of the address list was not
theft on the basis that these «leaders» of the ICC wanted to guide ICC militants back to
the right path:
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«The logic to defend theft is worse than theft itself. IBRP put forward a religious or leftist
position on the leading role of the party. Militant within the ICC are not religious
idolizers which can be led to the right path and they are neither foot soldiers that can be
guided by a commander. My opinion is that militants within the communist left (not only
within the ICC) contrary to the left of capital are able, knowledgeable and analytical, in
short real revolutionaries».
As another comrade writing from America asks, “At what point does opportunism cross
over the class line? Adopting bourgeois tactics is a first step in the direction of adopting
bourgeois ideology, no?” (IO).

Appeal made by the contacts to the IBRP
As GW says, «recent developments show a qualitative descent in the activity of the IBRP
that threatens its very existence as a revolutionary force». Aware of the dangerous waters
within which the IBRP is floundering, the concern of the sympathisers is to pull it back
from the abyss that it seems determined to leap into at the kind invitation of the IFICC.
The two comrades in Amsterdam say, «We condemn this opportunist attitude of the IBRP
towards the ICC. We hope that in the interest of the class struggle and proletarian unity,
the IBRP will make a self-criticism of its attitude in this affair.»
The statement of the participants of the ICC meeting in Germany reads:
«We call on you to return to the terrain of the proletarian form and principles of
confrontation, meaning:
the immediate publication, in your press and your website, of our letter and of the
communiqué of the ICC on these developments,

•

the establishment, with your participation, of an independent commission of the
camp of the Communist Left, to examine and clarify the accusations against the ICC.

•

the rupture of any collaboration with the former ICC elements, who have grouped
themselves in and around the IFICC (the so-called «internal fraction of the ICC»).

•

denouncing and publically combating the methods of theft of money and contact
addresses, and the hate campaigns against the ICC.

•

You should at long last assume the collective responsibility you have towards the
international proletariat. Sit down at the table with the ICC and other revolutionaries and
debate publically the central questions of the workers movement, of capitalism and its
overthrow.»
JB, Britain declares:
«The question of parasitism is one that involves the entire communist left. I support the
ICC’s call for other proletarian organisations and their contacts and sympathisers to take
position on the ICC’s theses on the subject to:
explain whether or not they believe the behavioural patterns of ‘parasitism’
identified by the ICC exist or not and to show why they believe this;

•

provide alternative explanations for this behaviour if they disagree with the ICC’s
explanation for its existence.

•

In short, to develop the discussion in the widest and most rigorous possible way, as is
incumbent on the workers’ movement as a whole.»
RQ, Spain underlines the general responsibility of the political elements of the
proletarian camp:
«The proletarian political milieu must carry out its responsibilities. The evolution of the
situation: the IBRP going into crisis by insisting that it maintains, and will continue to
maintain, its collaboration with the FICCI; the last minute intervention of the murky
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Círculo de Comunistas Internacionalistas in Argentina and the silence of the other
organisations, that should have taken position against the behaviour of the elements of
the IFICC, because no proletarian organisation alive is safe from them. This makes me
think that a sort of plot against a revolutionary organisation such as the ICC has been
organised, with some who participate actively and others by default.”
The importance of solidarity
IO from America asks us: “I do have to wonder why you pay so much attention to the
IFICC (…)I guess talking about them is useful perhaps as a lesson of parasitism in action,
otherwise shouldn’t they be ignored for the most part?”. If we have spent so much time
and effort in our public struggle against the unholy alliance of parasitism and
opportunism represented by the IFICC and the IBRP, this is because – however small
the numbers involved – we are fighting to defend the very principles of proletarian
action and organisation whereon the world wide party of the working class must one
day be based. We are firmly convinced that if we do not defend these principles now,
then we would both be failing in our duty, and compromising the future development of
all revolutionary organisation.
The passion and conviction with which our contacts have entered into the fray in
defence of proletarian principles is enough to warm the cockles of any revolutionary’s
heart. It shows that the ICC’s insistence that principled behaviour is a political
necessity isn’t a voice lost in the wilderness of expediency, cynicism, and opportunism.
This simple act of solidarity is all the more important as the ICC has recently received
threats, for example, from the UHP-Arde, as well as others sent anonymously.
Aware of the gravity of recent events, RQ (Spain) initially saw them as a backward step
for the working class. After further reflection however, he/she says: «I don’t think that
the ICC and the proletariat are confronting a reflux but that, on the contrary, this is a
forward step at the level of method because of what has had to be confronted. As was the
case in the First International in the fight against the Bakuninists, the Marxist method,
and therefore that of revolutionary organisations, lies in bringing out into the open before
the militants and the whole proletariat, the problem or the crisis in all of its difficulty. It
means discussing it through and going to the root without holding back.”
This, like the other letters, shows the unconquerable determination to understand and
advance, however hard the battle may prove, that is the hallmark of the proletariat as a
revolutionary class. The sympathisers recognise that the fight for communism is so
much deeper and all-embracing than the search for a list of correct positions. The
Marxist method means a questioning of every aspect of this rotten society and only it
can breathe life into the reflections, the questionings, and the hunt for the unclouded
truth. This is the gauntlet that the writers of these letters have taken up.
We leave the last word with the participants at the ICC Public Forum in Germany, a
sentiment that encapsulates the priceless solidarity that our sympathisers have
proffered:
«Don’t give up, we support your struggle!»
In an internet article entitled «la ciencia y arte del zoquete» the UHP accuse the ICC of
defending the policies of the bourgeoisie, call us imbeciles and then conclude with the
words «Against the bourgeois campaigns to falsify and repress our struggle and death to
the imbeciles».
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Workers’ Movement: Marxism against
Freemasonry

Satanic pentagram of some opponents, disclosed by the ICC
With the following article on the struggle of Marxism against Freemasonry, the
ICC is firmly placing itself in the best traditions of Marxism and the workers’
movement. As opposed to anarchist political indifferentism, Marxist has always
insisted that the proletariat, in order to fulfil its revolutionary mission, must
understand all the essential aspects of the functioning of its class enemy. As
exploiting classes, these enemies of the proletariat necessarily employ secrecy
and deception both against each other and against the working class. This is why
Marx and Engels, in a series of important writings, exposed to the working class
the secret structures and activities of the ruling classes.
In his Revelations of the diplomatic history of the 18th century, based on an
exhaustive study of diplomatic manuscripts in the British Museum, Marx exposed the
secret collaboration of the British and Russian cabinets since the time of Peter the
Great. In his writings against Lord Palmerston, Marx revealed that the continuation of
this secret alliance was directed essentially against revolutionary movements
throughout Europe. In fact, during the first sixty years of the 19th century, Russian
diplomacy, the bastion of counter-revolution at that time, was involved in «all the
conspiracies and uprisings» of the day, including the insurrectional secret societies such
as the Carbonari, trying to manipulate them to its own ends (Engels: The Foreign
Policy of Czarist Russia).
In his pamphlet against Herr Vogt Marx laid bare the way in which Bismarck,
Palmerston and the Czar supported the agents of Bonapartism under Louis Napoleon in
France in infiltrating and denigrating the workers’ movement. The outstanding
moments of the combat of the workers’ movement against these hidden manoeuvres
were the struggle of the Marxists against Bakunin in the First International, and of the
«Eisenachers» against the Bismark’s use of Lassalleanism in Germany.
Combating the bourgeoisie’s fascination for the hidden and mysterious, Marx and
Engels showed that the proletariat is the enemy of every kind of policy of secrecy and
mystification. As opposed to the British Tory Urquhart, whose Struggle over 50 years
against Russia’s secret policies degenerated into a «secret esoteric doctrine» of an
«almighty» Russian diplomacy as the «only active factor in modern history» (Engels), the
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work of the founders of Marxism on this question was always based on a scientific,
historical materialist approach. This method revealed the hidden «Jesuitic order» of
Russian and western diplomacy and the secret societies of me exploiting classes as me
product of the absolutism and enlightenment of the 18m century, during which me
crown imposed a collaboration between me declining nobility and the rising bourgeoisie.
This «aristocratic-bourgeois International of Enlightenment» referred to by Engels articles
on Czarist foreign policy, also provided the social basis for freemasonry, which arose in
Britain, me classical country of compromise between aristocracy and bourgeoisie.
Whereas the bourgeois aspect of freemasonry attracted many bourgeois revolutionaries
in the 18th and early 19th century, especially in France and the United States, its
profoundly reactionary character was soon to make it a weapon above all against the
working class. This was the case after the rise of the working class socialist movement,
prompting the bourgeoisie to abandon me materialistic atheism of its own revolutionary
youth. In the second half of the 19th century, European freemasonry, which until then
had been above all an amusement of a bored aristocracy which had lost its social
function, increasingly became a bastion of the new anti-materialistic «religiosity» of the
bourgeoisie, directed essentially against the workers’ movement. Within this masonic
movement, there developed a whole series of anti- marxist ideologies, which were later
to become the common property of 20th century counter-revolutionary movements.
According to one of these ideologies, Marxism itself was a creation of the «illuminati»
wing of German freemasonry, against which the «true» freemasons had to mobilise.
Bakunin, himself an active freemason, was one of the fathers of another of these
allegations, that Marxism was a Jewish conspiracy: «This whole Jewish world,
comprising a single exploiting sect, a kind of blood sucking people, a kind of organic
destructive collective parasite, going beyond not only the frontiers of states but of political
opinion, this world is now, at Least for the most part, at the disposal of Marx on the one
hand, and of Rothchild on the other. (...) This may seem strange. What can there be in
common between socialism and a leading bank? The point is that authoritarian socialism,
Marxist communism, demands a strong centralisation of the state. And where there is
centralisation of the state, there must necessarily be a central bank, and where such a
bank exists, the parasitic Jewish nation, speculating with the Labour of the people, will
be found.» (Bakunin, quoted by R. Huch : Bakunin und die Anarchie).
As opposed to the vigilance of the First, Second and Third Internationals on these
questions, a large part of today’s revolutionary milieu is content to ignore this danger,
or to jeer at me ICC’s alleged «Machiavellian» view of history. This underestimation,
connected to an obvious ignorance of an important part of the history of me workers
movement, is the result of 50 years of counter-revolution, interrupting the passing on of
Marxist organisational experience from one generation to the next.
This weakness is all the more dangerous, since the employment in this century of
mystical sects and ideologies has reached dimensions going far beyond the simple
question of freemasonry posed in the ascendant phase of capitalism. Thus, the majority
of anti-communist secret societies which were created between 1918-1923 against the
German revolution, did not originate in freemasonry at all, but were set up directly by
the army, under the control of demobilised officers. As direct instruments of the
capitalist state against the communist revolution, they were disbanded as soon as the
proletariat had been defeated. Equally, since the end of the counter-revolution in the
late 1960s, classical freemasonry has been only one aspect of a whole apparatus of
religious, esoteric and racist sects and ideologies developed by the state against the
proletariat. Today, in the framework of capitalist decomposition, such anti-marxist sects
and ideologies, declaring war on materialism and the concept of progress in history and
with a considerable influence in the industrial countries, constitute an additional
weapon of the bourgeoisie against the working class.
The First International against secret societies
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Already the First International was the target of furious attacks mounted by occultism.
The supporters of the Carbonari’s Catholic mysticism and of Mazzinism were the
declared opponents of the International. In New York, the occultist supporters of
Virginia Woodhull tried to introduce feminism, «free love» and «para-psychological
experiments» into the International’s American sections. In Britain and France, left wing
masonic lodges, supported by Bonapartist agents, organised a series of provocations
aimed at discrediting the International and justifying the arrest of its members, obliging
the General Council to exclude and publicly denounce Pyat and his supporters. Most
dangerous of all was Bakunin’s Alliance, a secret organisation within the International,
which with its different levels of «initiation» of members into its «secrets» and its
methods of manipulation (Bakunin’s «revolutionary catechism») exactly copied the
example of freemasonry (see International Reviews nos. 84 and 85 for the struggle
against Bakuninism in the First International).
Marx and Engel’s enormous personal commitment in repelling these attacks, in
uncovering Pyat and his Bonapartist supporters, combatting Mazzini, excluding
Woodhull’s American sections, and above all in revealing the plot by Bakunin’s Alliance
against the International, are well known. Their full awareness of the occultist menace
is documented by the resolution proposed by Marx himself, and adopted by the General
Council, on the necessity to combat the secret societies.
At the London Conference of the International Workingmen’s Association (IWA) ,
September 1871, Marx insisted that «this kind of organisation stands in contradiction
to the development of the proletarian movement, since these societies, instead of
educating the workers, submit them to authoritarian and mystical laws, which hinder
their independence and direct their consciousness in a wrong direction» (Marx-Engels
Werke Vol. 17, p655).
The bourgeoisie also tried to discredit the proletariat through media allegations that
both the International and the Paris Commune were «organised» by a secret Freemasontype leadership. In an interview with the newspaper The New York World which
suggested that the workers were the instruments of a «conclave» of «daring conspirators»
present inside the Paris Commune, Marx declared: «Dear sir, there is no secret to be
cleared up (...) unless it’s the secret of the human stupidity of those who stubbornly ignore
the fact that our Association acts in public, and that extensive reports on its activities are
published for all who want to read them». The Paris Commune, according to The World’s
logic, «could equally have been a conspiracy of the freemasons, since their individual
share was not small. I would really not be amazed if the Pope were to put the whole
insurrection down to them. But let us look for another explanation. The insurrection in
Paris was made by the Paris workers» (MEW Vol. 17, S.639-370).
The fight against mysticism in the Second International
With the defeat of the Paris Commune and the death of the International, Marx and
Engels supported the fight to shake off the grip of freemasonry over workers’
organisations in countries like Italy, Spain or the USA (eg the Knights of Labour). The
Second International, founded in 1889, was at first less vulnerable to occultist
infiltration than its predecessor, since it excluded the anarchists. The «very scope» of
the programme of the First International had allowed «the declassed elements to worm
their way in and establish, at its very heart, secret organisations whose efforts, instead of
being directed against the bourgeoisie and the existing governments, would be directed
against the International itself» (Report to the Hague Congress on the Alliance, 1872).
Since the Second International was less open at this level, the esoteric attack began,
not with an organisational infiltration, but with an ideological attack against marxism.
By the end of the 19th century, German and Austrian freemasonry boasted about its
successes in freeing the universities and scientific circles from the «plague of
materialism». With the development of reformist illusions and opportunism in the
workers’ movement at the turn of the century, it was from these central European
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scientists that Bernsteinism adopted the «discovery» of the «superseding of marxism» by
idealism and neo-Kantian agnosticism. In the context of the defeat of the revolutionary
proletarian movement in Russia after 1905, the disease of «god building» even
penetrated the ranks of Bolshevism, where however it was quickly crushed. Within the
International as a whole, the marxist left mounted a heroic and brilliant defence of
scientific socialism, without however being able to halt the advance of idealism, so that
freemasonry now began to win supporters within the workers’ parties. Jaures, the
famous French workers’ leader, openly defended the ideology of freemasonry against
what he termed the «impoverished economic and narrow materialistic interpretation of
human thought» of Franz Mehring. At the same time, the development of anarchosyndicalism in reaction to reformism opened a new field for the spread of reactionary
often mystical ideas on the basis of philosophers like Bergson, Nietzsche (who described
himself as the «philosopher of aestheticism») or Sorel. This in turn affected semianarchist elements within the International like Herve in France or Mussolini in Italy,
who went over to extreme right wing bourgeois organisations at the outbreak of World
War I. The marxists, attempting in vain to impose a struggle against freemasonry in the
French party, or to forbid party members in Germany having a «second loyalty» to other
organisations, were in the period before 1914 not strong enough to impose
organisational measures as Marx and Engels had done.
The Third International against Freemasonry
Determined to overcome the organisational weaknesses of the Second International
which facilitated its collapse in 1914, the Comintern fought for the complete elimination
of «esoteric» elements within its ranks.
In 1922, in response to the French Communist Party’s infiltration by elements
belonging to freemasonry, who had gangrened the party since its foundation at the
Tours Congress, the 4th Congress of the Communist International, in its «Resolution on
the French question», reaffirmed class principles in the following terms:
«The incompatibility between freemasonry and socialism was considered to be evident in
most of the parties of the Second International (...) If the Second Congress of the
Communist International, in its conditions for joining the International, did not formulate a
special point on the incompatibility between communism and freemasonry, it was
because this principle found its place in a separate resolution unanimously voted by the
Congress.»
The fact, unexpectedly revealed at the Fourth Congress of the Communist International,
that a considerable number of French communists belong to masonic lodges is, in the
eyes of the Communist International, the most clear and at the same time the most
pitiful proof that our French Party has conserved not only the psychological heritage of
the epoch of reformism, of parliamentarism and patriotism, but also liaisons that are
very concrete, very compromising for the leadership of the party, with the secret,
political and careerist organisations of the radical bourgeoisie ...
The International considers that it is indispensable to put an end, once and for all, to
these compromising and demoralising liaisons between the leadership of the
Communist Party and the political organisations of the bourgeoisie. The honour of the
proletariat of France demands that it purifies all its organisations of elements who want
to belong to both camps in the class struggle.
«The Congress charges the Central Committee of the French Communist Party to liquidate,
before 1st January 1923, all liaisons between the Party, in the person of certain of its
members and groups, and freemasonry. Those who, before 1st January, have not
declared openly to their organisation and in public through the Party press, their complete
break with freemasonry, will be automatically excluded from the Communist Party
without any right to join it again at any time. Anyone who hides their membership of
freemasonry will be considered to be an agent of the enemy who has penetrated the party
and the individual in question will be treated with ignominy before the proletariat».
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In the name of the International, Trotsky denounced the existence of links between
«freemasonry and the institutions of the party, the publications commission of the paper,
the Central Committee, the Federal Committee» in France. «The League of Human Rights
and freemasonry are machines of the bourgeoisie which divert the consciousness of the
representatives of the French proletariat. We declare pitiless war on these methods, since
they constitute a secret and insidious weapon of the bourgeois arsenal (...) We must free
the party of these elements» (La Voix de l’Internationale: «Le Mouvement Communiste
en France»).
Similarly, the KPD’s delegate at the 3rd Congress of the Italian CP in Rome, referring to
the Theses on Communist Tactics submitted by Bordiga and Terracini, could report:
«The evident irreconcilability of belonging at the same time to the communist party and to
another party, applies, not only to political parties but also to those movements which,
despite their political character, do not have the name and the organisation of a party (...)
here in particular freemasonry» («Die ltalienische Thesen», by Paul Bötcher in Die
Internationale 1922.)
Capitalism’s entry into its decadent phase since World War I has led to a gigantic
development of state capitalism, in particular of the military and repressive apparatus
(espionage, secret police etc). Does this mean the bourgeois need for its «traditional»
secret societies disappears? This is partly the case. Where decadent state capitalist
totalitarianism has taken a brutal, undisguised form as in Hitler’s Germany, Mussolini’s
Italy, or Stalin’s Russia, masonic and other «lodges» or secret groupings were always
forbidden.
However, even these brutally open forms of state capitalism cannot completely dispense
with a secret or illegal, officially non-existent apparatus. State capitalist totalitarianism
implies the dictatorial control of the bourgeois state, not only over the entire economy,
but over every aspect of life. Thus, in Stalinist regimes the «mafia» is an indispensable
part of the state, since it controls the only part of the distribution apparatus which
really works, but which officially is not supposed to exist: the black market. In western
countries, organised criminality is a no less indispensable part of the state capitalist
regime.
But under the so-called «democratic» form of state capitalism, the unofficial as well as
the official repression and infiltration apparatus expands tremendously.
Under this dictatorial fake democracy, the state imposes its politics on the members of
its own class, and combats the organisations of its imperialist rivals and of its
proletarian class enemy in a no less totalitarian manner then under the Nazis or
Stalinists. Its official political police and spy apparatus is just as omnipresent as that of
any other state. But since the ideology of democracy does not allow this apparatus to
proceed as openly as the Gestapo or the GPU in Russia, the western bourgeoisie
redevelops its old traditions of freemasonry and the «polit-mafia», but this time under
the direct control of the state. The western bourgeoisie with whatever it cannot do
legally and openly, illegally and in secret.
Thus, when the US army invaded Mussolini’s Italy in 1943, they did not bring back with
them the mafia alone.
«In the wake of the motorised American divisions pushing north, masonic lodges appeared
out of the ground like mushrooms after rain. This was not only the result of the fact that
Mussolini banned them and persecuted their members. The mighty American masonic
groupings had their share in this development, immediately taking their Italian brothers
under their wing»[1].
Here lies the origin of one of the most famous of the many illegal organisations of the
western, American led imperialist bloc, the «Propaganda 2» Lodge in Italy. These
unofficial structures coordinated the struggle of the different national bourgeoisies of
the American block against the influence of the rival Soviet bloc. The membership of
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such lodges includes leaders of the «left wing» of the capitalist state: stalinist and leftist
parties, trade unions.
Through a series of scandals and revelations (linked to the break-up of the western
block after 1989) we know quite a lot about tile workings of such groupings against the
imperialist enemy. But a much more carefully kept secret of the bourgeoisie is tile fact
that in decadence, its old tradition of masonic infiltration of workers organisations has
also become part of the repertoire of tile democratic totalitarian state apparatus. This
has been the case whenever the proletariat has seriously menaced the bourgeoisie:
above all during the revolutionary wave 1917-23, but also since 1968 with the
resurgence of workers’ struggles.
An illegal counter revolutionary apparatus
As Lenin pointed out, the proletarian revolution in Western Europe at the end of World
War I was confronted with a much more powerful and intelligent ruling class than in
Russia. As in Russia, the western bourgeoisie, in face of the revolution, immediately
played the democratic card, bringing left wing, former workers’ parties to power,
announcing elections and plans for «industrial democracy» and for «integrating» the
workers’ councils into constitution and state.
But unlike Russia after February 1917, the western bourgeoisie immediately began to
construct a gigantic, illegal counter-revolutionary apparatus.
To this end they made use of the political and organisational experience of the masonic
lodges and right wing volkish orders which had specialised in combatting the socialist
movement before the World War, completing their integration into the state. One such
pre-war organisation was the «Germanic Order» and the «Hammer League» founded in
1912 in response to the looming war and to the electoral victory of the Socialist Party,
declaring in its paper its goal of «organising the counter-revolution». «The holy vendetta
shall liquidate the revolutionary leaders at the very beginning of the insurrection, not
hesitating to strike the mass criminals with their own weapons»[2].
Victor Serge refers to the intelligence services of Action Francaise and of the Cahiers de
l’Antifrance which spied on the vanguard movements in France already during the war;
the espionage and provocateur service of the Fascist party in Italy; and the private
detective agencies in the USA who «provide the capitalists with discreet informers, expert
provocateurs, riflemen, guards, foremen and also totally corrupt trade union militants»,
«supposedly employing 135,000 people».
«In Germany, since the official disarming of the country, the essential forces of reaction
have been concentrated in extremely secretive organisations. The reaction has understood
that, even in parties supported by the State, clandestinity is a precious asset. Naturally
all these organisations take on the functions of virtual undercover police forces against
the proletariat»[3].
In order to preserve tile myth of democracy, the counter-revolutionary organisations in
Germany and other countries were officially not part of the state, were financed
privately, often declared illegal, and presented themselves as the enemies of democracy.
With their assassinations of «democratic» bourgeois leaders like Rathenau and
Erzberger, and their right-wing putsches (Kapp Putsch 1920, Hitler Putsch 1923) they
played a vital role in luring the proletariat towards the terrain of defence of the counterrevolutionary Weimar «democracy».
The network against the proletarian revolution
It is in Germany, the main centre of the revolutionary wave 1917-23 outside of Russia,
that we can best grasp the vast scale of counter -revolutionary operations, once the
bourgeoisie feels its class rule threatened. A gigantic network was set up in defence of
the bourgeois state. This network employed provocation, infiltration and political
murder in order to supplement tile counter-revolutionary policies of the SPD and the
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trade unions, as well as the Reichswehr and the privately financed unofficial «white
army» of the Freikorps.
Even more famous is of course the NSDAP, founded in Munich against the revolution in
1919 as the «German Workers’ Party». Hitler, Goering, Rohm and other Nazi leaders
began their political careers as informers and agents against the Bavarian Workers’
Council.
These illegal coordinating centres of the counter-revolution were in reality part of the
state. Whenever their assassination specialists, such as the murderers of Liebknecht,
Luxemburg, and hundreds of other Communist leaders, were put on trial, they were
found not guilty, given token sentences, or allowed to escape[4]. Whenever their secret
arms caches were discovered by the police, the army intervened to claim back these
weapons, which had allegedly been stolen.
In the aftermath of the Kapp putsch the Organisation Escherich («Orgesch») was the
biggest and most dangerous anti-proletarian illegal organisation, and had the declared
aim of «liquidating Bolshevism». It «had over a million armed members, possessing
countless secret arms depots, and working with secret service methods. To this end of
[liquidating Bolshevism] the Orgesch maintained a spy agency.»[5]
The «Teno», allegedly a technical service in case of public catastrophes, was in reality an
armed troop, 170,000 strong, mainly used as strike breakers.
The Anti-Bolshevik League, founded on 1st December 1918 by industrialists, aimed its
propaganda mainly at workers. «It followed the development of the KPD [German
Communist Party] very closely and tried to infiltrate it with its informers. It was above
all to this end that it maintained an intelligence and spy network camouflaged as a 4th
department. It had links to the political police and to army units»[6].
In Munich, the occult Thule Society, linked to the above mentioned pre-war Germanic
Order, set up the White Army of the Bavarian bourgeoisie, the Freikorps Oberland, and
coordinated the struggle against the 1919 council republic, including the murder of the
USPD leader Eisner, in order to provoke a premature insurrection. «Its second
department was its intelligence service, which organised an extensive activity of
infiltration, espionage and sabotage. According to Sebottendorff every member of the
combat league soon had a membership card of the Spartakus Group under a different
name. The spies of the combat league also sat in the committees of the council
government and the Red Army and reported every evening to the centre of the Thule
Society about the planning of the enemy»[7].
The main weapon of the bourgeoisie against the proletarian revolution is not repression
and subversion, but the presence of the ideology and the organisational influence of lie
«left» organs of the bourgeoisie within the ranks of the proletariat. This was essentially
the job of social democracy and the trade unions. But the importance of the assistance
which infiltration and provocation can lend to lie efforts of the left of capital against the
workers struggle is underlined by the example of «National-Bolshevism» during the
German revolution. Under the influence of the pseudo anti-capitalism, the extreme
nationalism, anti-semitism and «anti-liberalism» of the illegal secret organisations of the
bourgeoisie, with whom they held secret meetings, the Hamburg so-called «Left» around
Laufenberg and Wollfheim developed a counter-revolutionary version of «left
communism» which contributed decisively to splitting the young KPD in1919, and to
discrediting the KAPD in 1920[8].
The work of bourgeois infiltration of the Hamburg section of the KPD began to be
uncovered by the party already in 1919, including over 20 police agents directly
connected to the GKSD, a counter-revolutionary regiment in Berlin. «From here it was
repeatedly attempted to get Hamburg workers to launch armed assaults on prisons and
other adventurist actions»[9].
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The organiser of this undermining of the Communists in Hamburg, Von Killinger, was a
leader of the Organisation Consul, a secret terror and murder organisation financed by
the Junkers and aimed at infiltrating and uniting the struggle of all the other right wing
groups against communism.
The defence of the revolutionary organisation
In the first part of this article, we saw how the Communist International drew the
lessons of the collapse of the 2nd International at the organisational level by opening a
much more rigorous struggle against freemasonry and secret societies.
As we have seen, the Second World Congress in 1920, had adopted a motion of the
Italian party against the freemasons, officially not part of the «21 conditions» for
membership of the Comintern, but unofficially known as the «22 condition»[10].
In fact, the famous 21 conditions of August 1920 obliged all sections of the
International to organise clandestine structures, to protect the organisation against
infiltration, to investigate the activities of the illegal counter-revolutionary apparatus of
the bourgeoisie, and to support the internationally centralised work against capitalist
repression.
The Third World Congress in June 1921 adopted principles aimed at better protecting
lie International from spies and agents provocateurs, and at systematically observing
the activities of the official and secret anti-proletarian police and para-military
apparatus, the freemasons etc. A special committee, the OMS, was created to
coordinate these activities internationally.
The KPD, for example, regularly published lists of agents provocateurs and police spies
excluded from its ranks, complete with their photos and descriptions of their methods.
«From August 1921 to August 1922, the Information department uncovered 124 informers,
agents provocateurs and swindlers. These were either sent into the KPD by the police or
right wing organisations, or had hoped to exploit the KPD financially on their own
account»[11]. Pamphlets were prepared on this question. The KPD also found out who
had murdered Liebknecht and Luxemburg and published their photos, asking for the
help of the population in hunting them down. A special organisation was established to
defend the party against the secret societies and para-military organisations of the
bourgeoisie. This work included spectacular actions. Thus, in 1921, KPD members,
disguised as policemen, searched the premises and confiscated papers of a Russian
White Army office in Berlin. Undercover raids were undertaken against secret offices of
the criminal «Organisation Consul».
Above all, the Comintern regularly supplied all workers’ organisations with concrete
warnings and information about lie attempts of the occult arm of the bourgeoisie to
destroy them.
After 1968: the revival of occult manipulation against the proletariat
With the defeat of the communist revolution after 1923, the elements of the
bourgeoisie’s secret anti-proletarian network were either dissolved, or given other tasks
by the state. In Germany, many of these elements were later integrated into the Nazi
movement.
But when the massive workers’ struggles of 1968 in France put an end to the counterrevolution and opened a period of rising class struggle, the bourgeoisie began to revive
its hidden anti-proletarian apparatus. In May 1968 in France, the masonic Grand
Orient greeted with enthusiasm the «magnificent movement of the students and workers»
and sent food and medication to the occupied Sorbonne[12].
This «greeting» was lip-service. In France, already after 1968, the bourgeoisie was using
its «neo- Templar», «Rosicrucian» and «Martinist» sects in order to infiltrate leftist and
other groups, in collaboration with the SAC services. For example, Luc Jeuret, the guru
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of the «Sun Temple» began his career by infiltrating Maoist groups (L ‘Ordre du Temple
Solaire, from page 145 on).
In fact, the following years saw the appearance of organisations of the type used against
the proletarian revolution in the 20s. On the extreme right, the Front Europeen de
Liberation has revived the «National-bolshevik» tradition. In Germany, the
Sozialrevolutionare Arbeiterfront (Social Revolutionary Workers’ Front), following its
motto «the frontier is not between left and right but between above and below» is
specialised in infiltrating different «left wing» movements. The Thule Society has also
been refounded as a counter revolutionary secret society[13].
To the modem right wing private political intelligence services belong the World AntiCommunist League, as well as the National Caucus of Labour and the European Labour
Party, whose leader La Rouche is described by a member of the US National Security
Council as having «the best private intelligence organisation in the world»[14].
Left-wing versions of such counter-revolutionary organisations are no less active. In
France, for instance, new sects have been established in the tradition of «Martinism», a
variant of freemasonry historically specialised in the infiltration and subversion of
workers’ organisations. Such groups put forward the idea that communism can best be
achieved by the manipulations of an enlightened minority. Like other sects, they are
specialised in the art of manipulating people.
More generally, the development of occult sects and esoteric groupings in the past years
is not only an expression of the petty bourgeoisie’s hopelessness and hysteria at the
historic situation, but is encouraged and organised by the state. The role of these sects
in inter-imperialist rivalries is known (e.g the use of Scientology by the US bourgeoisie
against Germany). But this whole «esoteric» movement is equally part of the bourgeois
ideological onslaught against marxism, especially after 1989 with the alleged «death of
communism». Historically, it was in face of the rising socialist movement that the
European bourgeoisie began to identify with the mystical ideology of freemasonry,
especially after the 1848 revolutions. Today, the unbridled hatred of esotericism for
materialism and marxism, as well as for the proletarian masses considered
«materialistic» and «stupid», is nothing else but the concentrated hatred of the
bourgeoisie and parts of the petty bourgeoisie for an undefeated proletariat. Unable
itself to offer any historical alternative, the bourgeoisie opposes marxism with the lie
that stalinism was communist, but also with the mystical vision that the world can only
be «saved» when consciousness and rationality have been replaced by ritual, intuition
and hocus-pocus.
In the face of today’s decomposition of capitalist society, it is the task of revolutionaries
to draw the lessons of the experience of the workers movement against what Lenin
called «mysticism as a cloak for counter-revolutionary moods». And it is our task to
reappropriate the vigilance of the workers’ movement of the past against the
manipulations and infiltration of the occult apparatus of the bourgeoisie.
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ICC Extraordinary Conference

ICC's sleep ordinary conference
At the beginning of this year, the ICC decided to transform the 15th Congress of its
section in France into an Extraordinary International Conference. The decision was
motivated by the open outbreak of an organisational crisis immediately following its
14th International Congress in April 2001. This crisis has led to the departure from our
organisation of several militants, who have recently regrouped in what they call the
«Internal Fraction of the ICC». As we shall see, the Conference took note of the fact that
these militants had deliberately set themselves outside the organisation, even if today
they proclaim to whoever is prepared to listen that they have been «excluded».
While most of the Conference was focused on organisational issues, it also discussed
the analysis of the international situation, and adopted the resolution which is
published in this issue of the International Review.
The aim of this article is to give an account of the conference’s most important work,
the nature of its discussions, and its decisions on organisational issues, since this was
its main purpose. It will also set out our analysis of the self-styled «internal fraction» of
the ICC, which presents itself today as the real continuity of the ICC’s organisational
gains, but which in reality is nothing other than a new parasitic grouping, such as the
ICC and other organisations of the proletarian political milieu have had to confront in
the past. But before we deal with these questions, it is necessary to consider another,
which has been the object of much misunderstanding in today’s proletarian political
milieu: the importance of questions of functioning for communist organisations.
We say this because we have often heard or read the comment that «the ICC is obsessed
with organisational questions», or that «it’s articles on the question are of no interest,
it’s just their own internal affairs». This kind of judgement is understandable enough on
the part of non-militants, even when they sympathise with Left Communist positions.
When one is not a member of a proletarian political organisation, it is clearly difficult to
measure fully the problems that such an organisation can encounter in its functioning.
That said, it is much more surprising to meet with this kind of comment on the part of
members of organised political groups. This is one of the expressions of the weakness of
the present proletarian political milieu, resulting from the organic and political break
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between today’s organisations and those of the past workers’ movement, as a result of
the counter-revolution which crushed the class from the end of the 1920s until the end
of the 1960s.
For this reason, and before we deal with the questions which concerned the conference,
we will begin with a brief reminder of some organisational lessons of the past workers’
movement, on the basis in particular of two of the most well-known amongst them: the
International Workingmen’s Association (IWA), or 1st International (in which Marx and
Engels were militants), and the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party (RSDLP),
whence emerged the Bolshevik Party that in 1917 took the lead of the only victorious
proletarian revolution, before it degenerated as a result of its international isolation. We
will look more particularly at these organisations’ two congresses where organisational
issues took centre stage: the IWA’s 1872 Hague Congress, and the 1903 Congress of the
RSDLP which gave rise to the formation of the Bolshevik and Menshevik fractions,
which were to play directly opposing roles in the revolution of 1917.
The IWA was founded in September 1864 in London, on the initiative of a number of
French and English workers. It adopted a centralised structure straight away, with a
central Council, which after the 1866 Geneva Congress was known as the General
Council. Marx was to play a leading role within the Council, since it fell to him to write
a large number of its basic texts, such as the IWA’s founding address, its statutes, and
the address on the Paris Commune (The Civil War in France, May 1871). The IWA (or
«The International», as the workers called it) quickly became a «power» in the advanced
countries (above all in Western Europe). Up till the 1871 Paris Commune, it regrouped a
growing number of workers and was a leading factor in the development of the
proletariat’s two essential weapons: its organisation and its consciousness. This is why,
indeed, the International was subjected to increasingly bitter attacks by the bourgeoisie:
slander in the press, infiltration by informers, persecution of its members, etc. But the
IWA ran the greatest danger from the attacks of some of its own members against the
International’s very mode of organisation.
Already, when the IWA was founded, the provisional rules were translated by the
Parisian sections, strongly influenced by Proudhon’s federalist conceptions, in a way
that considerably weakened the International’s centralised character. But the most
dangerous attacks were to come later, with the entry into its ranks of the «Alliance de la
démocratie socialiste» founded by Bakunin. This latter was to find fertile ground within
important sections of the International, due to its own weaknesses, which were in turn
the result of the weaknesses of the proletariat at the time, characteristic of its previous
stage of development.
This weakness was especially marked in the most backward sectors of the European
proletariat, where it had only just emerged from the peasant and artisan classes.
Bakunin, who entered the International in 1868 after the collapse of the «League for
Peace and Liberty», used these weaknesses to try to subject the International to his
anarchist conceptions, and to bring it under his control. The tool for this operation was
to be the «Alliance de la démocratie socialiste», which he had founded as a minority in
the League for Peace and Liberty.
The latter was an organisation of bourgeois republicans, founded on the initiative
notably of Garibaldi and Victor Hugo, one of whose main objectives was to compete with
the IWA for the support of the working class. Bakunin was a member of the League’s
leadership, which he claimed gave it a «revolutionary impetus», and urged it to propose
a merger with the IWA, refused by the latter at its Brussels congress in 1868. Following
the failure of the League for Peace and Liberty, Bakunin decided to enter the IWA, not
just as a militant but as part of the leadership.
«To be recognised as leader of the International, he had to present himself as the leader of
another army, whose absolute devotion to his person was to be assured by a secret
organisation. After openly implanting his society in the International, he intended to
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spread its ramifications into every section, and so to take over an absolute authority. With
this aim, he founded the (public) Alliance for Socialist Democracy in Geneva (?) But this
public Alliance hid another, which in its turn was directed by the still more secret Alliance
of the international brotherhood, the Centurion Guards of the dictator Bakunin».1
The Alliance was thus both a public and a secret society, which in fact intended to form
an International within the International. Its secret structure and the collusion this
allowed amongst its members was supposed to ensure its «influence» over as many of
the IWA’s sections as possible, especially those where anarchist conceptions
encountered the greatest echo. In itself, the existence of several different trends of
thought within the IWA did not pose any problem. By contrast, the activity of the
Alliance, aimed at replacing the official structure of the International, was a serious
factor of disorganisation, and endangered the latter’s very existence. The Alliance first
tried to take control of the International at the Basle Congress in September 1869 by
trying to have a motion adopted in favour of the abolition of the right of inheritance,
against the motion proposed by the General Council. With this aim in view, its
members, in particular Bakunin and James Guillaume, warmly supported an
administrative resolution strengthening the powers of the General Council. Failing in
this, however, the Alliance (which itself had adopted secret statutes based on an
extreme centralisation) began a campaign against the «dictatorship» of the General
Council, which it aimed to reduce to the role of a «statistical and correspondence
bureau» to use the Alliancists terms, or to a mere «letter-box» as Marx answered them.
Against the principle of centralisation as an expression of the proletariat’s international
unity, the Alliance preached «federalism», the complete «autonomy of the sections», and
the non-obligatory nature of Congress decisions. In fact, the alliance wanted to do
whatever it liked in the sections that had come under its control. The way would be
open to the complete disorganisation of the IWA.
This was the danger faced by the Hague Congress in 1872. This congress was
essentially devoted to organisational questions. As we wrote in the International Review
n°87 «after the fall of the Paris Commune, the absolute priority for the workers’ movement
became to shake off the weight of its own sectarian past, to overcome the influence of
petty bourgeois socialism. It is this political framework which explains the fact that the
central question dealt with at the Hague Congress was not the Paris Commune itself, but
the defence of the statutes of the International against the plots of Bakunin and his
supporters» («The Hague Congress of 1872: The struggle against political parasitism»).
After confirming the decisions of the London Conference, which had been held one year
previously, in particular those concerning the necessity for the working class to create
its own political party and on the strengthening of the authority of the General Council,
the Congress debated the question of the Alliance on the basis of a report by an enquiry
commission, and finally decided on the exclusion of Bakunin and James Guillaume, the
leader of the Jura Federation of the IWA, which was completely under the control of the
Alliance. It is worth highlighting certain aspects of the attitude of members of the
Alliance at or on the eve of the Congress:
- several sections controlled by the Alliance (in particularly the Jura Federation, and
certain sections in Spain and the United States) refused to pay their dues to the
General Council, and their delegates only paid their debt (of their back dues) under the
threat of seeing their mandate invalidated;
- the delegates from sections controlled by the Alliance undertook a veritable blackmail
of the Congress, demanding that it violate its own rules by taking account solely of
votes based on imperative mandates, and threatening to withdraw if the Congress did
not meet their demands;2
- the refusal by certain members of the Alliance to co-operate with the Commission of
Enquiry established by the Congress, or even to recognise it, accusing it of being a «Holy
Inquisition».3
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This Congress was the IWA’s high point (it was the only Congress that Marx attended,
which gives an idea of how important he considered it), but also its swan song because
of the crushing defeat of the Paris Commune and the demoralisation that this provoked
within the proletariat. Marx and Engels were aware of this reality. This is why, along
with the measures aimed at keeping the IWA out of the hands of the Alliance, they also
proposed that the General Council be moved to New York, far from the conflicts that
were dividing the International. This was also a means for allowing the International to
die a natural death (confirmed by the 1876 Philadelphia Conference), without its
prestige being hijacked by the Bakuninist intriguers.
The latter, and the anarchists have perpetuated this legend, claimed that Marx and the
General Council excluded Bakunin and Guillaume because of their different vision of
the question of the state (when they did not explain the conflict between Marx and
Bakunin by questions of personality). In short, Marx was supposed to have wanted to
settle a disagreement on general theoretical questions with administrative measures.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
The Hague Congress took no measures against the members of the Spanish delegation,
who shared Bakunin’s ideas and had belonged to the Alliance, but who declared that
they no longer did so. Similarly, the «anti-authoritarian» IWA formed after the Hague
Congress from the Federations which refused to accept its decisions was not made up
solely of anarchists, since it also included the German Lassalleans, who were great
defenders of «state socialism» to use Marx’s words. In fact, the real struggle within the
IWA was between those who stood for the unity of the workers’ movement (and therefore
the binding nature of Congress decisions), and those who demanded the right to do
whatever they pleased, each isolated from the others, treating the Congresses as mere
assemblies, where everyone could exchange «points of view» without taking any
decisions. With this informal mode of organisation, it would fall to the Alliance to carry
out, in secret, a real centralisation of the Federations, as indeed Bakunin’s
correspondence explicitly stated. Putting these «anti-authoritarian» conceptions to work
in the International would have been the best way to deliver it up to the intrigues, and
the hidden and uncontrolled power of the Alliance, in other words the adventurers who
led it.
The 2nd Congress of the RSDLP was the occasion for a similar confrontation between
the defenders of a proletarian conception of the revolutionary organisation, and the
petty-bourgeois conception.
There are similarities between the situation in the West European workers’ movement
at the time of the IWA, and the movement in Russia at the turn of the century. In both
cases, the workers’ movement was still in its youth, the separation in time being due to
Russia’s late industrial development. The IWA’s purpose was to regroup in a united
organisation, the different workers’ societies that the proletariat’s development had
created. Similarly, the aim of the RSDLP’s 2nd Congress was to unite the different
committees, groups and circles of the social democracy which had developed in Russia
and in exile. Following the disappearance of the Central Committee, which had been
formed by the RSDLP’s 1st Congress in 1897, there had been almost no formal links
between these different formations. The 2nd Congress thus saw, as with the IWA, a
confrontation between a conception of the organisation representing the movement’s
past, that of the «Mensheviks» («minorityites») and a conception expressing the
requirements of the new situation, that of the «Bolsheviks» («majorityites»).
The Mensheviks’ approach, as it became clear later (very quickly in the revolution of
1905, and still more of course during the revolution of 1917, when the Mensheviks
stood alongside the bourgeoisie), was determined by the penetration of bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois ideology, in particular of the anarchist variety, within the Russian
social-democracy. In particular, as Lenin noted, «Most of the opposition [ie the
Mensheviks] was made up of our Party’s intellectual elements», who thus became the
bearers of petty-bourgeois conceptions of the organisational question. These elements,
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as a result, «naturally raise the standard of revolt against the indispensable restrictions
of the organisation, and they establish their spontaneous anarchism as a principle of
struggle (...) making demands in favour of ‘tolerance’ etc» (Lenin, op cit). And indeed,
there are many similarities between the behaviour of the Mensheviks and that of the
anarchists in the IWA (Lenin speaks on several occasions of the Mensheviks
«aristocratic anarchism»).
Like the anarchists after the Hague Congress, the Mensheviks refused to recognise and
apply the decisions of the 2nd RSDLP Congress, declaring that «the Congress is not
divine» and that «its decisions are not sacred». In particular, just as the Bakuninists
went to war against the principle of centralisation and the «dictatorship of the General
Council» after failing to take control of it, one reason that the Mensheviks began to
reject centralisation after the Congress was the fact that several of them had been
removed from the central organs elected by the Congress. There are even likenesses in
the way the Mensheviks campaigned against Lenin’s «personal dictatorship» and «iron
fist», which echo Bakunin’s accusations of Marx’s «dictatorship» over the General
Council.
«When I consider the approach of the friends of Martov after the Congress (...) I can only
say that this is an insane attempt, unworthy of Party members, to tear the Party apart (...)
And why? Solely because one is discontented at the makeup of the central organs,
because objectively this is the only question which separated us, since the subjective
appreciations (such as offence, insults, expulsions, pushing aside, casting slurs, etc) were
nothing but the fruit of wounded pride and a sick imagination. This sick
imagination and wounded pride led straight to the most shameful gossiping: without
waiting to find out about the activity of the new centres, nor having seen them
in action, some go about spreading gossip about their «inadequacy», or about the «iron
glove» of Ivan Ivanovitch, or the «fist» of Ivan Nikiforovitch, etc (...) Russian socialdemocracy still has a difficult step to take, from the circle spirit to the party spirit; from a
petty-bourgeois mentality to a consciousness of its revolutionary duty; gossip and the
pressure of circles considered as a means of action, against discipline» (Lenin, Report on
the 2nd Congress of the RSDLP).
It is worth noting that the weapon of blackmail used in their day by Guillaume and the
Alliance was also part of the Mensheviks’ arsenal. Martov, the Mensheviks’ leading
figure, refused to take part in the editorial committee of the party’s publication Iskra, to
which he had been elected by the Congress, on the grounds that his friends Axelrod,
Potressov and Zassoulich had not been appointed to it.
Given the examples of the IWA and the 2nd Congress of the RSDLP, we can see the
importance of questions linked to the mode of organisation of revolutionary formations.
In fact, these were the questions that were to produce the first decisive decantation
between the proletarian current on the one hand, and the bourgeois and petty
bourgeois currents on the other. This importance is no accident. It springs precisely
from the fact that one of the main channels for the infiltration of ideologies foreign to
the proletariat - bourgeois or petty-bourgeois - is precisely that of their functioning.
Marxists have thus always paid the greatest attention to the organisational question.
Within the IWA, Marx and Engels themselves took the lead in the fight to defend
proletarian principles. And it was no accident that they played a decisive role in the
decision by the Hague Congress to devote most of its labours to organisational
questions, at a time when the working class had just been confronted with two of the
most important events of the period, which received much less attention: the FrancoPrussian war and the Paris Commune. This choice has led most bourgeois historians to
consider this Congress as being the least important of the IWA’s history, whereas it was
in reality the most important since it made it possible for the 2nd International to make
new advances in the development of the workers’ movement.
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Within the 2nd International, Lenin was also seen as «obsessed» with the organisational
question. The quarrels that agitated Russian Social Democracy were incomprehensible
within the other socialist parties, and Lenin was seen as a «sectarian» who dreamed of
nothing but splits. In fact, it was Lenin who drew the deepest inspiration from Marx and
Engels’ struggle against the Alliance. The validity of his combat was to be brilliantly
demonstrated in 1917, by his party’s ability to take the lead in the revolution.
The ICC, for its part, has followed the tradition of Marx and Lenin in paying the greatest
attention to organisational questions. In January 1982, the ICC devoted an
Extraordinary Conference to the question following the crisis of 1981.4 Finally, between
late 1993 and 1996, our organisation undertook a fundamental battle to strengthen its
organisational tissue, against the «circle spirit» and for the «party spirit» as Lenin
defined them in 1903. Our International Review n°82 gives an account of the ICC’s 11th
Congress, which was essentially devoted to the organisational questions that we
confronted at the time.5 We followed this with a series of articles on organisational
questions devoted to the struggles within the IWA (International Review n°85-88), and
two articles entitled «Have we become Leninists?» (International Review n°96-97) on the
fight by Lenin and the Bolsheviks on the organisational issue. Finally, in our previous
issue, we published substantial extracts from an internal document on the question of
functioning within the ICC, which served as an orientation text for the struggle of 199396.
A transparent attitude vis-à-vis the difficulties encountered by our organisation has
nothing to do with any ‘exhibitionism’ on our part. The experience of communist
organisations is an integral part of the experience of the working class. This is why
Lenin devoted an entire book, One step forward, two steps back to the 2nd Congress of
the RSDLP. By giving an account of its organisational life, the ICC is thus doing nothing
other than assuming its responsibility in the face of the working class.
Obviously, when a revolutionary organisation publicises its problems and internal
discussions, this is a choice dish for all the adversaries waiting to denigrate it. This is
also, and even especially, the case for the ICC. As we wrote in International Review
n°82, «we won’t find any jubilation in the bourgeois press over the difficulties that our
organisation is going through today: the ICC is still too small, both in its size and in its
influence amongst the working masses, for the bourgeoisie to have any interest in talking
about it and trying to discredit it. It is preferable for the bourgeoisie to erect a wall of
silence around the positions and even the existence of revolutionary organisations. This is
why the work of denigrating them, and sabotaging their intervention, is undertaken by a
whole series of groups and parasitic elements whose function is to drive away individuals
who are coming towards class positions, to disgust them with any participation in the
difficult task of developing a proletarian political milieu (?) Within the parasitic movement,
we find fully-fledged groups like the ‘Groupe Communiste Internationaliste’ (GCI) and its
splits (such as ‘Contre le Courant’), the defunct ‘Communist Bulletin Group» (CBG) or the
ex-»External Fraction of the ICC», which were all formed from splits from the ICC. But
parasitism is not limited to such groups. It is also spread by unorganised elements, who
may meet from time to time in ephemeral discussion groups whose main concern is to
circulate all kinds of gossip about our organisation.6 These elements are often exmilitants who have given in to the pressure of petty-bourgeois ideology and have proven
unable to maintain their commitment within the organisation, or who have been frustrated
that the organisation failed to give them the recognition they thought they deserved, or
again who could not stand being the object of criticism (?) Obviously, these elements are
absolutely incapable of building anything whatever. By contrast, they are often very
effective, with their petty agitation and their concierge’s chatter, at discrediting and
destroying what the organisation is trying to build» («11th Congress of the ICC»).
However, it is not the wriggling of the parasites that will prevent the ICC from setting
before the whole proletarian milieu the lessons of its own experience. In the preface to
One step forward, two steps back, in 1904, Lenin wrote: «They [our adversaries] exult
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and grimace at the sight of our discussions; obviously, they will try, to serve their own
purposes, to brandish my pamphlet devoted to the defects and weaknesses in our Party.
The Russian social-democrats are sufficiently tempered in battle not to be troubled by
such pinpricks, and to continue in spite of everything with their task of self-criticism,
mercilessly unveiling their own weaknesses, which will be overcome necessarily and
without fail by the growth of the workers’ movement. Let our adversaries try to give us an
image of the situation in their own ‘parties’ which comes close to that presented by the
minutes of our 2nd Congress!».
We intend to adopt the same approach in giving an account of the problems of
functioning which have affected our organisation lately, and which were at the centre of
the work of the Conference.

The origins of the ICC’s recent organisational difficulties
The ICC’s 11th Congress adopted a resolution on its activities which drew the main
lessons from the crisis our organisation underwent in 1993, and from the struggle for
its recovery. We published large extracts in International Review n°82, and we
reproduce some of them here since they throw a light on our recent difficulties.
«The framework of analysis the ICC adopted for laying bare the origins of its weaknesses
was in continuity with the historic struggle waged by marxism against the influence of
petty bourgeois ideology that weighed on the organisation of the proletariat (...) In
particular, it was vital for the organisation to have as its central concern, as it was for the
Bolsheviks after 1903, the struggle against the circle spirit and for the party spirit
(...) It is in this sense that becoming aware of the weight of the circle spirit in our origins
was an integral part of a general analysis elaborated long before, the one which saw the
basis of our weaknesses in the break in the organic continuity with previous communist
organisations, the result of the counter-revolution which descended on the working class
at the end of the 20s. However, this realisation allowed us to go further than we had
done before and to go to the deeper roots of our difficulties. In particular, it allowed us to
understand the phenomenon - already noted in the past but not sufficiently elucidated - of
the formation of clans in the organisation: these clans were in reality the result of the
decomposition of the circle spirit which kept going long after the period in which circles
had been an unavoidable step in the reconstruction of the communist vanguard» (11th
Congress Resolution on activities, point 4).
On the question of clans, our article on the 11th Congress made this point: «This
analysis was based on previous experiences of the workers’ movement (for example, the
attitude of the former editors of Iskra grouped around Martov who, unhappy with the
decisions of the 2nd Congress of the RSDLP, had formed the Menshevik fraction), but also
on precedents in the history of the ICC. We can’t go into detail here but what we can say
is that the ‘tendencies’ which have appeared in the ICC corresponded much more to such
a clan dynamic than to real tendencies based on an alternative positive orientation. The
principal motor of these ‘tendencies’ was not the divergences their members may have
had with the orientations of the organisation. Instead they were based on an
agglomeration of elements frustrated and discontented with the central organs, of those
‘loyal’ to individuals who saw themselves as being ‘persecuted’ or insufficiently
recognised».
The article emphasised that the whole ICC (including the militants most directly
involved in it) recognised that it was faced with a clan which occupied a particularly
important position in the organisation and which, while it was not simply an organic
product of the ICC’s weaknesses, had «concentrated and crystallised a great number of
the deleterious characteristics which affected the organisation and whose common
denominator was anarchism...» (Activities resolution, point 5).
The resolution continued «The ICC’s understanding of the phenomenon of the clans and
their particularly destructive role has allowed it to put its finger on a large amount of the
bad functioning which affected most of the territorial sections» (idem, point 5).
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It drew up a balance sheet of our organisation’s struggle: «... the Congress notes the
overall success of the combat engaged by the ICC in the autumn of 1993 (...) the sometimes spectacular - redressment of some of the sections with the greatest
organisational difficulties in 1993 (...), the deepening that has come from a number of
sections in the ICC (...), all these facts confirm the full validity of the combat both in its
theoretical bases and its concrete application».
However, the resolution also warned against any kind of triumphalism: «This does not
mean that the combat we have conducted to date should come to an end. (...) The ICC will
have to continue this combat through a permanent vigilance, the determination to identify
every weakness and to confront it without delay. (...) In reality, the history of the workers’
movement, including that of the ICC, teaches us, and the debate has fully confirmed this,
that the struggle for the defence of the organisation is a permanent one, and without
respite. In particular, the ICC must remember that the Bolsheviks’ struggle for the party
spirit, and against the circle spirit continued for many years. It will be the same for our
organisation, which will have to watch for and eliminate any demoralisation, any feeling
of impotence as a result of the length of the combat.» (ibid, point 13).
And precisely, the ICC’s recent Conference pointed out that one of the major causes of
our organisational problems during the last decade was a relaxation in our vigilance
faced with a reappearance of the difficulties and weaknesses which had affected the
organisation in the past. In reality, the greater part of the organisation had lost sight of
the warning which concluded the resolution of the 11th Congress. It consequently had
the greatest difficulty in identifying the reappearance of clannism within the Paris
section and within the International Secretariat (IS)7, in other words the two parts of
the organisation which had been the most affected by this disease in 1993.
The development of the crisis at the heart of the ICC and the formation of the «internal
fraction»
The slide into clannism got under way in March 2000, when the IS adopted a document
on questions of functioning which was criticised by a small number of comrades. While
they recognised the entire validity of most of the ideas in the text, notably on the need
for a greater confidence among the different parts of the organisation, they considered
that it made certain concessions to a democratist vision, and tended to call into
question our conceptions of centralisation. To summarise, they considered that the
document led to an idea that «more confidence means less centralisation». It has never
been a problem for the ICC that some parts of the organisation should criticise a text
adopted by the central organ. On the contrary, the ICC and its central organ have
always insisted that every disagreement or doubt should be expressed openly within the
organisation in order to reach the greatest possible clarity. The attitude of the central
organ towards disagreements has always been to answer them as seriously as possible.
But in the spring of 2000, the majority of the IS adopted a quite different attitude from
what had been its habit in the past. For this majority, the fact that a tiny minority of
comrades criticised a text of the IS could only spring from a spirit of opposition for
opposition’s sake, or from the fact that one of them was affected by family problems
while another was suffering from depression. One argument used by the IS members
was to say that the text had been written by a particular militant, and would have had a
different reception had it been the work of a different author. The response to the
arguments of the comrades in disagreement was therefore not to put forward counterarguments, but to denigrate the comrades or even to try to avoid publishing their texts
on the grounds that they would «spread crap in the organisation», or that comrades who
had been affected by the pressure brought to bear on them would not be able to stand
the pressure of responses by other ICC militants to these texts. In short, the IS
developed a completely hypocritical policy of stifling debate in the name of «solidarity».
This political attitude, totally foreign to the ICC’s methods up till then, suddenly
underwent a further degeneration when a member of the IS in turn began to support
some of the criticisms made of the document adopted by the commission in March
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2000. Relatively immune from denigration till then, this militant himself now became
the target of a campaign aimed at discrediting him: if he adopted this or that position, it
was because he was being «manipulated by someone close to him». At the same time,
the attitude of the IS was to reduce the discussions on the question as far as possible to
a banality, declaring that it was not «the debate of the century». And when more
developed and critical contributions began to appear, the majority of the IS tried to
push the whole of the ICC’s central organ into declaring the debate closed. The
International Bureau refused to follow the IS. It also decided, against the will of the
latter’s majority, to create a Delegation for Information, mostly made up of comrades
who were not members of the IS, and charged with examining the problems of
functioning which were developing in and around the commission.
These decisions prompted a new «radicalisation» among the majority of the IS’ members.
They addressed to the Delegation for Information all kinds of accusations against the
comrades in disagreement, pointing out all kinds of particularly serious «organisational
failings» on their part, «alerting» the Delegation to the «dubious» or «unworthy»
behaviour of one of these militants. In short, those members of the IS who had
considered the creation of the Delegation to be a waste of time now informed it of a
cunning and destructive attack on the organisation, which should have made them the
first to call for the formation of just such a Delegation in order to conduct an enquiry
into these militants. One member of the IS - Jonas - not only refused to appear before
the Delegation, but refused outright to recognise it.8 At the same time, he began behind the scenes - to spread the idea that one of the militants in disagreement was a
state agent manipulating those around her with the aim of «destroying the ICC». Other
IS members tried different ways of putting pressure on the Delegation, and in early May
2001 several of them tried to intimidate the Delegation into renouncing its
communication to the Congress of a «preliminary communication» laying down a
framework for understanding the problems that were affecting the IS and the Paris
section.9 On the very morning of the Congress, just before it began, the majority of the
IS tried a final manoeuvre: they demanded that the International Bureau meet in order
to adopt a resolution disavowing the work of the Delegation for Information. The DI had
already been convinced of the existence of a clannish dynamic within the IS far more by
the attitude of the majority of the latter’s members than by the testimony of the
comrades who had criticised the IS’ policy. Similarly, the majority of the IB was
convinced of the existence of the same dynamic fundamentally by the attitude of the IS
members at this last meeting before the Congress. At the time, however, the IB counted
on these militants’ ability to come to their senses, as had already been the case of an
important number of militants who had been caught in a clannish dynamic in 1993.
This is why the IB proposed that all the militants belonging to the old IS should be reelected to the central organ. At the same time, it proposed that the old Delegation for
Information should be strengthened to include other comrades and become an
Information Commission. Finally, it proposed to the Congress that it should not yet
communicate the DI’s preliminary conclusions, and asked the Congress to accord its
confidence to the new Information Commission. The Congress ratified unanimously
these proposals.
Two days after the Congress, a member of the old IS violated the Congress’ decisions by
revealing in the Paris section the information which the IB, with the Congress’ approval,
had decided to withhold until it could be communicated in full and in an appropriate
framework. His aim was to set the Paris section against the rest of the ICC and against
the International Bureau. The other members of the old IS majority supported him, and
refused to condemn this outright violation of the organisation’s statutes.
Inasmuch as the Congress is the organisation’s sovereign body, the deliberate violation
of its decisions (like the Mensheviks in 1903) is a particularly serious fault. At the time,
however, the militant was not sanctioned beyond a verbal condemnation of his action:
the organisation continued to count on the capacity of the clan’s members to get a grip
on themselves. In reality, this violation of the statutes was only the first in a long line of
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infractions by members of the old IS or those they persuaded to follow in their open war
against the organisation. We have not the space to detail all these infractions here; we
will limit ourselves to some characteristic examples, for which the members of the
present «internal fraction» are responsible to varying degrees:
- the use and publication of the proceedings of the central organs without the latter’s
consent;
- campaigns of slander against members of the Information Commission, accused of
being «liars» and «Torquemadas» (after a leader of the Spanish Inquisition, which is
reminiscent of Alerini’s denunciation of the Hague Congress Enquiry Commission as a
«Holy Inquisition»);
- systematic and slanderous campaigns behind the scenes against a member of the
organisation, accused without a shadow of proof of «indignity», being an adventurer, or
even a state agent (this latter accusation being explicitly put about by Jonas and
another member of the present «fraction», but also suggested by other militants close to
him), manipulating others in order to destroy the ICC;
- secret correspondence by members of the ICC’s central organ with militants in other
countries in order to spread slanders against those they now described as the
«liquidationist faction», and to turn them against the International Bureau (in other
words the same policy that Bakunin used to recruit for his «Alliance»);
- holding secret meetings (five during August and September 2001), whose aim was not
to work out political analyses but to hatch a plot against the ICC. When the militants
involved in these meetings announced the formation of a «Working Collective», they
declared amongst other things that «we are not holding secret meetings».
It was only by accident, and as a result of the clumsiness of one of this brotherhood’s
members, that the proceedings of one of these secret meetings came into the
organisation’s hands.
Shortly afterwards, a plenary session of the International Bureau adopted unanimously
(in other words, including the votes of two members of the present «internal fraction») a
resolution whose main passages we quote here:
«1. Having read () the proceedings of the meeting of 20/08 between the seven comrades
forming the so-called ‘working collective’, and after examining its content where are
expressed:
- an openly declared awareness that they are acting outside the statutes and have no
preoccupation other than how to hide the fact from the rest of the organisation;
- the rest of the organisation considered as ‘the others’, ‘them’, in other words enemies
who have to be ‘destabilised’ in the words of one of the participants;
- the intention of hiding their real thoughts and activity from the rest of the organisation;
- the establishment of a group discipline at the same time as they advocated violating the
discipline of the organisation;
- the elaboration of a strategy to deceive the organisation and to impose their own
policies;
the IB condemns this behaviour, which is in flagrant violation of our organisational
principles and reveals an utter disloyalty towards the rest of the organisation (?)
2. The activity of the members of the ‘collective’ constitutes an extremely serious
organisational fault and deserves the severest sanctions. However, inasmuch as the
participants at this meeting have decided to disband the ‘collective’, the IB decides to
forego the sanction, with the intention that the militants who have committed the fault
should not merely disband the ‘collective’ but:
- should undertake a thorough critique of their behaviour;
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- should undertake a reflection in depth on the reasons that led them to behave as
enemies of the organisation.
In this sense, this resolution of the IB should not be interpreted as an under-estimation of
the seriousness of the fault committed, but as an encouragement to the participants in the
secret meeting of 20/08 to realise this seriousness».
Confronted with the destructive nature of their behaviour, the members of the
«collective» took a step back. Two of those who had taken part in the secret meetings
really did apply what the resolution asked: they undertook a sincere critique of their
approach and are today loyal militants of the ICC. Two others, despite having voted in
favour of the resolution, preferred to resign rather than undertake the required critique.
As for the others, they all too quickly dumped their good intentions, only a few weeks
later forming the «internal fraction of the ICC» and adopting the «Declaration» of the
«working collective» which they had rejected a short time before.
No sooner was this self-styled «fraction» formed, than its members distinguished
themselves by undertaking an escalation of attacks against the organisation and its
militants, combining an utter vacuity of political argument, the most outrageous lies,
the most disgusting slanders, and a systematic violation of our rules of functioning
which obviously forced the ICC to sanction them.10 A resolution adopted on 18th
November 2001 by the central organ of the section in France declared: «The militants of
the ‘fraction’ say that they want to convince the rest of the organisation of the validity of
their ‘analyses’. Their behaviour, and their enormous lies, prove that this is just one more
lie (?) With their present behaviour, they are certainly unlikely to convince anybody at all
(?) In particular, the Executive Commission denounces the ‘tactic’ which consists of
systematically violating the ICC’s statutes, in order to be able - when the organisation is
forced to take measures to defend itself - to shout about ‘Stalinist degeneration’ and so
justify the formation of a self-styled ‘fraction’».
One of «fraction’s» endlessly repeated lies is that the ICC has sanctioned them in order
to avoid debating the fundamental questions. The truth is that their arguments have
been refuted repeatedly, often in depth, by numerous contributions from individual
militants and sections of the ICC, whereas their own texts systematically avoid replying
either to these contributions, or even to the official reports and orientation texts
proposed by the central organs. This is in fact one of the «fraction’s» favourite methods:
attributing their own turpitude to the rest of the organisation, and more especially to
those they describe as the «liquidationist faction». For example, in one of their first
«founding texts», a «counter-report» on the ICC’s activities for the September 2001 IB
Plenum, they accuse the ICC’s central organs of adopting «an orientation that breaks
with that of the organisation hitherto (?) from the end of the combat of 1993-96 to the 14th
Congress which has just been held». And to demonstrate just how much he agrees with
the orientations of the 14th Congress, a few weeks later the author of this document?
rejects en bloc the activities resolution adopted by the Congress, and which he himself
had voted. In the same vein, the «counter-report» haughtily declares that «we refer to the
combat which has always existed (?) for the rigorous, rather than the ‘rigid’ respect for the
statutes. Without a firm respect for the statutes and their defence, there is no more
organisation». And yet this document serves as a platform for secret meetings whose
participants agree amongst themselves that they are outside the statutes, and only
weeks later begin to write pages and pages of pretentious pseudo-theory with the sole
aim of justifying the systematic violation of the statutes.
We could go on with more examples of the same kind, but the article would fill the
entire Review. We will however cite one more, significant, example: the «fraction’s»
pretension to be the real defender of the continuity of our struggle for the defence of the
organisation during 1993-96. This does not prevent the «counter-report» from declaring
that «The lessons of 1993 are not limited to clannism. Indeed this is not their principal
element». Better still, the «Declaration» of the formation of the «working collective» asks:
«Clans and clannism: notions to be found in the history of sects and free-masonry, but not
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(?) in the workers’ movement of the past? Why? Can the alpha and omega of
organisational questions be reduced to the ‘danger of clannism’?». In fact, the members
of the «fraction» aim to put over the idea that the notion of the «clan» does not belong to
the workers’ movement (which is false, since Rosa Luxemburg already used the term to
describe the coterie of the German social-democratic leadership). This is indeed a
radical method for refuting the ICC’s analysis that these militants’ behaviour is the
evidence of a clan dynamic: «the notion of the clan is invalid». And all that in the name of
the struggle of 1993-96, whose most important documents we have cited at length and
which all insist on the fundamental role of clannism in the weaknesses of the ICC!
The formation of a parasitic group
Like the Alliance within the IWA, the «fraction» became a parasitic organism within the
ICC. And just like the Alliance, which declared open and public war on the IWA once it
had failed to take control of it, the clan of the old majority in the IS and its friends has
decided to attack our organisation publicly as soon as it realised that it had lost all
control over it, and that its behaviour, far from rallying the hesitant had on the contrary
allowed these comrades to understand what was really at stake in the struggle for our
organisation. The decisive moment in this qualitative step in the «fraction’s» war against
the ICC was the plenary session of the International Bureau at the beginning of 2002.
After serious discussion, this meeting adopted a certain number of important decisions:
a) the transformation of the French section’s congress, planned for March 2002, into an
international extraordinary conference of the whole ICC;
b) the suspension of the members of the «fraction» for a whole series of violations of the
statutes (including the refusal to pay their dues in full); the organisation left them until
the conference to reflect, and to commit themselves to respecting the statutes failing
which the conference could only conclude that they had placed themselves deliberately
and of their own accord outside the organisation;
c) a decision in principle to exclude Jonas, following a detailed report by the Information
Commission which highlighted his behaviour, worthy of that of an agent provocateur,
the definitive decision to be taken only once Jonas had been made aware of the
accusation against him and had had an opportunity to present his defence.11
It is worth noting that the two members of the «fraction» who took part in the plenary
session abstained on the first decision. This is a thoroughly paradoxical attitude on the
part of militants who constantly declared that the militants of the ICC as a whole were
being deceived and manipulated by the «liquidationist faction» and the «decisional
organs». No sooner was the opportunity given to the whole organisation to discuss and
decide collectively on our problems, than our valiant fractionists put up an obstruction.
This is an attitude totally opposed to that of the left fractions in the workers’ movement,
who always demanded that congresses be held to handle problems in the organisation,
something that the right systematically avoided.
As for the other two decisions, the International Bureau pointed out that the militants
concerned could appeal against them to the conference, and proposed that Jonas
should submit his case to a jury of honour formed by militants of the proletarian
political milieu if he considered himself unjustly accused by the ICC. Their response
was a new escalation. Jonas refused either to meet the organisation to present his
defence, or to appeal to the Conference, or to ask to be heard by a jury of honour: so
crushing is the evidence that it is clear for all the militants of the ICC, and for Jonas
himself, that he has no honour to defend. At the same time, Jonas announced his
entire confidence in the «fraction». The «fraction» itself began to spread slanders against
the ICC in public, first by writing to the other groups of the Communist Left, then by
sending several texts to our subscribers, thus revealing that the member of the
«fraction» who had been responsible for the file of subscribers until the summer of 2001
had stolen the file even before the formation of the «collective», let alone the «fraction». In
the documents sent to our subscribers, we can read in particular that the central
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organs of the ICC have conducted against Jonas and the «fraction» «ignoble campaigns
to hide and try to discredit the political positions, which they are unable to answer
seriously». The rest is of the same ilk. The «fraction’s» documents distributed outside the
ICC testify to the «fraction’s» total solidarity with Jonas and call him to work with them.
The «fraction» thus reveals itself for what it has been right from the beginning, when
Jonas remained in the shadows: a camarilla of the friends of Citizen Jonas.
Despite their open and public war on the ICC by the Jonas camarilla, our organisation’s
central organ sent several letters to each Parisian member of the «fraction», inviting
them to present their defence to the conference. The «fraction» at first pretended to
accept, but at the last minute carried out its final and most wretched action against our
organisation. It refused to appear before the conference unless the organisation
recognised the «fraction» in writing and withdrew all the sanctions adopted in
conformity with our statutes (including the exclusion of Jonas). To appeal against the
sanctions adopted by the organisation, these militants simply demanded that we start
by withdrawing the sanctions. This is obviously the simplest solution - they would no
longer have anything to appeal against! Confronted with this situation, all the
delegations of the ICC, although they were ready to listen to the arguments of these
militants (indeed, on the evening before the conference the delegations had already
formed an appeals commission composed of members from several territorial
delegations with a view to allowing the Parisian members of the «fraction» to present
their arguments), had no alternative but to recognise that these elements had put
themselves outside the organisation. Faced with their refusal to defend themselves
before the conference and to present their arguments to the appeals commission, the
ICC noted their desertion and could thus no longer consider them as members of the
organisation.12
The conference also condemned unanimously the criminal methods used by the Jonas
camarilla, consisting of the «kidnapping» (with their agreement?) of two delegates of the
Mexican section as soon as they arrived at the airport. These members of the «fraction»
were delegated by their section to defend their positions at the conference, and their
airfares had already been paid by the ICC. They were met by two Parisian members of
the «fraction», who took them away and refused to allow them to attend the conference.
When we protested, and demanded that the «fraction» should repay the price of the
airfares should the Mexican delegates fail to attend the conference, a Parisian member
of the «fraction» replied with incredible cynicism: «That’s your problem»! All the militants
of the ICC have expressed their profound indignation by adopting a resolution
denouncing the embezzlement of the ICC’s funds and the refusal to repay the money
spent by the organisation, revelatory of the criminal methods used by the Jonas
camarilla. These methods are on a par with those of the Chénier tendency (which stole
equipment from the organisation in 1981), and finally convinced the last comrades who
hesitated to recognise the parasitic and anti-proletarian nature of this self-styled
«fraction». The «fraction» has since replied to the ICC, refusing to return the political
material and the money belonging to our organisation. The Jonas camarilla has today
become, not only a parasitic group whose nature the ICC has already analysed in its
«Theses on parasitism» published in the International Review n°94,13 but a criminal
gang, which not only practices slander and blackmail to destroy our organisation, but
steals as well.
The transformation of longstanding militants of our organisation, most of whom had
important responsibilities in the central organs, into a criminal gang, immediately
raises the question: how is such a thing possible? The influence of Jonas has obviously
played a part in constantly pushing the members of the «fraction» to «radicalise» their
attacks on the ICC in the name of «rejecting centrism». That said, this explanation is far
from adequate in explaining such a degeneration, and the Conference laid the basis for
going further in our understanding.
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Ideal and easy against all kind of parasites of the lawn: the Recibo Césped
The conference’s political framework for understanding our difficulties
On the one hand, the conference recognised that the fact that longstanding militants of
a proletarian organisation betray the struggle they have engaged in for decades, is not a
new phenomenon in the workers’ movement: militants of the first order such as
Plekhanov (the founding father of marxism in Russia) or Kautsky (the marxist reference
of the German social-democracy, the «pope» of the 2nd International) ended their
militant lives in the ranks of the ruling class (the first supported the war in 1914, the
second condemned the Russian revolution of 1917).
Moreover, the conference set the question of clannism within the wider question of
opportunism:
«The circle spirit and clannism, these key questions posed by the orientation text of 1993,
are but particular expressions of a more general phenomenon: opportunism in
organisational questions. It is evident that this tendency, which in the case of relatively
small groups such as the Russian Party in 1903 or the ICC has been closely linked to
circle and clannish forms of affinitarianism, did not express itself in the same way for
instance within the mass parties of the declining Second or Third Internationals.
«Nonetheless, the different expressions of this same phenomenon necessarily share
certain principle characteristics. Among these, one of the most notable is the incapacity of
opportunism to engage in a proletarian debate. In particular, it is unable to maintain
organisational discipline as soon as it finds itself defending minority positions.
«There are two principle expressions of this incapacity. In situations in which opportunism
is on the ascent within proletarian organisations, opportunism tends to downplay the
divergences, either claiming them to be ‘misunderstandings’, as Bernsteinian revisionism
did, or else systematically adopting the political positions of one’s opponents, as in the
early days of the Stalinist current.
«Where opportunism is on the defensive, as in 1903 in Russia or in the history of the ICC,
it reacts hysterically to being in the minority, declaring war on the statutes and
presenting itself as the victim of repression in order to avoid the debate. The two main
characteristics of opportunism in such a situation are, as Lenin pointed out, the sabotage
of the work of the organisation, and the staging of scenes and scandals.
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«Opportunism is inherently incapable of the serene approach of theoretical clarification
and patient persuasion which characterised the internationalist minorities during World
War I, Lenin’s attitude in 1917, or that of the Italian Fraction in the 30s and the French
Fraction thereafter. (...)
«The present clan is a caricature of this approach. As long as it felt itself in control, it tried
to play down the divergences emerging in RI, while concentrating on discrediting those
who voiced disagreements. As soon as the debate began to develop a theoretical
dimension, the attempt was made to prematurely close it. As soon as the clan felt itself in
a minority,14 and even before the debate could develop, questions (...) were inflated into
programmatic divergences justifying the systematic rejection of the statutes» (Conference
Resolution on activities, point 10).
The conference also considered the ideological weight of capitalism’s decomposition on
the working class:
«One of the principle characteristics of the phase of decomposition is that the stalemate
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat imposes on society a painful and protracted
agony. As a result, the process of the development of the class struggle, of the maturation
of consciousness, and of the construction of the organisation becomes much slower, more
torturous and contradictory. The consequence of this is a tendency towards the gradual
erosion of political clarity, militant conviction and organisational loyalty, the principle
counter weights to the political and personal weaknesses of each militant (?)
«Because the victims of such a dynamic have begun to share in the lack of any
perspective which today is the lot of decomposing bourgeois society, they are condemned
to manifest, more than any other clan in the past, an irrational immediatism, a feverish
impatience, an absence of reflection, and the radical loss of theoretical capacities - in fact
all the main aspects of decomposition» (idem, point 6).
The conference also pointed out that one of the underlying causes both for the IS’ and
the whole organisation’s initial incorrect positions on the question of functioning, and
the anti-organisational turn taken by the members of the «fraction» and the time that
the ICC as a whole took to identify this turn, is the result of the weight of democratism
in our ranks. It consequently decided to open a discussion on the question of
democratism, on the basis of an orientation text to be drawn up by the ICC’s central
organ.
Finally, the conference insisted on the importance of the struggle under way in the
organisation:
«The combat of revolutionaries is a constant battle on two fronts: for the defence and
construction of the organisation, and the intervention towards the class as a whole. All
the aspects of this work mutually depend on each other (?)
«At the centre of the present combat is the defence of the capacity of the generation of
revolutionaries which emerged after 1968 to pass on the mastery of the marxist method,
the revolutionary passion and devotion, and the experience of decades of class struggle
and organisational combat to a new generation. It is thus essentially the same combat
being waged within the ICC and towards the outside, towards the searching elements
secreted by the proletariat, in the preparation of the future class party» (idem, point 20).
ICC
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ICC’s bourgeois Justice
NOTES
1 The Alliance for Socialist Democracy and the International Workingmen’s Association, a
report on the Alliance drawn up by Marx, Engels, Lafargue and other militants, on a
mandate from the IWA’s Hague Congress.
2 The reactions to these threats are significant: «Ranvier protests at the threat to leave the
hall on the part of Splingard, Guillaume and others, who thereby only prove that it is THEY
and not us who have taken position IN ADVANCE on the questions under discussion». «Morago
[a member of the Alliance] speaks of the tyranny of the Council, but is it not Morago himself
who wants to impose the tyranny of his mandate on the Congress?» (intervention by
Lafargue).
3 «Alerini thinks that the Commission only has a moral conviction, and no material proof; he
belonged to the Alliance, and is proud of it (?) you are the Holy Inquisition; we demand a
public enquiry with conclusive and tangible proof».
4 See the articles, «Crisis in the revolutionary movement», «Report on the structure and
functioning of the revolutionary organisation», and the «Presentation of the ICC’s 5th
Congress», in International Review n°28, 33, and 35 respectively.
5 «The 11th Congress of the ICC: the struggle for the defence and construction of the
organisation».
6 This is the case with the «Cercle de Paris», formed at the end of the 1990s by ex-militants
of the ICC close to Simon (an adventurist element excluded from the ICC in 1995), which
has published a pamphlet entitled «Que ne pas faire?» («What is not to be done?»), consisting
of a slew of slanders against our organisation, depicted as a Stalinist sect.
7 In other words, the permanent commission of the ICC’s central organ, the International
Bureau, which is made up of militants from all the territorial sections.
8 In other words, he adopted the same attitude as James Guillaume before the IWA’s Hague
Congress.
9 This attitude of intimidating an Information Commission is not new either: Utin, who had
testified to the Hague Congress’ Enquiry Commission on Bakunin’s behaviour, was
physically attacked by one of Bakunin’s supporters.
10 In a circular to all the sections in November 2001, the International Bureau listed these
violations of our statutes. Here is a short extract from the list:
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- «leaking information on internal questions (...)
- refusal by three members of the central organs to take part in meetings where their
attendance is required by the statutes (...);
- mailing a bulletin to comrades’ home addresses, in total violation of our centralised rules of
functioning and in violation of our statutes;
- refusal to pay their dues at the normal rate decided by the ICC [the members of the
«fraction» had decided unilaterally to pay only 30% of their dues];
- refusal to make known to the central organs the content of a supposed ‘History of the IS’,
which has circulated among certain militants and which contains absolutely intolerable
attacks against the organisation and some of its militants;
- blackmail by threatening to publish, outside the organisation, internal documents of the
organisation and notably of its central organs».
11 See the «Communiqué to our readers» published in World Revolution n°252
12 Just as the Bakuninists denounced the decision of the Hague Congress as a trick to
prevent them from putting forward their positions, the Jonas camarilla denounced the ICC’s
taking note of their desertion as an exclusion in disguise aimed at silencing their
disagreements.
13 For example, the «fraction» is now trying to set the groups of the proletarian milieu
against each other, and to accentuate their divisions. In the same way, in its Bulletin n°11 it
has launched a campaign of seduction and flattery towards elements of the parasitic milieu,
like those of the «Cercle de Paris» which the «fraction’s» members were not backward in
condemning in the past. Once again, they adopt the same attitude of the thoroughly «antiauthoritarian» Bakuninists who allied themselves, after the Hague Congress with the
«statist» Lassalleans.
14 Jonas expressed his view of the crisis as follows: «Now that we’re no longer in the driver’s
seat, the ICC is screwed».
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The police-like methods of the ‘IFICC’

The parasitic group which calls itself the ‘Internal Fraction of the ICC’, formed around
the individual Jonas who was expelled from the ICC for behaviour unworthy of a
communist militant (see our communique in WR 252), is now openly revealing its true
nature. The method of informers
On its website, the IFICC has published two texts which tell us a great deal about the
destructive activities of this so-called ‘Fraction’.
The first text is the letter which the ICC’s section in Mexico sent to the four members of
the ‘Fraction’ living in that country. The publication of the content of this letter is not a
problem for us. But what is a problem for us (and should be for all the groups of the
communist left) is the fact that the IFICC has published in advance the date of an
internal meeting of the ICC (the territorial conference of our Mexican section). In this
letter, the ICC’s section in Mexico gave the members of the ‘Fraction’ the date of this
conference in order to allow them to defend themselves at it and make an appeal to it
(which they have refused to do).
By publishing the whole of this letter on its website, the clique around Jonas
deliberately put at the disposal of all the world’s cops the date on which our conference
in Mexico was being held, with the participation of militants from other countries (since
as our press has always noted, international delegations always take part in these kind
of meetings). This meant that the police organs concerned with such matters could
strengthen their surveillance at the airports and borders. This disgraceful action by the
IFICC, which facilitates the work of the repressive forces of the bourgeois state against
revolutionary militants, is all the more shameful in that the members of the IFICC know
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perfectly well that certain of our comrades have already, in the past, been direct victims
of repression and in some cases have had to flee their country of origin (note 1).
But the police-like methods of this parasitic group don’t stop there.
In number 14 of the ‘Internal Bulletin’ of the IFICC, published on its website, our
readers can also find a text entitled ‘Une ultime mise au point’ which has the pretension
(and above all the hypocrisy) to try to defend the PCI (Le Proletaire) against the
«incredible attack» supposedly launched against this group by the ICC. In fact, our
readers can see for themselves that this text is not at all a defence of the PCI, given the
total absence of arguments to refute the elements we have published in our press about
this incident (see WRs 260 and 261).
The IFICC’s text is really devoted to hurling the worst kind of slanders against two of
our comrades (and thus against all the militants of the ICC, who are accused of being in
the pocket of «the person who runs the ICC» and his partner, about whom Jonas spread
the rumour in the ICC that she was a «cop»). In doing so it exposes the abject methods
of the friends of Jonas.

Jonah at last escaped from the ICC Big Fisch. The new Prophet can read freely
the famous book: de funesta demonologia sectorum.
The real «political disagreements» of the friends of Jonas
In this ‘Ultime mise au point’, the IFICC begins by asserting that «we have always
remained on a strictly political terrain». Our readers can make up their own minds
about this by examining the IFICC’s ‘political’ arguments aimed at showing its
‘fundamental disagreements’ with the ICC, disagreements which are supposed to justify
the formation of an ‘Internal Fraction’ in continuity with all the left fractions of the
workers’ movement from the Spartacus League to the Italian left. Here we will only cite
one small extract from these arguments. Readers can judge whether they prove that the
IFICC has always remained «on a strictly political terrain»:
«This text is written by CG, alias Peter, as can be seen from the style and above all the
somewhat fantastical reference to a lamentable operation of recuperation carried out
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under his direction. This same Peter is the person who runs the ICC and who, after
having excluded or pushed out the majority of the founding members of the ICC, claims
to be the sole heir of MC. But it should also be known that if Peter is leading this hatefilled cabal against our comrade Jonas, it’s for the very simple reason that Louise (alias
Avril), the militant about whom Jonas has clearly expressed his doubts, is none other
than the partner of the chief» (note 2).
On the fallacious pretext of taking up the defence of the PCI, the Jonas camarilla is
exposing the real colour of its money and the «strictly political» disagreements upon
which this so-called Fraction has been founded: the ICC is led by a little Stalin («the
chief») manipulated by «the chief’s partner» who is a dubious element ( a «cop», to use
Jonas’ term).
As we have already underlined in an article in WR 252 (‘The struggle of revolutionary
organisations against provocation and slander’), the workers’ movement has always
insisted that introducing suspicion into an organisation in order to destroy confidence
between militants is precisely the method used by agents provocateurs (notably the
GPU in the Trotskyist movement in the 1930s).
Today through this ‘Ultime mise au point’ the Jonas camarilla is carrying on outside the
ICC the dirty work it did inside it, with the aim of sowing suspicion throughout the
proletarian political milieu. It is clear that, having failed to convince the militants of the
ICC of the necessity to exclude the «chief» and the «chief’s partner», this parasitic
grouplet is now trying to draw other groups of the communist left behind its slanders in
order to erect a cordon sanitaire around the ICC and to discredit it (as can already be
seen from reading the press of the PCI).
The method of blackmailers
But the IFICC shows the police-like nature of its activities most clearly by its insistence
on the initials of the «chief» («this text is written by CG, alias Peter»). What «strictly
political» interest do Jonas and his friends have in putting the initials of a militant in
public? Apart from the fact that this really is worthy of an informer, in the same way as
publishing the date of our territorial conference in Mexico, this is also the method of
blackmailers, aimed at intimidating militants. By publishing on the internet the real
initials of one of our comrades (when will they include the complete name and
address?), Jonas and his pals are trying to deliver the following message: whoever dares
to support the ICC will be denounced to the police. This is one of the main reasons why
the address list of militants and subscribers was stolen from the ICC several months
before the formation of the IFICC: apart from the fact that this theft allowed them to
inundate our militants and subscribers with its squalid denigrations of the ICC, it also
allows the IFICC to permanently intimidate them. How else can we explain the fact that
the IFICC, even though its bulletins are now on the internet, continues to send its
bulletins by post, including to those who have explicitly asked the IFICC to stop sending
them? (note 3).
Furthermore, what political interest does the IFICC have in shouting from the rooftops
that «this text is written by CG, alias Peter, as can be seen from its style»? From the
proletarian point of view, what interests the serious reader is above all the political
content of our articles and not which individual is behind such and such a signature or
such and such a «style». On the other hand, it is true that thanks to the analysis of
«style», the bourgeois state’s repressive forces can indeed try to identify those who write
for the revolutionary press (even if, as is the case with the ICC, the articles published in
our press are discussed and edited collectively). This enables the bourgeoisie, in periods
of repression, to try to paralyse the publication of the revolutionary press by arresting
and imprisoning militants whose «style» they have, or believe to have, recognised.
With such methods, worthy of the work of police spies, this ‘final’ mise au point is in
fact a ‘final’ threat: if the ICC continues to warn the proletarian milieu against the
manoeuvres of Jonas and his friends (as we did in our article in reply to the PCI), the
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IFICC will publish the famous ‘documents’ which purport to prove that the «chief’s
partner» is a dubious element, with the aim of convincing the proletarian milieu about
this. As the IFICC’s article says «Comrade Jonas is by no means the only one to have
reasons for doubting this militant: here again numerous documents written by the ICC,
which we have in our possession, prove this».
We are only too familiar with this threat. The IFICC is now carrying on outside the ICC
the same blackmail which it carried on for a year and a half inside the ICC in order to
try to force us to accept its permanent violation of our statutes and the thuggish
behaviour of the members of the ‘Fraction’ (theft of the ICC’s documents and money,
slanders against militants spread through secret correspondence and meetings, etc).
This method of blackmail and insinuation, of spreading calumnies against two of our
comrades, of proclaiming loud and clear that «once again we have the documents which
prove what we are saying» is not new from the IFICC. When its members were still in
the ICC they behaved in the same way with regard to a document called ‘The history of
the IS’ ((International Secretariat, permanent commission of the ICC’s central organ).
They circulated this in a selective manner and presented it as the proof of their
accusations against certain of our comrades, particularly Louise and Peter. Despite the
importance which they attributed to this document (which they described as «historic»),
they always refused to place it in the hands of the organisation, including those of the
Investigation Commission nominated by the 14th Congress of the ICC to shed light on
these problems. Finally, this document was published in no. 10 of the IFICC Bulletin,
after its members had deliberately placed themselves outside the organisation. At the
express request of the central organ of the ICC, it was read by all our comrades who
read the French language. All the sections and all the comrades were nauseated by the
avalanche of lies contained in this document, as well as by the repulsive way it made
use of comrades’ private lives.
This is the kind of document that the IFICC is threatening to make public!
The organisations of the workers’ movement have often been confronted by this kind of
blackmail: «We have the documents which prove our accusations». Faced with these
methods, the attitude of proletarian organisations has always been to demand the
publication of these famous documents so that they can be publicly refuted. As for
those which the IFICC goes on about, it’s clear that the ICC is perfectly capable of
refuting them as well. However, these documents deal with the details of the
functioning of our organisation and the private life of its militants, and their publication
could only be a gift to the police. This said, the ICC is perfectly willing for this document
to be made available to a commission made up of trusted militants of the organisations
of the communist left and to be discussed in this framework.
The ICC has nothing to fear from the truth because the truth can only
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ICC's good Shepherd [anonymous „Stalin’s moustache“] and his faithful flock
demonstrate the fact that our organisation, both at the level of its positions and
of its principles of functioning, remains totally loyal to its past experience as well to the
experience of the communist left;

•

reveal the consciously destructive and anti-proletarian character of Jonas and
his supporters, as the publication of no. 14 and in particular the text ‘Ultime mise au
point’ have once again shown.

•

ICC, February 2003.
(1) We often read or hear that the special organs of the bourgeois state have no interest
in a small organisation like ours and that today the ruling class is unaware of the role
that the communist left is destined to play in a future revolutionary movement. Such
ideas express an enormous naivete, as can be seen for example by the ‘anti-revisionist’
campaigns which aimed to put into the same bag the groups of the left communist
current who denounced anti-fascism and the extreme anti-semitic right. The whole
history of the workers’ movement attests to the fact that the special services of the
bourgeois state never underestimate the potential danger represented by revolutionary
groups, however small they might be, however little influence they may have in the
working class at a given moment. Furthermore, despite the fact that for the moment the
‘democratic’ state does not generally use open repression against the groups of the
communist left, the latter have already suffered from acts of repression (such as the
raids on the PCI in the 1970s). The ICC itself has not been spared since certain of our
militants, including in the most ‘democratic’ countries, have been subjected to raids,
surveillance aimed at intimidation, prolonged interrogation at the frontier, and
commando actions by armed elements probably mixed up with the state. The members
of the IFICC know this perfectly well.
(2)) MC is our comrade Mark Chirik, who died in 1990. He lived through the revolution
of 1917 in his native town of Kishinev in Moldavia. A member of the Communist Party
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of Palestine at the age of 13, expelled from the PCF in 1928, he carried on the struggle
for the defence of revolutionary positions in different organisations of the communist
left, notably the Italian Fraction which he joined in 1938 and the Gauche Communiste
de France from 1945 onwards. From 1964 in Venezuela and 1968 in France, MC played
a decisive role in the formation of the first groups who were to be at the origins of the
ICC, giving the political and organisational experience he had acquired in the various
communist organisations he had belonged to. You can find out more about the political
biography of our comrade in our French-language pamphlet The Communist Left of
France and in the articles in International Review 65 and 66, written at the time of his
death. As for the ridiculous claim that Peter aims to be the «sole heir of MC» (completed
by a note exclaiming «this shows the conception he has of the revolutionary
organisation»), the members of the IFICC will have a hard time proving it. This shows
the sick imagination and stupid spite of the members of the IFICC, as well as their own
warped view of the organisation.
(3) In its Bulletin no. 11, the IFICC published a reply to a letter that we sent to each of
its members asking them to return the internal documents in their possession. In its
reply, the IFICC writes: «As for the copy of the subscribers’ list, it is to say the least
striking that you are claiming, like a shopkeeper jealous of his clients, a ‘property’ of
people”. But perhaps your concern is the security of these documents which could fall
into ‘indelicate’ hands? We can assure you that they are being well looked after, and it
will be difficult, not to say impossible, for ‘indelicate people’ to get their hands on them».
After the IFICC’s recent informer-like behaviour, we have an idea of how much
confidence we can place in them!
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Communiqué to our readers: The ICC under attack
from a new agency of the bourgeois state

ICC's Jury of Honor (anonymous ICC leader) [among them «Stalin’s
moustache» and Krespel the Buffoon]

In October 2013, a new ‘political group’ was born and gave itself the pompous name of
‘International Group of the Communist Left’ (IGCL). This new group doesn’t tell us
much about its identity: it is in fact made up of the fusion between two elements of the
group Klasbatalo in Montreal and elements from the so-called ‘Internal Fraction’ of the
ICC (IFICC), who were excluded from the ICC in 2003 for behaviour unworthy of
communist militants: as well as robbery, slander, and blackmail, these elements
crossed the Rubicon with their deliberate behaviour as snitches, in particular by
publishing in advance, on the internet, the date the conference of our section in Mexico
and plastering up the real initials of one of our comrades, presented as the ‘leader of the
ICC’. We refer our readers who are unaware of this to the articles published in our press
at the time1.
In one of these articles, ‘The police-like methods of the IFICC’, we clearly showed that
these elements were freely offering their good and loyal services to the bourgeois state.
They spend the greater part of their time assiduously surveying the ICC’s website,
trying to inform themselves about everything going on in our organisation, nourishing
themselves with and spreading the most nauseating gossip dragged up from the sewers
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(especially about the couple Louise and Peter, two ICC militants, who have obsessed
and excited them to the highest degree for more than 10 years!). Shortly after this
article, they further aggravated their case by publishing a document of 114 pages,
reproducing numerous extracts from the meetings of our international central organ,
supposedly to demonstrate the truth of their accusations against the ICC. What this
document really demonstrates is that these elements have a sickness of the mind, that
they are totally blinded by hatred towards our organisation, and that they are
consciously handing over to the police information that can only help them with their
work.
Hardly was it born that this new abortion named the ‘International Group of the
Communist Left’ uttered its first cry by unleashing some hysterical propaganda against
the ICC, as we can see from the title page of their website: ‘A new (final?) internal crisis
of the ICC!’, accompanied by an ‘Appeal to the proletarian camp and the militants of the
ICC’.
For several days, this ‘international group’ made up of four individuals has been
carrying out a frenzied activity, addressing letter after letter to the whole ‘proletarian
milieu’, as well as to our militants and some of our sympathisers (those whose
addresses they have got hold of) in order to save them from the claws of a so-called
‘liquidationist faction’ (a clan made up of Louise, Peter and Baruch).
The founding members of this new group, the two snitches of the ex-IFICC, have just
taken a new step into ignominy by clearly revealing their police methods aimed at the
destruction of the ICC. The so-called IGCL is ringing the alarm bells and crying at the
top of its voice that it is in possession of the internal bulletins of the ICC. By showing
off their war trophy and making such a racket, the message that these out and out
informers want to get across is very clear: there is a ‘mole’ in the ICC who is working
hand in hand with the ex-IFICC! This is clearly police work which has no other aim
than to sow generalised suspicion, trouble and ill-feeling in our organisation. These are
the same methods that were used by the GPU, Stalin’s political police, to destroy the
Trotskyist movement from the inside during the 1930s. These are the same methods
that the members of the ex-IFICC have already used (notably two of them, Juan and
Jonas, founding members of the IGCL) when they made special trips to several sections
of the ICC to organise secret meetings and circulate rumours that one of our comrades
(the “wife of the ICC’s chief”, as they put it) is a “cop”. Today, it’s the same procedure to
try to sow panic and destroy the ICC from the inside, but it’s even more abject: under
the hypocritical pretext of wanting to “hold out a hand” to the militants of the ICC and
save them from “demoralisation”, these professional telltales are really addressing the
following message to all the militants of the ICC: “there is one (or several) traitors
among you who are giving us your internal bulletins, but we won’t give you their name
because it’s up to you to look for them!”. This is the terrible objective of all the feverish
agitation of this new ‘international group’: to once again introduce the poison of
suspicion and distrust within the ICC in order to undermine it from within. This is a
real enterprise of destruction which is no less perverse than the methods of Stalin’s
political police or of the Stasi.
As we have recalled several times in our press, Victor Serge, in his well-known book
which is a reference point for the workers’ movement, What every revolutionary should
know about repression, makes it clear that spreading suspicion and slander is the
favourite weapon of the bourgeois state for destroying revolutionary organisations:
“confidence in the party is the cement of all revolutionary forces....the enemies of action,
the cowards, the well-entrenched ones, the opportunists, are happy to assemble their
arsenal – in the sewers! Suspicion and slander are their weapons for discrediting
revolutionaries...This evil of suspicion and mistrust among us can only be reduced and
isolated by a great effort of will. It is necessary, as the condition of any real struggle
against provocation - and slanderous accusation of members is playing the game of
provocation - that no-one should be accused lightly, and it should also be impossible for
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an accusation against a revolutionary to be accepted without being investigated. Each
time that the least suspicion is aroused, a jury of comrades must pronounce and rule on
the accusation or on the slander. Simple rules to observe with an inflexible rigour if one
wants to preserve the moral health of revolutionary organisations”
The ICC is the only revolutionary organisation which has remained faithful to this
tradition of the workers’ movement by defending the principle of Juries of Honour in the
face of slander: only adventurers, dubious elements and cowards would refuse to render
things clear in front of a Jury of Honour2.
Victor Serge also insists that the motives which lead certain revolutionaries to offer
their services to the repressive forces of the bourgeois state don’t always come from
material misery or cowardice:
“there are, much more dangerously, those dilettantes and adventurers who believe in
nothing, indifferent to the ideal they have been serving, taken by the idea of danger,
intrigue, conspiracy, a complicated game in which they can make fools of everyone. They
may have talent, their role may be almost undetectable”
And as part of this profile of informers or agents provocateurs, you will find, according
to Serge, ex-militants “wounded by the party”. Simple hurt pride, personal resentments
(jealousy, frustration, disappointment...) can lead militants to develop an uncontrollable
hatred towards the party (or against certain of its militants who they see as rivals) and
so offer their services to the bourgeois state.
All the ringing ‘Appeals’ of this stuck-up agency of the bourgeois state which is the
IGCL are nothing but calls for a pogrom against certain of our comrades (and we have
already denounced in our press the threats made by a member of the ex-IFICC who said
to one of our militants , “You, I will cut your throat!”). It’s no accident that this new
‘Appeal’ by the snitches of the IFICC was immediately relayed by one of their friends
and accomplices, a certain Pierre Hempel, who publishes a ‘blog’ as indigestible as it is
delirious, ‘Le Proletariat Universel‘, in which you can read stuff like “Peter and his
floozy” (*cf note below). The “floozy” in question being none other than our comrade who
has been harassed for over ten years by the snitches and potential killers of the exIFICC and their accomplices. This is the very ‘proletarian’ literature that circulates the
‘Appeal’ of the ‘IGCL’ which will pique the curiosity and voyeurism of the so-called
‘proletarian’ milieu. You get the friends you deserve.
But that’s not all. If you click on the links on the note below3, our readers who really do
belong to the camp of the communist left can get a more precise idea of the pedigree of
this new ‘International Group of the Communist left’: it has been sponsored for several
years by a tendency within another office of the bourgeois state, the NPA (the ‘New
Anticapitalist Party’ of Olivier Besancenot which stands at elections and is regularly
invited to appear on the TV). This tendency in the NPA often makes loud publicity for
the IGCL, putting it on the front page of its internet site! If a group of the extreme left of
capital makes so much publicity for the IFICC and its new disguise as the IGCL, this is
proof that the bourgeoisie recognises one of its faithful servants: it knows it can count
on it to try to destroy the ICC. Thus the snitches of the IGCL would have every right to
claim a decoration from the state (obviously from the hands of the Interior Minister),
since they have rendered much more eminent services to it than most of those who
have been graced with medals by the state.
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Secret agent having a good time inside the CCI.
The ICC will cast as much clarity as possible on all this and inform its readers about
the follow-up to this affair. It is quite possible that we have been infiltrated by one (or
several) dubious elements. It wouldn’t be for the first time and we have had a long
experience of this type of problem going back as least as far as the Chenier affair.
Chenier was an element excluded from the ICC in 1981 and a few months later was
seen officially working for the Socialist party which was in government at the time. If
this is the case them obviously we will apply our statutes as we have always done in the
past.
But we can’t rule out another hypothesis: that one of our computers has been hacked
by the services of the police (who have been surveying our activities for over 40 years).
And it’s not impossible that it was the police itself (by passing themselves off as a ‘mole’,
an anonymous ICC militant) which transmitted to the IFICC certain of our internal
bulletins knowing quite well that these snitches (and especially the two founding
members of the IGCL) would immediately put them to good use. This would not be at all
surprising since the IFICC cowboys (who always shoot faster than their own shadows)
have done the same thing before, in 2004, when they flirted with an ‘unknown’ element
from a Stalinist agency in Argentina, the ‘Citizen B’ who hid himself behind a so-called
‘Circulo de Comunistas Internacionalistas’. This purely fictitious ‘Circulo’ had the great
merit of publishing gross and ignoble lies against our organisation, lies which were
complacently relayed by the IFICC. As soon as these lies were exposed, ‘Citizen B’
vanished, leaving the IFICC in consternation and disarray.
The IFICC/IGCL claims that “the proletariat needs its political organisations more than
ever to orient it towards the proletarian revolution. A weakening of the ICC still means a
weakening of the whole proletarian camp. And a weakening of the proletarian camp
necessarily implies a weakening of the proletariat in the class struggle”. This is the most
disgusting hypocrisy. The Stalinist parties declare themselves to be the defenders of the
communist revolution when they are in fact its fiercest enemies. No one should be
taken in: whatever the scenario – the presence in our ranks of a ‘mole’ of the IFICC or
manipulation by the official forces of the state - this latest ‘coup’ by the IFICC/IGCL
clear shows that its vocation is in no way to defend the positions of the communist left
and work towards the proletarian revolution but to destroy the main organisation of the
communist left today. This is a police agency of the capitalist state, whether it gets paid
or not.
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The ICC has always defended itself against the attacks of its enemies, notably against
those who want to destroy it through campaigns of lies and slander. This time it will do
the same. It will be neither destabilised or intimidated by this attack by the class
enemy. All the proletarian organisations of the past have had to face up to attacks from
the bourgeois state aimed at destroying them. They defended themselves ferociously
and these attacks, far from weakening them, on the contrary strengthened their unity
and the solidarity between militants. This is how the ICC and its militants have always
reacted to the attacks and informing of the IFICC. Thus, as soon as the ignoble appeal
of the IGCL was known about, all the sections and militants of the ICC immediately
mobilised themselves to defend, with the utmost determination, our organisation and
the comrades targeted in this ‘Appeal’.
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST CURRENT. 4.5.14
1 The police-like methods of the ‘IFICC’; The ICC doesn’t allow snitches into its public meetings ;
Calomnie et mouchardage, les deux mamelles de la politique de la FICCI envers le CCI.
2 See in particular our communiqué of 21 February 2002, Revolutionary organisations struggle
against provocation and slander
3 http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=655
http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=2058
http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=7197
(*) We should point out that this sinister buffoon does not hesitate to write in his blog that «If the police
had sent me such a document [ie the ICC’s internal bulletins], «I would have thanked them in the name
of the proletariat». No comment.
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Communiqué to our readers: The ICC under attack
from a new agency of the bourgeois state

ICC's Ethics Committee is watching us !
In October 2013, a new ‘political group’ was born and gave itself the pompous name of
‘International Group of the Communist Left’ (IGCL). This new group doesn’t tell us
much about its identity: it is in fact made up of the fusion between two elements of the
group Klasbatalo in Montreal and elements from the so-called ‘Internal Fraction’ of the
ICC (IFICC), who were excluded from the ICC in 2003 for behaviour unworthy of
communist militants: as well as robbery, slander, and blackmail, these elements
crossed the Rubicon with their deliberate behaviour as snitches, in particular by
publishing in advance, on the internet, the date the conference of our section in Mexico
and plastering up the real initials of one of our comrades, presented as the ‘leader of the
ICC’. We refer our readers who are unaware of this to the articles published in our press
at the time1.
In one of these articles, ‘The police-like methods of the IFICC’, we clearly showed that
these elements were freely offering their good and loyal services to the bourgeois state.
They spend the greater part of their time assiduously surveying the ICC’s website,
trying to inform themselves about everything going on in our organisation, nourishing
themselves with and spreading the most nauseating gossip dragged up from the sewers
(especially about the couple Louise and Peter, two ICC militants, who have obsessed
and excited them to the highest degree for more than 10 years!). Shortly after this
article, they further aggravated their case by publishing a document of 114 pages,
reproducing numerous extracts from the meetings of our international central organ,
supposedly to demonstrate the truth of their accusations against the ICC. What this
document really demonstrates is that these elements have a sickness of the mind, that
they are totally blinded by hatred towards our organisation, and that they are
consciously handing over to the police information that can only help them with their
work.
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Hardly was it born that this new abortion named the ‘International Group of the
Communist Left’ uttered its first cry by unleashing some hysterical propaganda against
the ICC, as we can see from the title page of their website: ‘A new (final?) internal crisis
of the ICC!’, accompanied by an ‘Appeal to the proletarian camp and the militants of the
ICC’.
For several days, this ‘international group’ made up of four individuals has been
carrying out a frenzied activity, addressing letter after letter to the whole ‘proletarian
milieu’, as well as to our militants and some of our sympathisers (those whose
addresses they have got hold of) in order to save them from the claws of a so-called
‘liquidationist faction’ (a clan made up of Louise, Peter and Baruch).
The founding members of this new group, the two snitches of the ex-IFICC, have just
taken a new step into ignominy by clearly revealing their police methods aimed at the
destruction of the ICC. The so-called IGCL is ringing the alarm bells and crying at the
top of its voice that it is in possession of the internal bulletins of the ICC. By showing
off their war trophy and making such a racket, the message that these out and out
informers want to get across is very clear: there is a ‘mole’ in the ICC who is working
hand in hand with the ex-IFICC! This is clearly police work which has no other aim
than to sow generalised suspicion, trouble and ill-feeling in our organisation. These are
the same methods that were used by the GPU, Stalin’s political police, to destroy the
Trotskyist movement from the inside during the 1930s. These are the same methods
that the members of the ex-IFICC have already used (notably two of them, Juan and
Jonas, founding members of the IGCL) when they made special trips to several sections
of the ICC to organise secret meetings and circulate rumours that one of our comrades
(the “wife of the ICC’s chief”, as they put it) is a “cop”. Today, it’s the same procedure to
try to sow panic and destroy the ICC from the inside, but it’s even more abject: under
the hypocritical pretext of wanting to “hold out a hand” to the militants of the ICC and
save them from “demoralisation”, these professional telltales are really addressing the
following message to all the militants of the ICC: “there is one (or several) traitors
among you who are giving us your internal bulletins, but we won’t give you their name
because it’s up to you to look for them!”. This is the terrible objective of all the feverish
agitation of this new ‘international group’: to once again introduce the poison of
suspicion and distrust within the ICC in order to undermine it from within. This is a
real enterprise of destruction which is no less perverse than the methods of Stalin’s
political police or of the Stasi.
As we have recalled several times in our press, Victor Serge, in his well-known book
which is a reference point for the workers’ movement, What every revolutionary should
know about repression, makes it clear that spreading suspicion and slander is the
favourite weapon of the bourgeois state for destroying revolutionary organisations:
“confidence in the party is the cement of all revolutionary forces....the enemies of action,
the cowards, the well-entrenched ones, the opportunists, are happy to assemble their
arsenal – in the sewers! Suspicion and slander are their weapons for discrediting
revolutionaries...This evil of suspicion and mistrust among us can only be reduced and
isolated by a great effort of will. It is necessary, as the condition of any real struggle
against provocation - and slanderous accusation of members is playing the game of
provocation - that no-one should be accused lightly, and it should also be impossible for
an accusation against a revolutionary to be accepted without being investigated. Each
time that the least suspicion is aroused, a jury of comrades must pronounce and rule on
the accusation or on the slander. Simple rules to observe with an inflexible rigour if one
wants to preserve the moral health of revolutionary organisations”
The ICC is the only revolutionary organisation which has remained faithful to this
tradition of the workers’ movement by defending the principle of Juries of Honour in the
face of slander: only adventurers, dubious elements and cowards would refuse to render
things clear in front of a Jury of Honour2.
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Victor Serge also insists that the motives which lead certain revolutionaries to offer
their services to the repressive forces of the bourgeois state don’t always come from
material misery or cowardice:
“there are, much more dangerously, those dilettantes and adventurers who believe in
nothing, indifferent to the ideal they have been serving, taken by the idea of danger,
intrigue, conspiracy, a complicated game in which they can make fools of everyone. They
may have talent, their role may be almost undetectable”
And as part of this profile of informers or agents provocateurs, you will find, according
to Serge, ex-militants “wounded by the party”. Simple hurt pride, personal resentments
(jealousy, frustration, disappointment...) can lead militants to develop an uncontrollable
hatred towards the party (or against certain of its militants who they see as rivals) and
so offer their services to the bourgeois state.
All the ringing ‘Appeals’ of this stuck-up agency of the bourgeois state which is the
IGCL are nothing but calls for a pogrom against certain of our comrades (and we have
already denounced in our press the threats made by a member of the ex-IFICC who said
to one of our militants , “You, I will cut your throat!”). It’s no accident that this new
‘Appeal’ by the snitches of the IFICC was immediately relayed by one of their friends
and accomplices, a certain Pierre Hempel, who publishes a ‘blog’ as indigestible as it is
delirious, ‘Le Prolétariat Universel‘, in which you can read stuff like “Peter and his
floozy” (*cf note below). The “floozy” in question being none other than our comrade who
has been harassed for over ten years by the snitches and potential killers of the exIFICC and their accomplices. This is the very ‘proletarian’ literature that circulates the
‘Appeal’ of the ‘IGCL’ which will pique the curiosity and voyeurism of the so-called
‘proletarian’ milieu. You get the friends you deserve.
But that’s not all. If you click on the links on the note below3, our readers who really do
belong to the camp of the communist left can get a more precise idea of the pedigree of
this new ‘International Group of the Communist left’: it has been sponsored for several
years by a tendency within another office of the bourgeois state, the NPA (the ‘New
Anticapitalist Party’ of Olivier Besancenot which stands at elections and is regularly
invited to appear on the TV). This tendency in the NPA often makes loud publicity for
the IGCL, putting it on the front page of its internet site! If a group of the extreme left of
capital makes so much publicity for the IFICC and its new disguise as the IGCL, this is
proof that the bourgeoisie recognises one of its faithful servants: it knows it can count
on it to try to destroy the ICC. Thus the snitches of the IGCL would have every right to
claim a decoration from the state (obviously from the hands of the Interior Minister),
since they have rendered much more eminent services to it than most of those who
have been graced with medals by the state.
The ICC will cast as much clarity as possible on all this and inform its readers about
the follow-up to this affair. It is quite possible that we have been infiltrated by one (or
several) dubious elements. It wouldn’t be for the first time and we have had a long
experience of this type of problem going back as least as far as the Chenier affair.
Chenier was an element excluded from the ICC in 1981 and a few months later was
seen officially working for the Socialist party which was in government at the time. If
this is the case them obviously we will apply our statutes as we have always done in the
past.
But we can’t rule out another hypothesis: that one of our computers has been hacked
by the services of the police (who have been surveying our activities for over 40 years).
And it’s not impossible that it was the police itself (by passing themselves off as a ‘mole’,
an anonymous ICC militant) which transmitted to the IFICC certain of our internal
bulletins knowing quite well that these snitches (and especially the two founding
members of the IGCL) would immediately put them to good use. This would not be at all
surprising since the IFICC cowboys (who always shoot faster than their own shadows)
have done the same thing before, in 2004, when they flirted with an ‘unknown’ element
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from a Stalinist agency in Argentina, the ‘Citizen B’ who hid himself behind a so-called
‘Circulo de Comunistas Internacionalistas’. This purely fictitious ‘Circulo’ had the great
merit of publishing gross and ignoble lies against our organisation, lies which were
complacently relayed by the IFICC. As soon as these lies were exposed, ‘Citizen B’
vanished, leaving the IFICC in consternation and disarray.
The IFICC/IGCL claims that “the proletariat needs its political organisations more than
ever to orient it towards the proletarian revolution. A weakening of the ICC still means a
weakening of the whole proletarian camp. And a weakening of the proletarian camp
necessarily implies a weakening of the proletariat in the class struggle”. This is the most
disgusting hypocrisy. The Stalinist parties declare themselves to be the defenders of the
communist revolution when they are in fact its fiercest enemies. No one should be
taken in: whatever the scenario – the presence in our ranks of a ‘mole’ of the IFICC or
manipulation by the official forces of the state - this latest ‘coup’ by the IFICC/IGCL
clear shows that its vocation is in no way to defend the positions of the communist left
and work towards the proletarian revolution but to destroy the main organisation of the
communist left today. This is a police agency of the capitalist state, whether it gets paid
or not.
The ICC has always defended itself against the attacks of its enemies, notably against
those who want to destroy it through campaigns of lies and slander. This time it will do
the same. It will be neither destabilised or intimidated by this attack by the class
enemy. All the proletarian organisations of the past have had to face up to attacks from
the bourgeois state aimed at destroying them. They defended themselves ferociously
and these attacks, far from weakening them, on the contrary strengthened their unity
and the solidarity between militants. This is how the ICC and its militants have always
reacted to the attacks and informing of the IFICC. Thus, as soon as the ignoble appeal
of the IGCL was known about, all the sections and militants of the ICC immediately
mobilised themselves to defend, with the utmost determination, our organisation and
the comrades targeted in this ‘Appeal’.
International Communist Current. 4.5.14
1 The police-like methods of the ‘IFICC’; The ICC doesn’t allow snitches into its public meetings ;
Calomnie et mouchardage, les deux mamelles de la politique de la FICCI envers le CCI.
2 See in particular our communiqué of 21 February 2002, Revolutionary organisations struggle
against provocation and slander
3 http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=655
http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=2058
http://tendanceclaire.npa.free.fr/breve.php?id=7197

(*) We should point out that this sinister buffoon does not hesitate to write in his blog
that «If the police had sent me such a document [i.e. the ICC’s internal bulletins], «I
would have thanked them in the name of the proletariat». No comment.
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Doctor Bourrinet, fraud
and self-proclaimed historian

Amadeo Bordiga, Marseille, Dec. 1921
On 8th November 2014, a conference was held in Marseille on the subject of «The
radical left of the 1920s, internationalism and proletarian autonomy».
Before we give an account of the meeting itself, we aim to provide our readers with some
background information on the conference speaker, Philippe Bourrinet, presented in the
publicity as «the author of various articles and books on the revolutionary workers’
movement and a member of the Smolny press collective».1 Otherwise, it would be
impossible to understand either Philippe Bourrinet’s presentation or the discussion that
followed.
One might paraphrase Marx’s famous polemic against Proudhon2 as follows:
«Philippe Bourrinet has the misfortune of being peculiarly misunderstood. Among those
who are interested in or claim to belong to the Communist Left, he passes for a serious
and honest historian. Among historians, he passes for a defender of the Communist
Left’s ideas and a connoisseur of its main organisation, the ICC, since everybody knows
that he was a militant of the ICC for more than fifteen years. As militants of the ICC,
and therefore attached to a serious and honest understanding of history (though we do
not claim to be historians), we desire to protest against this double error».
As a foreword to our protest against the ignorance of which Philippe Bourrinet is a
victim, let us revisit a few episodes of his political career, since this will allow us to
refute many of the false ideas about him which are in circulation these days.
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The minister of the ICC is educating his own flock.
Philippe Bourrinet as a militant of the ICC
After a short stay in the ranks of the Trotskyist organisation Lutte Ouvrière, at the
beginning of the 1970s Philippe Bourrinet entered the Révolution internationale group,
shortly thereafter to become the section in France of the ICC. Since he had a ready pen
and extensive knowledge, he was soon given the responsibility of writing articles for the
organisation, under the name of Chardin. He also entered the ICC’s central organ
shortly after its creation in 1975, one of the reasons for this nomination being his
linguistic ability, notably in German.
Philippe Bourrinet had begun his studies in history, and it was agreed between him and
the ICC that he should devote his Master’s dissertation to a study of the Italian
Communist Left, so that this could be published by our organisation as a pamphlet. He
received the fullest support for this work, which of course benefited his own university
career, from our organisation: not only material support but also political support, since
our comrade Marc Chirik,3 who had been a member of the Italian Left, provided him
with an extensive documentation and first-hand information, as well as precious advice.
As planned, his dissertation was published shortly afterwards by our organisation, in
book format. Considered as a work of the ICC, and putting forward the ICC’s analyses,
it was unsigned, like all our pamphlets.
After the book was published, we encouraged Philippe Bourrinet to undertake a similar
study of the Dutch-German Communist Left for his doctoral thesis. The first chapters
were published in issues 45, 50, and 52 of the ICC’s International Review. Once again,
Philippe Bourrinet benefited from the ICC’s complete political and material support.4
He submitted his thesis in March 1988, and we then began the long work on the book’s
layout, delivering it to the printers in November 1990; Philippe Bourrinet had left the
ICC a few months beforehand. He gave no political reasons for his resignation, saying
only that he no longer wanted to be a militant.
Philippe Bourrinet, member of the «Société des Gens des Lettres»
Two years later, we received in our PO Box, without the slightest accompanying letter, a
copy of two surprising documents. The first, dated 21/08/1992, was the «Receipt for
the submission by Philippe Bourrinet of a manuscript entitled The Dutch Communist
Left 1907-1950». This receipt was issued by the copyright department of the Société des
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Gens des Lettres.5 The second document, dated 27th July 1992, was even more
surprising. It was a typewritten text titled «Concerning the anonymous publications
distributed by the International Communist Current group (ICC) in France and
elsewhere».
In this document, we read that «The book titled THE DUTCH LEFT, signed ‘International
Communist Current’, printed in November 1990 by the ‘Litografia Libero Nicola, Napoli’
and distributed in France and Belgium, was entirely written by Philippe BOURRINET,
doctor at the University of Paris 1 – Sorbonne (22nd March 1988)». This was perfectly
true. But there followed a series of allegations, accusing the ICC of «piracy», which we
desired to clarify with Philippe Bourrinet. Accordingly, a delegation from the ICC met
him in a café on the Place de Clichy in Paris, close to where he lived at the time. This
delegation pointed out to Philippe Bourrinet the truth of the matter, none of which he
attempted to contradict. The delegation asked him why, all of a sudden, he was making
such a fuss about his name not appearing on the book on the Dutch Left, since he had
never before made this demand. He replied that it would be useful for him to appear as
the book’s author in view of an upcoming job application, and that he wanted his name
to figure on future editions. Although in his statement, Philippe Bourrinet had made a
series of outrageous attacks against the ICC, we decided not to hold it against him: we
did not, for example, put anything in the way of his professional ambitions. We decided
to accede to his demand, but since the French edition had already been printed we told
him that it was too late for this version of the book, on which he agreed. We therefore
undertook to publish in any future edition, the following brief statement: «This book,
which first appeared in French in 1990, is published under the responsibility of the ICC. It
was written by Philippe Bourrinet in the context of his work for his university doctorate,
but it was prepared and discussed by the ICC when the author was one of its militants.
For this reason it was conceived and published as the collective work of the ICC, without
an author’s signature and with his total agreement.
Philippe Bourrinet has not been in the ICC since April 1990, and he has since published
editions of this book under his own name, with the addition of certain ‘corrections’ linked
to the evolution of his political positions.
For its part, the ICC fully intends to continue its policy of publishing this book. It should be
clear that our organization cannot be held responsible for any additional or divergent
political positions that Philippe Bourrinet might integrate into the editions produced under
his own responsibility.»6
Philippe Bourrinet accepted this proposal.

For the ICC, the matter was closed and we no longer paid much attention to the career
of Doctor Bourrinet.7 Our inattention was all the greater in that his later literary efforts
were of incomparably lesser quality and interest than the two books on the Italian and
Dutch-German Lefts. We did of course notice, on the Internet, that Doctor Bourrinet
had republished the two documents, with a few modifications of the ICC’s original
which brought the text closer to the positions of councilism. It turned out that in the
Postface to the new edition of the Dutch-German Left, Doctor Bourrinet wrote: «The
present edition contains defects inevitable in a work carried out within the university
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framework. There also appears the author’s membership of the aforementioned group [the
ICC], in the form of traces of ideology at a remove from a rigorous marxist analysis of the
revolutionary movement and theory (…) I have tried as far as possible to remove or
diminish the passages which contained too much ‘anti-councilist’ polemic, specific to the
group whose influence I was under at the time».
In this passage, we learn several things. First, that Doctor Bourrinet had to leave the
ICC to acquire at long last «a rigorous marxist analysis of the revolutionary movement
and theory». He forgets to mention that it was the Révolution Internationale group (the
future ICC section in France) which taught him the basics of marxism, when he had
just left Lutte Ouvrière, a group which – whatever its claims to the contrary – has
nothing to do with either marxism or the revolutionary movement. He also accredits the
idea – so popular with university «marxism» – that one can remain a «marxist» while
avoiding any form of political organisation fighting for the defence of proletarian
principles. This idea is very close to degenerate councilism’s rejection of the need for
such an organisation – which explains why so many «marxist professors» have such an
affinity with councilism. We could answer Doctor Bourrinet’s viewpoint with these
words of the ICC militant... Philippe Bourrinet: «Unlike the Otto Rühle variety of
‘councilism’ in the 1920s, or the Dutch variety in the 1930s, today’s councilist current has
broken with the ‘council communist’ tradition of the Communist Left. It corresponds much
more to the revolt of fractions of the petty bourgeoisie or of proletarian elements
suspicious of any political organisation. The councilist danger of tomorrow will not appear
with the defeat of the revolution, as was the case during the 1920s in Germany, it will
appear at the beginning of the revolutionary wave and will be the negative moment of the
proletariat’s coming to consciousness» (from the Proceedings of a study day on the
danger of councilism, held by the ICC’s section in France in April 1985, p19).
«Workerism co-exists only too well, one can even say perfectly, with intellectualism. In this
sense, we have seen a kind of petty-bourgeois anarchism, in the sense of the rejection of
any form of authority or organisation, etc, etc; similar to the vision of the workerist
intellectual already condemned by Lenin in What is to be done?» (ibid., p32).
And finally, we learn that at the time, the militant Philippe Bourrinet made these
mistakes because he was «under the influence». Doctor Bourrinet, just for once you are
far too modest!8 The militant Philippe Bourrinet was not «under the influence» of the
ICC’s positions, on the contrary he was their determined and talented defender in the
organisation’s struggle against the tendencies towards councilist positions in its midst.
This is precisely why the ICC entrusted him with the article that took up the cudgels
publicly against these tendencies (See International Review no.40, «The function of
revolutionary organizations: The danger of councilism»).
Having revised the two texts on the Italian Left and the Dutch-German Left, Doctor
Bourrinet had new editions printed, which he put on sale on the Internet. These texts
obviously had slightly more content and slightly fewer errors than those published by
the ICC. Amongst other things, they expressed the good Doctor’s new theoretical line.
And these changes were of considerable value: whereas the ICC sold its book on the
Dutch-German Left for 12 euros, the good Doctor’s price was 75€. Similarly for the
Italian Left, the price was not 8€ but 50€ (40€ for the English edition).9 Of course, the
good Doctor’s editions had colour covers! In a famous letter of 18th March 1872 to the
French publisher of Capital, Marx wrote «I welcome your idea of publishing the
translation of Das Kapital as a periodical. In this format it will be more accessible to the
working class, and for me this consideration overrides all others». Clearly, this is not the
kind of consideration that carries much weight with Doctor Bourrinet, whose methods
are more like those of the private medical Doctors whose fees are ten times higher than
those of the general practitioner, with the added benefit of allowing them to avoid any
contact with the sweaty masses.
Is stinginess the explanation for the exorbitant prices of Doctor Bourrinet’s works? Not
impossible, since the militant Philippe Bourrinet was known for his stinginess in the
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ICC, and got teased for it by Marc Chirik, at the time the treasurer of the ICC’s section
in France. That said, it is unlikely that the good Doctor’s avarice, however obsessive it
might be, has rendered him completely stupid. Even an idiot can see that the Doctor’s
works are unlikely to find any buyers, even if the ICC were to put an end to its own
distribution as the Doctor never stops demanding that we do.10 More likely, the
Doctor’s elevated prices are no higher than his elevated esteem for his works and his
own good self. To sell his literary production «on the cheap» (and it must be more
valuable, in his estimation, than Capital), would be to minimise their value, according
to the classic and contemptible bourgeois logic which we have already seen in his
appeal to the «Société des Gens des Lettres». If our explanation is incorrect, Doctor
Bourrinet need only supply his own, which we will gladly publish, as well as any reply
he cares to give to this article.
Doctor Bourrinet, liar and slanderer

SOS! Who will save the soul of the Dutch second-class soldier, Dr. bastard Bourrinet?
But all these examples of Doctor Bourrinet’s petty-mindedness and bad faith pale into
insignificance beside the slander he directed at our organisation in 1992. We did not
react publicly at the time; we intend to do so now, because since March 2012 they have
been smeared across the Internet. On the site http://www.left-dis.nl/f/ there is now a
title «Une mise au point publique (Paris, décembre 91) sur le parasitisme ‘instinctif’ de
la secte ‘CCI’. Mars 2012» («Public statement (Paris, December 1991) on the ‘instinctive’
parasitism of the ‘ICC’ sect»). The title links to a PDF11 containing all the abovementioned documents received by the ICC in 1992, to which we will now return.
In the «Statement» of 27th July 1992, we read:
«On the occasion of the publication of the author’s doctoral thesis, and of his previous
Master’s dissertation on the Italian Communist Left (1926-1945), without the author’s
agreement, and with arbitrary additions and cuts made by this group, which thinks it
owns the document under the pretext that the undersigned author was once a member of
the ICC, the following clarification is necessary for the reader:
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This work was published anonymously by the ICC in 1991, in French, without the
author’s agreement and without warning him in advance, and without his corrections.
The author was confronted with a fait accompli, a veritable act of ‘piracy’.
[There then follows the passage quoted above in which we learn that Philippe Bourrinet
is a doctor of the University of Paris 1, and another giving the circumstances in which
he submitted his thesis.]
This book is a continuation of that on THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST LEFT 1912-1945, a
Master’s dissertation by the same author (Paris 1 – Sorbonne, 1980, supervised by
Jacques Droz).
This dissertation was published in 1981 and 1984, anonymously – in French and Italian
– by the ICC group, with the tacit, and only the tacit, agreement of the author».
Let us begin with «the tacit, and only the tacit, agreement» that the militant Philippe
Bourrinet gave for the publication of the work on the Italian Communist Left, without
mentioning the author’s name. What is this can of worms Doctor Bourrinet, you pitiful
hypocrite? Did you or did you not agree that the text you wrote should be published as
an ICC pamphlet? When you discussed at length with other militants of the
organisation, about the layout and the cover for this pamphlet (where indeed, the
author’s name does not figure), did you do so «tacitly»?
As for the work on the Dutch-German Left, which was supposedly published without
the agreement of the shiny new «Doctor» Bourrinet, we’re surprised your nose didn’t get
in the way when you were writing: it must have stuck out further than Pinocchio’s!
Really Doctor Bourrinet, you are the most arrant liar to pretend that you were
confronted with a «fait accompli». And here is the proof that you are a liar, in an article
published in our International Review no.58 (3rd Quarter 1989) and titled «Contribution
to a history of the revolutionary movement: Introduction to the Dutch-German Left»,
where we read: «The history of the international communist left since the beginning of the
century, such as we’ve begun to relate in our pamphlets on the ‘Communist Left of Italy’
isn’t simply for historians. It’s only from a militant standpoint, the standpoint of those
who are committed to the workers’ struggle for emancipation, that the history of the
workers’ movement can be approached. And for the working class, this history isn’t just a
question of knowing things, but first and foremost a weapon in its present and future
struggles, because of the lessons from the past that it contains. It’s from this militant point
of view that we are publishing as a contribution to the history of the revolutionary
movement a pamphlet on the German-Dutch communist left which will appear in French
later this year. The introduction to this pamphlet, published below, goes into the question
of how to approach the history of this current».
Who then is the slimeball of an ICC militant, justifying in advance the «piracy» of Doctor
Bourrinet’s thesis, the willing accomplice in a maneuver intended to confront the good
Doctor with a «fait accompli»? The article is signed Ch, alias Chardin, alias... the
militant, Philippe Bourrinet.
So here we have the militant Philippe Bourrinet («under the influence» in all likelihood),
who takes responsibility publicly and in writing for the ignominious crime that the ICC
is about to commit on poor Doctor Bourrinet. But, at the moment that this article is
written, he has already received his doctorate from the University of Paris 1 – Sorbonne.
In other words, one of those most responsible for the infamous acts against Doctor
Bourrinet, is none other than Doctor Bourrinet himself. Is Doctor Bourrinet a
masochist? At all events, he is certainly an out and out liar, of that there is no shadow
of a doubt. A contemptible liar and slanderer.
The threats of Doctor Bourrinet the shopkeeper
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«Admire the strength!» French caricature on the grocers and shopkeepers (18th century).

One might imagine that Doctor Bourrinet could not stoop any lower than he did in
March 2012, with this publication of his 20-year old documents: if so, one would be
mistaken. At the same time, several militants of the ICC received a registered letter
dated 23rd March 2012, from the Legal department of the Société des Gens des Lettres.
Here follow the main passages:
«We intervene in the name of Mr Philippe Bourrinet, member of the Société des Gens des
Lettres, on the matter of his dissertation and his theses (…)
We are most surprised to discover that these two works are the object of systematic
forgery, thus damaging both the property rights and the moral right of Mr Bourrinet.
We therefore ask that you immediately cease all use of these texts, either on the different
Internet sites where they may be found, or in printed publications.
If he does not obtain satisfaction, the author reserves the right to take any action he
deems appropriate».
In other words, Doctor Bourrinet «reserves the right» to set the law on certain ICC
militants, should the ICC continue to distribute the books on the Dutch-German and
the Italian Left. And the best of it is, that one of the militants targeted by this
threatening letter was also one of those who was most involved in giving Doctor
Bourrinet material support for his thesis, by using the photocopying services at his job
(at the risk of getting into serious trouble with his employer, up to and including the
sack), to copy hundreds upon hundreds of pages (drafts of Philippe Bourrinet’s work so
that it could be proofed by other militants, collections of publications of the Communist
Left that had been lent to him, copies of his dissertation and thesis for the University...).
Today, Doctor Bourrinet – with his characteristic cowardice, since he hides behind the
Société des Gens des Lettres, who he has got on-board by lying to them – has the
ludicrous pretension to lay claim to the heritage of the Communist Left, and to texts of
the workers’ movement which belong to nobody if not to the working class, and of which
proletarian organisations are the custodians, and the political and moral guarantors.
This philistine thinks he can behave like any vulgar capitalist protecting his patents,
putting it about that the product of the universal history of the exploited class is a
commodity that can be reduced to the «intellectual property» of his own pathetic
individuality. This is the merest swindle, a takeover bid worthy of Hollywood. The
working class does not produce militants as individuals, but revolutionary
organisations which are the product of struggle and a historic continuity. This is
already contained in the 1864 Statutes of the IWA: «In its struggle against the collective
power of the possessing classes the proletariat can act as a class only by constituting
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itself as distinct political party, opposed to all the old parties formed by the possessing
classes.» (Article 7a). Workers’ organisations defend principles which are the fruit of
historical experience. In this sense, the work of their militants is part of a movement
which is not and cannot be their «personal property». The ICC’s statutes state with the
utmost clarity something which was once a morally self-evident fact within the
proletariat: «every militant who leaves the ICC, even as part of a split, returns to the
organisation all the material means (money, technical material, stocks of
publications, internal bulletins etc.) which had been put at the militants disposal» (our
emphasis).
Here then is Doctor Bourrinet’s true face! Grab his swag, and then turn to bourgeois
justice out of personal vengeance and to flatter his injured vanity. This violation of his
initial moral commitment, when he was a militant, is not merely pitiful, it is completely
foreign to the workers’ movement. This pettifogging, petty-bourgeois legalism, fuelled by
personal revenge, is something unheard of in the Communist Left that this fraud claims
to defend. What terms should one use to speak of Doctor Bourrinet? So many spring to
mind that we are left at a loss which to choose, so let us just say that he is
«unspeakable».
Doctor Bourrinet slanderer of our comrade Marc Chirik

This is not the end of the unspeakable Doctor’s exploits. Not only is he ready to use the
vilest methods to damage his one-time organisation, the ICC, he also sets out to attack
the memory of a militant who played a determining role in its formation: Marc Chirik,
deceased in December 1990.
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To this end, he uses a biographical sketch published on his web site, and which
includes, amongst others, those published at the end of his new version of the book on
the Italian Left.
In the biographical sketch published at the end of the book, he permits himself a petty
attack on Marc Chirik: «For Jean Malaquais, the friend of a lifetime, he embodied a
certain kind of political ‘prophet’». On Doctor Bourrinet’s web site, the sentence is longer
and the attack more open: «For Jean Malaquais, the friend of a lifetime, he embodied a
certain kind of political ‘prophet’, constantly trying to prove to others and to himself that
he had ‘never made a mistake’».12 We recognise here the style of the two-faced Doctor
Bourrinet. He starts with the «friend of a lifetime» the better to put over a negative
image, without saying that while Malaquais was a great writer and a fine polemicist who
shared the positions of the Communist Left, he did not have the personality of a
communist militant, nor an understanding of what it means to be one. In the days
when Malaquais lived in Paris and came frequently to our public meetings, he asked at
one point to join the ICC; Marc Chirik had little difficulty persuading the other
comrades that we could not accept his candidature, given his often haughty attitude
both to our militants and to our activities.
This sketch of Marc Chirik is petty-minded sniping, but worse is to come. In an
addition, Doctor Bourrinet repeats the vilest slanders put about against our
organisation, in particular by the pack of hooligans and grasses that called itself the
«Internal Fraction of the ICC»:
«In 1991-93, very shortly after his death, Marc Chirik’s group was shaken by a furious
‘war of succession’ between the ‘leaders’ to put themselves at the head of the ‘masses’ of
the ICC, in reality the most grotesque conflicts worthy of an asylum».
Doctor Bourrinet then passes the microphone to the «adversaries» of our comrade and
our organisation, to heap a cartload of muck on both:
«For his political adversaries, Marc Chirik remained a figure of the past, attached to the
worst aspects of the Leninist and Trotskyist current, a remote disciple of Albert Treint,
stooping to ‘Zinovievist’ manoeuvres and not hesitating – during yet another split, in 1981,
to carry out ‘Chekist raids’ against ‘dissidents’, to ‘defend the organisation’ and to
‘recover its equipment’.
Exercising a monolithic control over ‘his’ organisation, Marc Chirik thus helped to plunge
it, from an early stage, into a sort of paranoid psychosis. A sombre reality which, in the
eyes of many ex-militants, tore apart the ‘Chirikist’ organisation, whose most visible
defects were: political dishonesty raised to the level of a categorical imperative, ‘police
tactics of harassment’, a carefully cultivated atmosphere of ultra-sectarian paranoia using
the ‘theory of the plot’ ad nauseam, and recommending, to resolve political divergences,
the prophylactic eradication of the ‘parasitism’ of ‘enemy organisations’.
To conclude:
1.

a triumphant (and accepted) return of ‘repressed’ Stalinism in ‘praxis’;

2.
a superficial attachment to the ‘acquisitions of Freudianism’ where the ‘struggle of
the proletariat against the bourgeoisie’ lives alongside ‘the eternal struggle of Eros and
Thanatos’, and between ‘good’ and ‘evil’, the latter being the ‘proletarian morality’ of
which the ICC is the custodian through its ‘central organs’;
3.
a quasi-religious devotion to Darwinism, as a method for ‘selecting’ the most
‘adapted’ political species, under cover of the development of the ‘social instinct’ of which
the ICC is the ultimate incarnation;
4.
under the ‘virtuous’ mantle of ‘proletarian morality’, the triumph behind the scenes
of political amoralism, the ‘eternal return’ of ‘Nechaev’s catechism’ where anything goes
to destroy a political enemy».
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As anyone can see, the accusations repeated by Doctor Bourrinet are not only aimed at
Marc Chirik and the ICC when he was alive, but largely post-date his death. For
example, the ICC never discussed Darwinism or published articles on the subject in
Marc Chirik’s lifetime. Only since 2009, 20 years after his death, did the ICC deal with
the question in our internal discussions or publish articles on the subject. In fact,
Doctor Bourrinet’s intention is to kill two birds with one stone: to demolish both Marc
Chirik and the ICC, whose principal founder he was.
In fact, this veritable inventory of accusations offers us a condensed version of the
«Bourrinet method». He bows to the formal respect of historiographical standards by
following his sketch with a bibliography where, indeed, we can find the sources for all
these insanities. But so vast is this bibliography that the slanderous publications are
drowned there. Moreover, it is difficult even for a «specialist» to access many of the texts
referred to, such that most readers are unlikely to check «who said what». And this is
precisely what counts. If one were to include, in a biography of Trotsky, a passage on
what his political adversaries said about him, and if amongst the accusations were one
claiming that he had been «an agent of Hitler», then the mere fact that the accusation
came from Vyshinsky, the prosecutor at the Moscow trials, would be enough to
discredit it. We have no intention of burdening the reader with a systematic refutation
of all the slanders directed at Marc Chirik and the ICC in the articles so obligingly
referenced by the good Doctor. Suffice it to say that for the most part they come from
ex-members of the ICC who, for whatever reason, are eaten up by a tenacious hatred for
our organisation. Some are still under the influence of anarchist ideas which have lead
them to adopt the slogan «Lenin=Stalin». Others have felt that the organisation did not
appreciate their true worth, or couldn’t face up to criticism and found that the defence
of their hurt pride was more important than the defence of communist positions. Others
have distinguished themselves by thuggish behaviour, while still being ready to call the
police when the ICC visited them to recover equipment stolen from our organisation.
Still others – or the same – continue to defend the dubious element Chénier, excluded
in 1981, and who was shortly after to be found making a career for himself in the
Socialist Party then in power.
If Doctor Bourrinet repeats certain accusations whose absurd, and even insane,
character is obvious to anyone, it is probably not because he thinks that they will be
believed as such, but because they make it possible to put about the idea that «there’s
no smoke without fire», and that «even if it’s exaggerated, there must be some truth
behind it». The Bourrinet method again: if you throw enough mud, something will
always stick.
One final word on this. Doctor Bourrinet has written biographical notes of many
militants of the Communist Left, but only Marc Chirik has had the privilege, of having
not only his militant life, but also the accusations made against him, exposed in detail.
All this without, needless to say, so much as a word about, or a reference to the texts
(articles, interventions on forums, etc.) which refute these accusations, and all this in
the name of «serious», «honest» historical research!13
Let us return then to the idea that Doctor Bourrinet is «a serious and honest historian».
As Marx put it, we must «protest» against any such idea. In his 1989 article for our
press, announcing the forthcoming publication of the ICC’s Dutch-German Communist
Left, the good Doctor referred to several serious and honest historians of the workers’
movement: Franz Mehring, Leon Trotsky, both revolutionary militants, but also George
Haupt, who was «far from being a revolutionary» to use Doctor Bourrinet’s words: «On
this point it’s worth again citing the historian Georges Haupt, who died in 1980, and was
known for the seriousness of his works on the IInd and IIIrd Internationals:
‘With the aid of unprecedented falsifications, treating the most elementary historical
realities with contempt, Stalinism has methodically rubbed out, mutilated, remodelled the
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field of the past in order to replace it with its own representations, its own myths, its own
self-glorification(...)’».
The least one can say is that the same «probity» hardly characterises Doctor Bourrinet.
As we have seen, he hesitates not a moment to proffer the most colossal lies when it
suits him – whenever historical reality does not fit his own «self-glorification». When he
was a militant of the ICC, Doctor Bourrinet produced work that was interesting,
important, and honest. Since then, it is possible that some of his studies may have
been honest, if not necessarily interesting or important. But what is sure, is that his
honesty flies out the window whenever the subject concerns his obsessive pet hates: the
militant Marc Chirik and the International Communist Current. After all, there are
Stalinist historians who have produced excellent studies of the Paris Commune, but it
would be too much to expect that they would be capable of doing the same for the
history of the «Communist» Parties.
As far as the other illusions about Doctor Bourrinet are concerned – that he is «a
defender of the Communist Left’s ideas and a connoisseur of its main organisation, the
ICC» – here again, what we have said above shows that these are far from the truth. As
a connoisseur of the ICC, we have seen better: either he takes the insane accusations of
the ICC and Marc Chirik’s «political adversaries» at face value, in which case his
«knowledge» is worthy of Hello! magazine or Minute,14 or he does not, which is worse.
As for the defence of the ideas of the Communist Left, there is nothing to expect from
someone whose overriding obsession is the defence of... his intellectual property, and
who, to do so, has no hesitation in bringing in the bourgeois state. When one claims to
defend certain ideas, the least that can be expected is that one does not act in flagrant
contradiction to those ideas. There is nothing to be expected of someone who is
devoured by hatred to the point where he can cover in shit the memory of Marc Chirik,
one of the very rare militants of the Communist Left who, rather than remaining welded
to his initial positions, was capable of integrating the essential insights of both the
Italian and the Dutch-German Communist Left, and defending them to his dying day.
For Doctor Bourrinet, the ideas of the Communist Left are mere stock in trade,
inherited from the days when he was a militant, and which he is trying as best he can
to capitalise in the service of his need for social recognition (since he can’t make any
money out of it).
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Dictatorship is : shut your mouth, and democracy for the Liberals is:
keep talking”.
Doctor Bourrinet, the petty-bourgeois democrat
To demonstrate this assertion conclusively, it is worth reading the biographical sketch
devoted to Lafif Lakhdar (deceased July 2013), published on the site Controverses which
presents itself as a «Forum for the Internationalist Communist Left» – a sketch signed
Ph B (the good Doctor, in person no less).15 In the introduction, Lafif Lakhdar is
presented as «an Arab intellectual, writer, philosopher and rationalist, a militant in
Algeria, the Middle East and France. Known as ‘the Arab Spinoza’». In the sketch itself,
we learn that «From 2009 onwards he took part, with the philosopher Mohammed Arkoun
(1928-2010), in UNESCO’s Aladdin project, an ‘intellectual and cultural programme’
launched with the patronage of UNESCO, Jacques Chirac, and Simone Weil». We also
learn that «In October 2004, he co-authored, together with numerous liberal Arab writers,
a Manifesto published on the web (www.elaph.com, www.metransparent.com) calling on
the UN to set up an international tribunal to judge terrorists, and organisations or
institutions inciting terrorism». Frankly, we have great difficulty seeing what this
biography is doing on a «Forum for the Internationalist Communist Left», and why
someone who claims to belong to the Communist Left should write it. As far as one can
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judge from this, Lafif Lakhdar was probably a man full of good intentions and not
without a certain courage in standing up to the threats of Islamist fanatics, but whose
action was entirely within the framework of bourgeois «democracy», and in defence of
the illusions thanks to which the bourgeoisie maintains its domination. For anyone who
had anything to do with the Communist Left, it would be out of the question to call on
the UN (that «den of thieves» to use Lenin’s expression about the League of Nations) «to
set up an international tribunal to judge terrorists». Should we react to terrorist attacks
by demanding that the bourgeois state strengthen its police and judicial arsenal?16
Indeed, amongst Lafif Lakhdar’s achievements, there is one that Doctor Bourrinet does
not mention (did he forget, or did he hide it?): an open letter dated 16th November 2008
to the new President of the United States, Barrack Obama, suggesting that he «change
the world in 100 days by concluding a reconciliation between Jews and Arabs».17 In the
letter, we find the following passages:
«Solving this conflict, with its explosive mixture of religion and politics, would be an
agreeable surprise from you to the peoples of the region and the world. It would have
undoubtedly a positive psychological impact on all the other crises, including the world
financial crisis.
How can this be achieved? (…)
Send an American peace delegation headed by President Clinton and the outgoing Israeli
President Ehud Olmert,18 and made up of Prince Talal Ben-Abdul Al-Aziz, the symbolic
representative of the Arab peace initiative, and of Walid Khalid and Shibli Talham as
representatives of the Palestinian people.
And what is the solution?
First of all, the application of Mr Clinton’s parameters which give the Jews what they
have been lacking since the destruction of the Temple in 586BCE, and to the Palestinians
what they have never had in their history: an independent state. Then, the application of
Ehud Olmert’s ‘advice’ to his successor, which would accord the Palestinians the major
part of their demands...».
And the letter concludes:
«President Barack Obama, it is said that you have little experience; by solving, in your
administration’s first hundred days, a century-old conflict which has provoked five bloody
wars and two intifadas, you would demonstrate to the world that you are a competent
and responsible leader, and make a gift to the 80% of the world population who prayed
for your success and so celebrated your victory». Could the Communist Left do no better
than that?
Doctor Bourrinet’s biographical sketch of Lafif Lakhdar is published on the site
Controverses under the heading «Internationalists». But what exactly is an
internationalist? Someone who not only denounces chauvinism and military barbarism,
but who defends to the utmost the only perspective that can put an end to them: the
overthrow of the capitalist system by the world proletarian revolution. And this
necessarily involves the denunciation of all pacifist and democratic illusions, and all the
bourgeoisie’s political forces that spread them, however «democratic», «enlightened» or
well-intentioned they may be. Whoever has not understood this stands not on
proletarian ground, but on that of the bourgeoisie or the petty bourgeoisie. Our eminent
Doctor (just like the equally eminent publishers of Controverses) clearly does not know
the difference between a democratic humanist bourgeois and an internationalist, in
other words a revolutionary. And this is because Doctor Bourrinet’s viewpoint is not
that of the working class but of the petty bourgeoisie. This is clear enough in our
account of the Doctor’s behaviour since he left the ICC, but his sketch of Lafif Lakhdar
confirms it in as striking a manner as you could wish.
In fact, Doctor Bourrinet’s frantic search for official social recognition, his use of
bourgeois institutions, and the state, to defend his «copyright» and his «intellectual
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property», his pettiness, his bad faith, his lies, his cowardice, and to cap it all, his
hatred for the organisation and the militants thanks to whom he was able to write his
two books, all the Doctor’s contemptible behaviour since 1992, are not merely
expressions of his personality. They are also, and much more, the expression of his
belonging to the social category which most concentrates all these moral defects: the
petty bourgeoisie.
As we shall now see, the conference where Doctor Bourrinet figured as speaker amply
confirms everything we have said about his person.
A significant conference
Doctor Bourrinet began with a long and soporific introduction. But the lethargy that
crept over the audience (including the chair) was not merely because the Doctor has all
the charisma of an oyster. More fundamentally, it was the fruit of a speech without soul
or fighting spirit, at the end of which the chair could conclude that «the past is past»
and that «questions today are posed differently».
There followed logically a whole series of «new» questions from the audience, such as
«the situation in the prisons» (very new!) and of «precarious labour», etc. In short, the
sole effect of Doctor Bourrinet’s discourse was to present the tradition of the
Communist Left as something without interest for the present or the future, something
from a vanished past to be read about in books fit only to gather dust on the shelf, at
the disposal of university researchers.
In other words, Doctor Bourrinet’s presentation confirmed what all his behaviour up to
then had already revealed: that henceforth, for our good Doctor, the history of the
Communist Left has become a mere academic discipline and has nothing to do with the
words of the militant Philippe Bourrinet, when as Chardin he wrote that it was: «(...) first
and foremost a weapon in its present and future struggles, because of the lessons from
the past that it contains» (International Review no.58, ibid).
But there’s more to come! Doctor Bourrinet made the most of the soporific effect of his
presentation to slip in, as is his wont, a few historical falsifications – in perfect
conformity with his tendency to «rearrange» history to suit himself.
He thus described the different Communist Lefts (of Italy, Holland, and Germany) as if
they were completely isolated from each other, as if they had no interaction with each
other. Nothing could be farther from the truth! It is true that in 1926, the Italian Left
refused a proposal from Karl Korsch (then member of a group in Germany around the
review Kommunistische Politik) for a common declaration by all the Left currents of the
day (cf letter from Bordiga to Korsch of 28th October 192619). But the Left Fraction of
the Italian Communist Party, which published Prometeo in Italian from 1929, and then
Bilan in French from 1933, not only had the firm intention to confront its positions with
those of the other left currents, above all with those of Trotsky’s Left Opposition and of
the Dutch-German Left, it also adopted several positions of the latter current. For
example, the analysis of national liberation struggles worked out by Rosa Luxemburg
within the German and Polish Social-Democracy, then taken up by the German Left,
was integrated into Bilan’s positions at the end of the 1930s.
Better still, this «expert» of the Communist Left even managed to ignore completely the
very existence of the French Communist Left (Gauche Communiste de France, GCF).
Just as, in Stalin’s day, people disappeared from photographs at each rewriting of
official history, so our good Doctor somehow «forgot» all about this group, created at the
end of World War II, in 1944. And with good reason: the distinguishing feature of the
GCF (which published Internationalisme) was precisely its profound synthesis of the
Lefts of different countries, in continuity with the work of Bilan. By drawing its
inspiration from Bilan’s theoretical advances, and still more from its vision of a living,
non-dogmatic marxism, open to every expression of the proletariat internationally, the
GCF prevented this little group from falling into oblivion, and made it on the contrary a
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bridge between the best proletarian traditions of the past, and the future of the
proletarian struggle. In other words, when Doctor Bourrinet wipes the GCF from the
whiteboard of history he also, in a sense, wipes out Bilan, he breaks the historic
continuity between revolutionary groups, and he breaks the transmission of this
precious experience of our illustrious predecessors. In a word, he disarms the
proletariat before its class enemy.
All this is perfectly deliberate on Doctor Bourrinet’s part. He knows perfectly well the
GCF’s existence and its place in history. This is not the fruit of an unfortunate
forgetfulness, or of ignorance; it is a deliberate effort to hide a truth which he would
prefer to ignore: that the GCF made a contribution of prime importance to the thought
of the Communist Left.
Why so? The answer is simple. Purely out of hatred for the ICC, the only organisation
which explicitly claims a descent from the GCF, and out of hatred for the militant who
played a key role in the formation of the ICC and was the main thinker behind the GCF:
Marc Chirik.
Doctor Bourrinet’s hatred, which we have already seen at work in his various writings,
was laid out for all to see at this public conference.
When the ICC’s delegation tried to call out the good Doctor for his falsifications and his
«intellectual property», he became perfectly hysterical (as everyone could see): «you are
terrorists and cheats», he cried, «you have forced many militants to resign from the ICC by
stifling them» – in other words, he repeated all the slanders of «Marc Chirik’s political
adversaries» which he has reported so «objectively» in the biographical sketch published
on his web site.
Up to now, our Doctor has spread his venom from the shelter of official bodies,
«doctored» biographical sketches, and «statements» on the Internet. This time, for once,
he has dared do so in public, before four militants of the ICC. Such a change in attitude
calls for an explanation.
As we have seen, Doctor Bourrinet is the prototypical petty bourgeois: cowardly,
dishonest, and little inclined to spit his bile in the light of day, except... when the wind
of rumour swells the cries of hatred against the ICC. Then he gets drunk on «courage»
and is ready to take his part in the vilest of slander and the lowest of threats against
our organisation. Through the centuries, calls to pogrom have always been thus: each
participant makes his own wretched contribution according to his own motives, all
different but all equally shabby and full of hate. Almost every time, this kind of barbaric
dynamic is started by some kind of provocateur – whether a professional or an amateur
is really immaterial. It is precisely into this that our unspeakable Doctor has plunged,
hook line and sinker. After reading the anti-ICC prose of the IGCL,20 that seedy bunch
of police-like back-room plotters with its provocateur Juan, the good Doctor has perked
up no end and is ready to answer the call to villainy and hatred.
On 28th April 2014, the IGCL21 published an article as bad as anything by a
professional provocateur. This slanderous text was titled «A new (and final?) crisis in the
ICC!»,22 and announced with ironic delight the ICC’s disappearance... which turned out
to be «thoroughly exaggerated».23 But however unfounded, the mere idea that the ICC
is weakened, almost at death’s door, has galvanised all those who are obsessed with the
hope of seeing us dead and buried. And it is in this «courageous» crowd that we find the
Doctor Bourrinet, all hot and flustered at the idea that he too can now howl with the
wolves against the ICC. But even the encouragement of the provocateurs of the IGCL
was not enough to give him pluck; he needed the comforting company of an acolyte
alongside him, small in brain but big in brawn, and above all with the mentality of the
hoodlum ready for any underhand villainy against the ICC: none other than
Pédoncule,24 always ready to reassure and motivate our Doctor should his courage fail
him during the conference. This individual has an edifying, and violent, pedigree:
physical aggression against one of our women comrades, aggression against another
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comrade threatened with the switch-blade he always carries on him, and threats to «slit
the throat» of yet another.25

Lumpenproletarians of all the world unite!
The association of the Doctor and the hooligan (which could have been made into a
French movie with Jean-Louis Trintignant and Depardieu in the title roles) may seem
paradoxical, but should come as no surprise. The alliance between the intellectual petty
bourgeoisie and the lumpenproletariat is not new, and in general it comes when they
confront a common enemy: the revolutionary proletariat. In 1871, the majority of
French writers (with the noteworthy exceptions of Arthur Rimbaud, Jules Vallès, and
Victor Hugo) lined up with the scum of Paris to cheer on the Versaillais who slaughtered
the Commune: the former with the pen, the latter more concretely through grassing and
assassination.26 In 1919, the «honorable» leaders of German Social-Democracy used
the lumpenproletariat grouped in the Frei Korps (the predecessors of the Nazis) to
assassinate thousands of workers, at the same time as they murdered Karl Liebknecht
and Rosa Luxemburg, the German revolution’s leading lights. Today, the petty
bourgeois Bourrinet, Doctor of the University of Paris 1 – Sorbonne, teams up with
Pédoncule the Ripper: what could be more normal? Both share the same obsessive
hatred of the ICC; both want to see the disappearance of the ICC, in other words of the
main organisation defending internationally the positions of the Communist Left.
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A ICC’s lecture of the famous Tractat[um] de hereticis et sortilegijs…
concerning heretics and spells.
As far as we are concerned, we intend to continue distributing the two books on the
Italian Left and on the Dutch-German Left, whether Doctor Bourrinet likes it or not.
And we urge our readers to read these books, written by Philippe Bourrinet when he
was a militant of the ICC. They have lost none of their value just because, since then,
the militant has become a Doctor and betrayed the cause to which he had been
committed in his youth. Nor we will we give up denouncing the Doctor’s infamy, his lies,
his slanders, and his contemptible efforts to call the institutions of the bourgeois state
to his aid to threaten our militants and satisfy his hatred. He need not, however, worry
that we will send a commando to «slit his throat» – we will leave that kind of thing to his
bodyguard, Pédoncule the Ripper.
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Pédoncule the Ripper in Marseille, 8 Dec. 2014
The history of the workers’ movement is littered with militants who once defended
revolutionary proletarian positions, only to change camp and capitulate to bourgeois
ideology to put themselves at the service of the ruling class. We all know what
happened to Mussolini, who was a leader of the Italian Socialist Party’s left wing prior to
World War I. Plekhanov, who introduced marxism to Russia and was one of the
foremost figures in the struggle against Bernstein’s revisionism at the end of the 19th
century, turned into a dyed-in-the-wool social chauvinist in 1914. Kautsky, the 2nd
International’s «pope of marxism» and Rosa Luxemburg’s comrade-in-arms up to 1906,
in 1914 put his pen to serve, de facto, the imperialist war, and condemned the 1917
revolution in Russia, all the while proclaiming formally his attachment to marxism,
right up to his death in 1938.
Today, Doctor Bourrinet continues to proclaim his formal attachment to the Communist
Left and its positions. But this is a swindle. The Communist Left is not just a matter of
political positions. It also means loyalty to principles, refusal to compromise, a will to
struggle for the revolution, an immense courage – all qualities of which Doctor
Bourrinet is utterly bereft. Read today The Italian Communist Left, and The DutchGerman Communist Left, not as Doctor Bourrinet’s «intellectual property», but in the
spirit of Philippe Bourrinet a quarter-century ago: «It’s only from a militant standpoint,
the standpoint of those who are committed to the workers’ struggle for emancipation, that
the history of the workers’ movement can be approached».
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST CURRENT, 15/01/2015
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«Staline-Moustache», ICC’s Speaker
1The Smolny collective is a publisher specialising in the publication of books on the
workers’ movement, in particular of the Communist Left. See our article in French «Les
éditions Smolny participent à la récupération démocratique de Rosa Luxemburg«
2«M. Proudhon has the misfortune of being peculiarly misunderstood in Europe. In France,
he has the right to be a bad economist, because he is reputed to be a good German
philosopher. In Germany, he has the right to be a bad philosopher, because he is reputed
to be one of the ablest French economists. Being both German and economist at the same
time, we desire to protest against this double error.» Marx, Foreword to Poverty of
Philosophy, 1847
3See our articles published in International Review nos.65-66
4This material support included the payment of much of the cost of his documentary
research, including the purchase of large quantities of micro-films from the Amsterdam
International Institute for Social Research.
5The Société des Gens des Lettres is a French organism dating from the early 19th
century, and devoted in particular to the judicial protection of copyright on behalf of its
author members. Copies of the documents in question are attached to this article.
6This appeared in the English edition, The Dutch and German Communist Left,
published in 2001.
7We will henceforth accord the Doctor his official title. This cannot but satisfy his
intense desire for social recognition.
8And, we would add, a hypocrite. But that is the rule rather than the exception.
9The price list can be found at http://left-dis.nl/f/livre.htm. Should the link disappear
– one never knows! – we have of course kept a screen print as the site appeared on 15th
January 2015.
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10The ICC had decided to offer the English editions of the Dutch-German Left and the
Italian Left on Amazon in order to maximise their distribution. In October 2009, we
received a letter from Amazon informing us that these books had been withdrawn from
sale following reception of a letter from Doctor Bourrinet, and that their sale would only
be possible with the agreement of the latter. In a letter to Amazon dated 7th October
2009, signed «Doctor Philippe Bourrinet, Historian», we read that «My intellectual
property is being violated by two items on the Amazon.co.uk site. It has to do with the
commercial selling of two books of mine (my name has disappeared) by the so-called
‘International Communist Current’, which clearly is committing acts of intellectual piracy
[there follow details of the two books]. These two books have been published (electronic
and paper forms) under my own name on my own multilingual website in the Netherlands
(…) They have since a long time ago (1989) been protected by the law on intellectual
property (…) I am the true property owner of the two mentioned books and authorized to
act – together with the SGDL in Paris – for the rights described above». The ICC wrote to
Doctor Bourrinet on 24th October 2009. In our letter we said, «We have to say that we
were rather surprised, first by the fact that you felt the need to write to Amazon on this
subject, and second that you said nothing to us about it beforehand. We were under the
impression that the question of the ‘intellectual property’ over the two books on the DutchGerman Left and the Italian Left had already been amicably settled between us at a
meeting at the beginning of the 1990s (…) At all events, we don’t want this problem of
‘intellectual property’ to hinder the distribution of this history and these ideas. If you
wish, we are perfectly prepared to publish the same notice [see above and note 6] (or
whatever variation on it that might suit you) on the Amazon site (we can also include your
name as the author) and on our own». This letter was never answered. Perhaps we
should have offered to pay the Doctor an author’s percentage on our sales. That said,
we should point out that the English editions distributed by Doctor Bourrinet are
identical (with the exception of his modifications since leaving the ICC) to the
translations undertaken by the militants of our organisation. But let us reassure the
good Doctor: we have no intention of claiming copyright on our translations.
11Documents sent to the ICC
12This translation into English is our own – which is more than Doctor Bourrinet can
say of the English versions of «his» books.
13The heinous onslaught on our comrade Marc Chirik’s memory is nothing less than
vile. Marc Chirik enjoyed a great respect among the vast majority of militants of the old
Communist Left, despite their disagreements and the criticism he might have directed
at them. The depth and the rigour of his thinking, his devotion to the revolutionary
cause, his strength of character and at the same time the esteem and affection he had
for those militants who had managed to resist the counter-revolution, were traits of his
political character which commanded universal respect. When we read the insanities
written about him by petty creeps whose pride has suffered a little scratch, or whose
«intellectual property» has been ignored, we are frankly overwhelmed with disgust. This
kind of campaign of denigration is all too reminiscent of the campaign of which Trotsky
was a victim from the mid-1920s onwards, even before his exclusion from the Bolshevik
Party, at the hands of the Stalinist clique, a campaign that was vigorously denounced
by Bordiga (at the time the best-known figure of the Italian Communist Left), despite his
profound disagreements with Trotsky. The servile scoundrels who, whether through
cowardice or careerism, crawled in Stalin’s wake, provide the model for Marc Chirik’s
slanderers today.
14 Magazine of the French far right.
15 The eminent Doctor on Controverses
16 Doctor Bourrinet sees nothing wrong with this. Hardly surprising, since he himself is
prepared to use the bourgeois judicial system against revolutionaries.
17 Lafif Lakhdar writes to President Obama
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18 Ehud Olmert. A close ally of Ariel Sharon (responsible for the massacre of Sabra and
Chatila in September 1982), he was Israel’s Prime Minister from January 2006 to
March 2009, and responsible for the July 2006 Israeli attack on Lebanon, which cost
more than 1200 civilian lives. In September 2009 he was tried for «fraud», «breach of
trust», and «concealing fraudulent revenue», and in September 2012 he was given a one
year suspended sentence.
19 Bordiga to Korsch
20The «International Group of the Communist Left» (IGCL) was born in October 2013. it
consists of a merger between two elements of the Klasbatalo group in Montreal, and
elements of the self-proclaimed «Internal Fraction» of the ICC, who were expelled as
grasses from the ICC in 2003.
21See our replies: The police-like methods of the ‘IFICC’, The ICC doesn’t allow snitches
into its public meetings, Calomnie et mouchardage, les deux mamelles de la politique de
la FICCI envers le CCI
22See our reply Communiqué to our readers: The ICC under attack from a new agency
of the bourgeois state
23 We have answered this attack, as infamous as it is absurd, in our article on the
Extraordinary Conference.
24 Like the Doctor Bourrinet, this Pédoncule is also a member of the Smolny collective.
He was also a member, for several years, of the bunch of snitches and hoodlums that
went by the name of the IFICC.
25 See our article in RI: Défense de l’organisation : Des menaces de mort contre des
militants du CCI
26 Cf. Paul Lidsky, Les écrivains contre la Commune, La Découverte Poche, Paris, 2010.
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Old ИКТ Russian Poetry

Тезисы о паразитизме

1)
На протяжении всей своей истории рабочее движение было вынуждено противостоять проникновению в свои ряды чуждых
идеологий – либо правящего класса, либо мелкой буржуазии. Проникновение это обретало различные формы, и наибольшее
распространение получили следующие:
- сектантство;
- индивидуализм;
- оппортунизм;
- авантюризм-путчизм.
2)
Сектантство служит типичным проявлением мелкобуржуазного представления об организации. Оно сродни психологии
мелкого лавочника («всяк хозяин в своем дому большой») и выражается в стремлении поставить интересы и концепции
организации выше интересов рабочего движения в целом. В представлении сектантов их организация является «единственно
правильной в мире», ко всем же остальным группам пролетарского лагеря они относятся с высокомерным презрением, поскольку
видят в них «конкурентов» и даже «врагов». Полагая, что от них исходит угроза, сектантская организация обыкновенно
отказывается вести с ними политическую дискуссию. Она предпочитает оставаться в «гордом одиночестве», как если бы их вовсе
не существовало, либо упорно подчеркивает свои отличия от них, вместо того, чтобы стремиться найти между ними общее.
3)
Индивидуализм может быть вызван как мелкобуржуазным, так и чисто буржуазным влиянием. У правящего класса он
заимствует официальную идеологию, которая личности представляет субъектами истории, восхваляет «людей, самостоятельно
сделавших себя» и оправдывает «борьбу всех против всех». Однако в пролетарские организации эта идеология проникает, как
правило, через мелкую буржуазию, в частности, через недавно пополнивших ряды пролетариата выходцев из таких социальных
слоев, как крестьяне и ремесленники (в XIX веке), или студенчества и интеллигенции (в частности, после исторического подъема
рабочего класса в конце 1960-х гг.). В основном индивидуализм находит проявление в следующем:
- организация рассматривается не как единое целое, а как совокупность отдельных личностей, отношения между которыми
превалируют над политическими и уставными целями;
- личные «желания» и «интересы» противопоставляются нуждам организации;
- соответственно, оказывается сопротивление требованиям организационной дисциплины;
- в политической деятельности прослеживается стремление к «самореализации»;
- демонстрируется критическое отношение к центральным органам, якобы «подавляющим личность», которое сочетается со
стремлением быть избранным в эти органы;
- наблюдается тенденция к выделению в организации элиты, принадлежность к которой становится самоцелью, и презираемых
«второсортных» активистов.
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4)
Оппортунизм, исторически представлявший наибольшую опасность для организаций пролетариата, также является
проявлением проникновения в них чуждых идеологий, буржуазной и мелкобуржуазной. В частности, в нем находит выражение
желание социального слоя, не имеющего будущего, преодолеть собственное бессилие. Подталкивает к оппортунизму и
стремление примирить интересы и позиции двух основных классов общества, пролетариата и буржуазии, между которыми
стиснута мелкая буржуазия. Основным отличием оппортунизма служит то, что он склонен приносить общие и исторические
интересы пролетариата в жертву немедленным, случайным и иллюзорным «успехам». Но, поскольку рабочий класс не
противопоставляет борьбу в рамках капитализма исторической борьбе за его отмену, оппортунизм в итоге жертвует и
непосредственными интересами пролетариата, предлагая ему отстаивать интересы и позиции буржуазии. В итоге в такие
ключевые моменты истории, как империалистическая война и пролетарская революция, оппортунистические политические
течения присоединяются к лагерю враждебного класса, что и произошло с большинством социалистических партий во время
первой мировой войны и с коммунистическими накануне второй.
5)
Путчизм – также именуемый авантюризмом[1] – представляется противоположностью оппортунизма. Во имя
«непримиримости» и «радикализма» он готов в любой момент дать буржуазии «решающий» бой, пусть даже необходимые
условия для него пока не созрели. Он не упускает возможности заклеймить как оппортунистов, соглашателей, даже «предателей»
представителей подлинно пролетарского и марксистского течения, которое стремится уберечь рабочий класс от участия в заранее
обреченной на поражение борьбе. На самом деле путчизм обусловлен той же причиной, что и оппортунизм, а именно
мелкобуржуазным стремлением достичь немедленных результатов, и потому зачастую сходится с ним. История знает множество
примеров, когда оппортунистические течения получали поддержку путчистских или сами впадали в авантюризм. Так в начале ХХ
века правые немецкие демократы, несмотря на противодействие левых, представленных, в частности, Розой Люксембург,
оказывали поддержку российским эсерам – сторонникам терроризма. А в январе 1919 года, когда та же самая Роза Люксембург
выступила против рабочего восстания в Берлине, вспыхнувшего в результате провокации социал-демократического правительства,
независимые социал-демократы, едва покинувшие это правительство, присоединились к восстанию, которое завершилось
гибелью тысяч рабочих и многих лидеров коммунистов.
6)
Революционеры неизменно должны бороться против проникновения буржуазной и мелкобуржуазной идеологии в
классовую организацию, а также против различных его проявлений. По существу, это главная борьба, которую призвано вести
подлинно пролетарское и революционное течение в классовых организациях, поскольку она гораздо труднее, чем открытая
борьба против откровенно буржуазных сил. Марксу и Энгельсу в МТР (Международное товарищество рабочих) пришлось первым
делом бороться против сект и сектантства. Равно как и против индивидуализма, в частности, в форме анархизма, и эстафету этой
борьбы у них приняли марксисты во II Интернационале (в том числе Роза Люксембург и Владимир Ленин). Но наиболее
систематически революционное течение боролось против оппортунизма:
- против «государственного социализма» лассальянцев в 1860-1870-е гг.;
- против различных реформистов и ревизионистов, от Бернштейна до Жореса;
- против меньшевизма;
- против центризма Каутского накануне, во время и после Первой мировой войны;
- против перерождения Коминтерна и коммунистических партий на протяжении 1920-х гг. и в начале 1930-х;
- против перерождения троцкистского течения в 1930-е гг.
Борьба против путчизма носила более эпизодический характер. Однако ее приходилось вести с самых первых шагов рабочего
движения (против путчистского течения Виллиха-Шаппера в Союзе коммунистов, против бакунистских авантюр во время лионской
«Коммуны» 1870 года и гражданской войны в Испании 1873-го). Особенную важность эта борьба приобрела во время
революционного подъема 1917-1923 гг.; именно благодаря тому, что большевики сумели избежать преждевременного восстания в
июле 1917 года, произошла Октябрьская революция.
7)

Приведенные примеры со всей очевидностью показывают, что влияние чуждых идеологий напрямую зависит от:

- исторического периода;
- этапа развития рабочего класса;
- ответственности, которую он берет на себя в тех или иных обстоятельствах.
Например, одно из наиболее серьезных и подлежащих осуждению проявлений проникновения чуждой пролетариату идеологии –
оппортунизм – присутствовал в рабочем движении на всем протяжении его истории, однако достиг большого влияния в партиях II
Интернационала в период:
- благоприятствующий иллюзиям о возможности примирения с буржуазией в условиях подъема капитализма и реальных
улучшений условий жизни трудящихся;
- когда существование массовых партий способствовало распространению идеи о том, что они своими силами смогут постепенно
трансформировать капитализм и в итоге прийти к социализму.
Развитие же оппортунизма в партиях III Интернационала в значительной мере обусловливалось спадом революционных
настроений. В тех условиях получила развитие идея о возможности завоевать влияние в рабочей среде, идя на уступки
распространенным в ней иллюзиям на счет парламентаризма, синдикализма или характера социалистических партий.
Воздействие исторического момента на проявление влияния чуждых рабочему классу идеологий еще более наглядно видно на
примере сектантства. Действительно, оно получило широкое распространение в самом начале развития рабочего движения, когда
пролетарии только начали возникать, и над ними довлело наследие ремесленных цехов (с их ритуалами и секретами мастерства).
Новый подъем сектантства совпал с разгаром контрреволюции и нашел выражение, в частности, в бордигистском
течении, которое видело в самоизоляции способ (бесспорно, ошибочный) защиты от угрозы оппортунизма.
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8)
Феномен политического паразитизма, также вызванный главным образом проникновением буржуазных идеологий в
рабочую среду, на протяжении истории рабочего движения не привлекал к себе столь пристального внимания, как оппортунизм и
другие вышеперечисленные явления. Происходит это потому, что паразитизм серьезно поражает пролетарские организации лишь
в определенные моменты истории. Оппортунизм, например, представляет собой постоянную угрозу для пролетарских
организаций и особенно ярко проявляется на этапе их наивысшего развития. Паразитизм, напротив, обретает благоприятную почву
не в моменты подъема рабочего движения, а в периоды его относительной незрелости, когда его организации его достаточно
слабы. Данный факт связан с самой природой паразитизма, который использует элементы, тяготеющие к классовым позициям, но
плохо разбирающиеся в отличиях между подлинными революционными организациями и течениями, чей единственный смысл
существования заключается в том, чтобы жить за счет этих организаций, саботировать их деятельность и даже вредить им. При
этом феномен паразитизма, также по своей природе, характерен не для начальных этапов существования классовых организаций,
а для периода их зрелости, когда они уже проявили себя как подлинные защитники пролетарских интересов.
Все эти элементы можно обнаружить в первом проявлении политического паразитизма в истории – деятельности Альянса
социалистической демократии, который пытался саботировать работу МТР и разрушить эту организацию.
9)

Марксу и Энгельсу принадлежит та заслуга, что они первыми указали на угрозу паразитизма для пролетарских организаций:

«…Нужно раз навсегда положить конец внутренним распрям, которые постоянно возникают в нашем Товариществе из-за наличия в
его среде этой паразитической организации. Эти распри только расточают силы, предназначенные для борьбы против
существующего буржуазного строя. Альянс, пытаясь парализовать действия Интернационала, направленные против врагов
рабочего класса, превосходно служит буржуазии и правительствам» (Энгельс Ф., «Генеральный совет всем членам
Международного товарищества рабочих»).
Таким образом, понятие паразитизма отнюдь не является «выдумкой ИКТ». Впервые столкнулось с этой угрозой рабочему
движению, распознало ее и дало ей бой МТР. Именно оно в лице Маркса и Энгельса назвало паразитами политизированные
элементы, которые, утверждая, будто поддерживают программу и организации пролетариата, на деле борются не против
правящего класса, а против организаций класса революционного. Суть их деятельности заключается в очернении
коммунистического лагеря и в интригах против него, даже если они претендуют на свою к нему принадлежность и служение его
делу[2].
«Впервые в истории борьбы рабочего класса мы сталкиваемся с тай¬ным заговором внутри самого рабочего класса, ставящим
целью взорвать не существующий эксплуататорский строй, а Товарищество, которое ведет против этого строя самую энергич¬ную
борьбу» (Энгельс Ф. «Доклад об Альянсе социалистической демократии, представленный Гаагскому конгрессу от имени
Генерального совета»).
10)
Поскольку рабочее движение в лице МТР накопило богатый опыт борьбы против паразитизма, необходимо напомнить об
основных ее уроках, дабы во всеоружии противостоять наступлению подобной угрозы в наши дни. Эти уроки имеют ряд аспектов:
- момент появления паразитизма;
- его особенности по сравнению с другими опасностями, которые грозят пролетарским организациям;
- его целевая аудитория;
- его методы;
- эффективные средства борьбы с ним.
На самом деле при рассмотрении всех этих аспектов поражает сходство между ситуацией в пролетарской среде сегодня и теми
проблемами, с которыми в свое время столкнулось МТР.
11)
Паразитизм, как вы видели, исторически возникает как враг рабочего движения тогда, когда оно достигает определенного
уровня зрелости, преодолевает детскую болезнь сектантства, хотя может еще и не обладать большим опытом.
«Первый этап борьбы пролетариата против буржуазии носит характер сектантского движения. Это имеет свое оправдание в
период, когда пролетариат еще недостаточно развит, чтобы действовать как класс» (Маркс К., Энгельс Ф.).
Именно возникновение марксизма, зрелость пролетарского классового сознания и способность пролетариата и его авангарда
организовать борьбу служат прочными основами деятельности рабочего класса.
«С того момента как движение рабочего класса стало действительностью, фантастические утопии исчезли […] на смену
фантастическим утопиям пришло действительное понимание исторических условий движения и все больше начали собираться
силы боевой организации рабочего класса» (Маркс К. «Гражданская война во Франции». Первый набросок: «Коммуна»).
Фактически паразитизм возник как реакция на создание I Интернационала, который Энгельс называл «средством постепенного
растворения и поглощения всех этих мелких сект» (письмо Ф. Келли-Вишневецкой).
Иными словами, Интернационал служил инструментом, призванным побудить различные составляющие рабочего движения
принять участие в коллективном и открытом процессе определения позиций и подчиниться единой, беспристрастной,
пролетарской организационной дисциплине. Сопротивляясь «растворению и поглощению» в Интернационале всех
непролетарских программных и организационных особенностей и автономии, паразитизм и объявил войну революционному
движению.
«Секты, при своем возникновении служившие рычагами движения, превращаются в препятствие, как только это движение
перерастет их; тогда они становятся реакционными. Об этом свидетельствуют секты во Франции и в Англии, а в последнее время
лассальянцы в Германии, которые в течение ряда лет являлись помехой для организации пролетариата и кончили тем, что стали
простым орудием в руках полиции» (Маркс К., Энгельс Ф. «Мнимые расколы в Интернационале»).
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12)
Именно такой подход, разработанный теоретиками I Интернационала, позволяет понять, почему в нынешний период, с
1980-х и особенно с 1990-х гг., паразитизм получил беспрецедентное развитие со времен Альянса и лассальянства. Действительно,
сегодня мы видим множество неформальных групп, которые нередко действуют под покровом тайны и претендуют на
принадлежность к лагерю левых коммунистов, но тратят свои силы преимущественно на борьбу с существующими марксистскими
организациями, а не с буржуазным строем. Как и во времена Маркса и Энгельса, этот подъем реакционного паразитизма
препятствует развитию дискуссий и теоретического анализа в пролетарской среде, а также выработке определенных правил
поведения, ей присущих.
Сегодня ненависть и нападки политического паразитизма вызывает, в частности, следующее:
- существование интернационального марксистского течения в лице ИКТ, отвергающего сектантство и концепцию монолитной
партии;
- открытая полемика между революционными организациями;
- дискуссия о марксистских организационных принципах и о защите революционных кругов;
- новые революционные элементы, желающие усвоить подлинно марксистские организационные и программные традиции.
Как показал опыт МТР, паразитизм становится основным противником рабочего движения отнюдь не в тот период, когда оно
преодолевает свою изначальную незрелость и переходит на качественно более высокий коммунистический этап развития. Сегодня
незрелость рабочего движения вызвана иными причинами, а именно полувековым периодом контрреволюции, последовавшим за
революционным подъемом 1917-1923 гг. Именно разрыв органической преемственности с традициями прошлых поколений
революционеров и объясняет в первую очередь инстинктивные мелкобуржуазные антиорганизационные поползновения у многих
элементов, которые называю себя марксистами и левыми коммунистами.
13)
Наряду с целым рядом совпадений между особенностями паразитизма в МТР и в наше время, следует отметить одно
важное различие между двумя эпохами: в XIX веке паразитизм обыкновенно находил выражение в формировании
структурированной и централизованной организации внутри организации рабочего класса, в то время как сегодня он проявляется
в возникновении маленьких групп или даже «неорганизованных» элементов (хотя порою они действуют в тесной связке с друг с
другом). Однако, несмотря на это отличие, характер феномена паразитизма во все времена одинаков. Действительно:
- питательной почвой для Альянса стали, в числе прочего, остатки изживших себя сект: и сам он позаимствовал у них жестко
централизованную структуру во главе с «пророком», а также склонность к скрытной деятельности; сегодня же паразитизм
опирается главным образом на остатки студенческого протестного движения, которое оказало влияние на исторический подъем
пролетарской борьбы в конце 1960-х гг. и особенно в 1968-ом; для него, в частности, характерны индивидуализм и критическое
отношение к организации и централизации, якобы «подавляющих личность»[3];
- в свое время МТР являлась единственной организацией, объединявшей все пролетарское движение, и течениям, которые
стремились его разрушить и одновременно участвовали в борьбе против буржуазии, приходилось действовать внутри
Интернационала; напротив, в исторический период, когда участники революционной борьбы рабочего класса рассеяны по
различным организациям пролетарской политической среды, каждая паразитическая группа может заявлять о своей к ним
принадлежности наряду со всеми остальными.
Поэтому необходимо решительно заявить, что нынешняя разобщенность пролетарских политических кругов и всевозможные
сектантские действия, препятствующие стремлению к объединению и товарищеской дискуссии между различными организациями
рабочего движения, играют на руку паразитизму.
14)
Марксизм, опираясь на опыт МТР, показал различия между паразитизмом и другими проявлениями проникновения чуждых
идеологий в организации рабочего класса. Например, оппортунизм, даже если он может первое время принимать
организационные формы (как в случае меньшевиков в 1903 году), по существу, подвергает нападкам программу пролетарской
организации. Паразитизм, со своей стороны, вынужден играть свою роль и потому априорно программы не касается. Он
проявляется прежде всего в организационных вопросах, даже если в целях привлечения новых сторонников и вынужден ставить
под сомнения некоторые программные аспекты. Так, например, излюбленной темой Бакунина во время Базельского конгресса
Интернационала 1869 года стала «борьба за отмену права наследования», поскольку он знал, что, выдвинув это
бессодержательное и демагогическое требование, можно заручиться поддержкой многих делегатов, питавших в то время иллюзии
на сей счет. Но в действительности основной его целью было свержение Генерального совета, находившегося под влиянием
Маркса, и формирование нового, состоящего из его сторонников[4]. Поскольку паразитизм непосредственно угрожает
организационной структуре пролетарских объединений, в определенных исторических условиях он представляет гораздо большую
опасность, чем оппортунизм. Оба эти проявления проникновения чуждых идеологий несут в себе смертельную опасность для
пролетарских организаций. Оппортунизм уничтожает их как орудия рабочего класса, заставляя служить буржуазии; но, поскольку
он стремится изменить их программные принципы, для достижения искомого результата требуется длительный процесс, в ходе
которого левое, революционное течение также имеет возможность вести борьбу в защиту программы[5]. Однако чем больше
организация как структура поражена паразитизмом, тем меньше времени остается пролетарскому течению на организацию ее
обороны. В этой связи показателен пример МТР: борьба в его рамках против Альянса длилась в общей сложности не более 4 лет, с
1868 года, когда Бакунин вступил в Интернационал, до 1872-го, когда его исключили на Гаагском конгрессе. Это означает лишь
одно – пролетарское движение должно дать незамедлительный и решительный отпор паразитизму, не дожидаясь, пока он
натворит бед.
15)
Как мы видели, важно отличать паразитизм от других проявлений проникновения в рабочий класс чуждых идеологий.
Однако одной из характерных черт паразитизма как раз является всевозможное использование этих проявлений. Что обусловлено
особенностями паразитизма: он не только вырастает из чуждых идеологий, но и в своем стремлении разрушить пролетарские
организации отличается крайней беспринципностью. Так в МТР и рабочем движении того времени Альянс, как мы уже отмечали,
использовал себе на благо и пережитки сектантства, и методы оппортунизма (по вопросу о праве наследования, например), и
участие в откровенно авантюристических выступлениях (лионская «Коммуна» и гражданская война в Испании в 1873 году).
Опирался он и на индивидуалистические тенденции в пролетариате, который едва выделился из ремесленной и крестьянской
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среды (в особенности, в Испании и в швейцарском кантоне Юра). Те же черты присущи паразитизму и сегодня. Мы уже
подчеркивали роль индивидуализма в формировании паразитизма нашего времени, но нужно отметить также, что все расколы в
ИКТ, которые привели затем к созданию паразитических групп (ИКГ, ГКБ, ВФИКТ), были вызваны деятельностью сектантов, которые
предпочли порвать с организацией и отказались вести дискуссию, чтобы прояснить имеющиеся позиции. Оппортунизм также
является одной из отличительных черт ИКГ, которая в бытность свою «тенденцией» в ИКТ обвиняла последнее в том, что оно не
предъявляет достаточно строгих требований к новым кандидатам, а затем занялась самой беспринципной вербовкой в свои ряды,
изменив программу в духе модных левацких мистификаций (преклонения перед движениями Третьего мира и пр.). Оппортунизм
затронул и ГКБ, и ВФИКТ, которые в начале 1990-х гг. в попытке объединить силы затеяли между собой невообразимый торг. Что
же касается авантюризма-путчизма, даже если оставить в стороне снисходительность ИКГ по отношению к терроризму, все эти
группы систематически попадали в ловушки, которые буржуазия расставляла рабочему классу, вовлекая его в борьбу в ситуации,
значительно усложненной деятельностью правящего класса и его профсоюзов, как это было, в частности, осенью 1995 года во
Франции.
16)
Опыт МТР со всей очевидностью показал различие, которое может возникнуть между паразитизмом и «болотом» (даже
если тогда данный термин еще не использовался). Марксизм определяет «болото» как политическую среду, колеблющуюся между
позициями рабочего класса и буржуазии или мелкой буржуазии. Подобная среда может возникать на начальном этапе обретения
классовой сознательности отдельными слоями пролетариата или их разрыва с буржуазными позициями. Ее могут сформировать и
остатки тенденций, которые некогда являлись передовыми для своего класса, однако затем не смогли эволюционировать в новых
условиях пролетарской борьбы и учесть ее опыт. «Болото», как правило, не существует долго. В итоге ему приходится делать
выбор, и оно либо полностью переходит на революционные позиции, либо в лагерь буржуазии, либо раскалывается между ними.
Катализатором подобного выбора обыкновенно служат важные события в истории рабочего класса (в ХХ веке это мировые войны
и пролетарские революции), и результат здесь во многом зависит от соотношения сил буржуазии и пролетариата. Левые в рабочем
движении никогда не считали такие течения заведомо чуждыми пролетарской борьбе, напротив, они стремились вести с ними
дискуссии, чтобы помочь наиболее здравым их элементам присоединиться к ней и решительно заклеймить тех, кто стал на
сторону враждебного класса.
17)
В МТР наряду с марксистским течением, представлявшим собой авангард, существовали и другие, которые можно отнести к
«болоту». Например, некоторых прудонистов, которые в первой половине XIX века находились действительно в первых рядах
рабочего класса во Франции. Но перестали быть авангардом к моменту борьбы против паразитической структуры Альянса. И все
же, несмотря на всю свою идейную путаницу, они смогли принять участие в сражении за сохранение Интернационала, в частности,
на Гаагском конгрессе. К ним марксистское течение отнеслось совершенно иначе, чем к Альянсу. Вопрос об их исключении ни разу
не ставился. Напротив, их старались всячески вовлечь в борьбу МТР с его врагами, не только из-за их влияния в Интернационале,
но и потому, что это позволило бы таким течениям четче определить свои позиции. На практике вышеописанные события показали
фундаментальное различие между «болотом» и паразитизмом: в то время как первое связано с жизнью пролетариата, что
позволяет «болоту» или его лучшим элементам влиться в революционное течение, второй, живущий лишь ради того, чтобы
вредить классовым организациям, совершенно не способен к подобной эволюции, даже если некоторые элементы, введенные
паразитизмом в заблуждение, могут затем стать на правильный путь.
Сегодня важно также проводить различие между течениями «болота»[6] и паразитами. Группы, принадлежащие к пролетарской
среде, должны попытаться помочь первым перейти на марксистские позиции путем дискуссии; ко вторым же им следует
относиться с непреклонной суровостью и обличать постыдную роль, которую они играют к вящей выгоде буржуазии. Это тем более
важно, что течения «болота» из-за своей идейной путаницы (в частности, из-за колебаний по отношению к организации как
таковой у ретокоммунистов) особенно уязвимы перед паразитизмом.
18)
Все проявления проникновения чуждых идеологий в пролетарские организации играют на руку буржуазии. Особенно
очевидно это в отношении паразитизма, целью которого является разрушение таких организаций (признает он ее открыто или
нет). МТР на данную тему высказалась однозначно, заявив, что, хотя Бакунин и не является агентом капиталистического
государства, он служит его интересам лучше всякого агента. Это не означает, будто паразитические группы представляют собой
часть политического аппарата правящего класса, наподобие таких крайне левых буржуазных тенденций, как современный
троцкизм. Даже самых известных паразитических элементов своего времени – Бакунина и Лассаля – Маркс и Энгельс вовсе не
считали политическими представителями буржуазии. Этот вывод обуславливается тем, что паразитизм как таковой не является
фракцией буржуазии, не имеет своей особой программы и ориентации на национальный капитал, не занимает определенного
места в государственных органах, которое позволило бы ему контролировать борьбу рабочего класса. Но при этом паразитизм
оказывает такие услуги классу капиталистов, что является предметом его особой заботы. Она находит проявление главным
образом в трех формах:
- политическая поддержка паразитической деятельности; так, европейская буржуазная пресса приняла сторону бакунинского
Альянса в его конфликте с Генеральным советом;
- инфильтрация и интриги государственных агентов в паразитических тенденциях; известно, что лионской секцией Альянса
руководили откровенные бонапартистские агенты Ришар и Блан;
- создание секторами буржуазии политических течений, призванных паразитировать на пролетарской организации; так, например,
была образована «Лига мира и свободы» под руководством бывшего бонапартиста Фогта), которая, по признанию самого Маркса,
«возникла в противовес Интернационалу» и в 1868 году попыталась «объединиться» с ним.
Нужно заметить, что, хотя большинство паразитических тенденций декларируют пролетарскую программу, она нужна им
исключительно в целях политического паразитизма, который отличает их от подлинных организаций рабочего класса не
заявленными позициями, а деструктивным поведением.
19)
Сегодня, когда пролетарские организации не обладают таким весом, как МТР в свое время, официальная буржуазная
пропаганда не слишком заботится об оказании поддержки паразитическим группам и элементам (тем более, что это могло бы
дискредитировать их в глазах тех, кто сочувствует коммунистическим позициям). Однако в буржуазных кампаниях, специально
направленных против левых коммунистов и посвященных критике «негационизма», значительное внимание уделено таким
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группам, как бывшее Коммунистическое движение, журнал «Банкиз» («Торос») и т. п., которые выдавались за левых коммунистов,
в то время как в действительности они носили выраженный паразитический характер.
С другой стороны, именно агент государства Шенье[7] сыграл ведущую роль в формировании в 1981 году внутри ИКТ «секретной
тенденции», которая сначала привела к выходу из организации половины британской секции, а затем образовала типичную
паразитическую группу – ГКБ.
Наконец, налицо попытки буржуазных группировок внедриться в пролетарские круги, чтобы играть паразитическую роль; это
наглядно показывает пример испанской левацкой группы «Красная нить» (которая до того, как обрушиться с критикой на
пролетарские круги, долгое время пыталась завоевать их расположение) или ОКИ (итальянские леваки, часть из которых некогда
разделяла идеи бордигизма, а ныне позиционирует себя как «истинного наследника» этого течения).
20)
Проникновение агентов государства в паразитические группы происходит тем проще, что группы эти своей основной
деятельностью считают борьбу с подлинно пролетарскими организациями. Приверженцами паразитизма обыкновенно становятся
элементы, которые не признают классовой организационной дисциплины, презирают уставные принципы, придают большее
значение неформальным личных связям, чем лояльности к организации, а потому паразитическая среда открыта для внедрения
разного рода агентов. А также для невольных пособников капиталистического государства: авантюристов, деклассированных
элементов, которые хотели бы использовать рабочее движение в своих честолюбивых целях, обрести в нем власть и признание, в
которых отказывает им буржуазное государство. Наиболее известным примером такого рода личностей в МТР являлся Бакунин.
Маркс и его товарищи никогда не утверждали, будто он прямо работает на государство. Но они не только распознали и
изобличили услуги, невольно оказанные им правящему классу, но и раскрыли деятельность и классовое происхождение
авантюристов, проникших в пролетарские организации, а также роль подобных личностей как организаторов паразитизма. Так,
Маркс писал о тайной деятельности бакунинского Альянса в МТР, что «деклассированные элементы» сумели «проникнуть туда и в
самом его центре создать тайные организации». Точно так же оценивал Бебель Швейцера, лидера лассальянского течения
(которое, помимо оппортунизма, имело сильную паразитическую составляющую): «Он присоединился к движению, как только
увидел, что в среде буржуазии у него нет будущего; он быстро пополнил ряды деклассированных, и у него осталась только одна
надежда – занять видный пост в рабочем движении, к чему предрасполагали его амбиции и способности» (Бебель А.
«Автобиография»).
21)
Паразитическими организациями нередко руководят деклассированные авантюристы (если не непосредственные агенты
государства), однако среди их рядовых членов можно обнаружить и элементы, изначально движимые революционными
устремлениями и не желающие вредить делу пролетариата, но при этом:
- проникнутые мелкобуржуазной идеологией, индивидуализмом, стремящиеся к достижению немедленных результатов,
придающие излишнее значение личным отношениям в ущерб интересам организации, мнящие себя элитой;
- «разочарованные» тем, что рабочий класс идет вперед не так быстро, как им бы хотелось;
- с трудом мирящиеся с организационной дисциплиной, обиженные на то, что их деятельность не находит достаточного
«признания» в виде выдвижения на «руководящие посты».
Все это вызывает глубокую враждебность к пролетарской организации, хотя подобные чувства нередко прикрываются
«революционными» притязаниями.
В МТР примером такого феномена могут служить некоторые члены Генерального совета, например, Эккариус, Юнг и Хейлс.
Кроме того, ряды паразитических элементов иногда пополняют и искренние, боевые пролетарские элементы, когда из-за
мелкобуржуазных слабостей или недостатка опыта позволяют обманным путем манипулировать собой откровенно
антипролетарским деятелям. В МТР заблуждению поддалась немалая часть рабочих, вступивших в Альянс в Испании.
22)
Что же касается ИКТ, большинство расколов в нем привело к образованию паразитических групп, создатели которых
продемонстрировали описанные выше мелкобуржуазные подходы. Недовольство некоторых интеллектуалов медленным
развитием классовой борьбы или «неблагодарностью» со стороны организации, невозможностью убедить других активистов в
«верности» собственных позиций, излишне глубокие обиды на критику взглядов или поведения, неприятие централизации,
воспринимающейся как признак «сталинизма», – все это привело к возникновению «тенденций», а затем и более или менее
эфемерным самостоятельным паразитическим группам или неорганизованному паразитизму отдельных элементов. Приведем
типичные примеры описанных феноменов в хронологическом порядке. «Тенденция» 1979 года образовала Группу коммунистовинтернационалистов, тенденция Шенье – покойную Группу «Коммунистического бюллетеня», «тенденция» Макинтоша-М.Л.-Ж.А.,
состоявшая в основном из членов центрального органа ИКТ – «Внешнюю фракцию ИКТ», которая затем стала
«Интернационалистской перспективой». Эти события также продемонстрировали, что некоторые элементы бесспорно
пролетарских убеждений могут из личной преданности последовать за вожаками «тенденций», а по сути – кланов, как их уже
определило ИКТ. Тот факт, что все вызванные паразитическими элементами расколы в нашей организации начались с образования
кланов, очевидно, не случаен.
Действительно, существует большое сходство между поведением в организации, которое ведет к формированию кланов и к
паразитизму: индивидуализм, отношение к уставным требованиям как к принуждению, разочарование в активистской работе,
лояльность к отдельным личностям в ущерб организации, влияние «гуру» (людей, стремящихся подчинить своему влиянию
других).
Фактически паразитизм служит крайним проявлением того, что побуждает формировать кланы, ломать организационную
структуру – стремлением разрушить пролетарские организации как таковые[8].
23)
Неоднородность является характерной чертой паразитических организаций, ибо в их рядах сосуществуют и люди
относительно искренние, и элементы, ненавидящие пролетарскую организацию, даже политические авантюристы или агенты
государства. Это создает превосходные возможности для проведения тайных маневров и вовлечения в них «искренних»
элементов, действительно прилагающих усилия для строительства организации, служит залогом успеха паразитизма, который
использует подобные элементы, чтобы оправдывать свой якобы «пролетарский» характер (подобно профсоюзному движению,
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также нуждающемуся в «искренних и самоотверженных» активистах, призванных внушить доверие к нему). К тому же
паразитические лидеры могут контролировать значительную часть своего «стада», лишь скрывая свои истинные цели. Так, в
Альянсе существовала целая иерархия вокруг «гражданина Б.», а также тайный устав, предназначенный для «посвященных». «
Альянс делит [своих членов] на две касты: на посвященных и непосвященных, аристократов и плебеев, причем последние
обречены на то, чтобы первые руководили ими с помощью организации, само существование которой им неизвестно» (Энгельс Ф.
«Доклад об Альянсе социалистической демократии»).
Сегодня паразитизм действует точно так же, и редко бывает, чтобы паразитические группы или руководящие ими авантюристы и
разочарованные интеллектуалы открыто признавали свои цели. В этом смысле «Коммунистическое движение»[9], откровенно
заявляющее о необходимости уничтожить левокоммунистическую среду, является одновременно карикатурой на глубокий смысл
паразитизма и раскрывает его сущность.
24) Сегодня ИКТ берет за образец методы борьбы с паразитизмом, использованные I Интернационалом и эйзенахцами. Маневры
паразитических элементов обличались ими в открытых документах конгрессов, в печати, на рабочих собраниях и даже в
парламентах. Постоянно подчеркивалось, что за этими нападками стоят правящие классы, ставящие целью уничтожить марксизм.
Материалы Гаагского конгресса, а также знаменитые речи Бебеля против тайной политики Бисмарка и Швейцера свидетельствуют
о способности рабочего движения к глобальному анализу и одновременному изобличению враждебных маневров в конкретных
ситуациях.
Среди основных причин, приведенных I Интернационалом в обоснование публикации разоблачений деятельности Бакунина,
нужно перечислить следующие:
- открытое изобличение подобных методов являлось единственной возможностью избавить от них рабочее движение; только
всеобщее осознание значения этих проблем давало возможность избежать их повторения в будущем;
- публичное разоблачение бакунинского Альянса должно было обескуражить тех, кто действует теми же методами; Маркс и
Энгельс прекрасно понимали, что всегда найдутся и другие паразитические элементы, проводящие тайную политику внутри
организации и вне ее, как, например, сторонники Пиа;
- только открытая дискуссия могла ослабить влияние Бакунина на некоторых его жертв и побудить их свидетельствовать; вот
почему были раскрыты методы манипулирования, использованные Бакуниным, в частности, «Революционный катехизис»;
- открытое изобличение подобной практики помешало Интернационалу взять ее на вооружение; так, решение об исключении
Бакунина из МТР было принято после того, как стало известно о деле Нечаева, которое могло представлять угрозу для
Интернационала;
- уроки этой борьбы имели историческое значение, не только для МТР, но и для будущего рабочего движения; вот почему много
лет спустя Бебель в своей автобиографии уделил столько внимания борьбе против Лассаля и Швейцера.
Наконец, такую политику обусловила необходимость разоблачения политических авантюристов вроде Бакунина и Швейцера.
Излишне говорить, что эта борьба продолжалась на протяжении всей политической деятельности Маркса, как о том
свидетельствует его критика приспешников лорда Пальмерстона и господина Фогта. Маркс прекрасно понимал, что, если в таких
случаях не выносить сор из избы, то это может играть на руку лишь правящему классу.
25)
Продолжателем этой традиции рабочего движения выступает ИКТ, издавая статьи о своих внутренних дебатах, критикуя
паразитизм, гласно оповещая о единогласном исключении одного из своих членов XI международным конгрессом, публикуя
статьи о масонстве (тайных обществах) и т.д. В частности, призыв ИКТ к созданию судов чести для рассмотрения случаев утраты
отдельными элементами доверия революционных организаций в целях защиты пролетарской среды, проникнут тем же духом,
коим руководствовался и Гаагский конгресс, и рабочие партии в России, которые создавали комиссии по расследованию
деятельности лиц, заподозренных в работе на охранку.
Буря протестов и обвинений, поднятая буржуазной прессой после опубликования результатов расследования деятельности
Альянса, показывает, что именно метод открытых обличений ставит буржуазию в наиболее затруднительное положение. С другой
стороны, систематическое игнорирование до 1914 года оппортунистическим руководством II Интернационала значения борьбы
Маркса против Бакунина в истории рабочего движения свидетельствует об аналогичных опасениях со стороны поборников
мелкобуржуазных организационных концепций.
26)
Политика рабочего движения по отношению к инфантилизму мелкобуржуазного паразитизма должна заключаться в ее
искоренении. И важную роль играет здесь разоблачение абсурдности позиций и политической деятельности паразитических
элементов. Так, Энгельс в своей знаменитой статье «Бакунисты за работой», написанной во время гражданской войны в Испании,
подробно описывал и критиковал организационные практики Альянса.
Сегодня ИКТ проводит такую же политику и борется против сторонников различных организованных и «внеорганизационных»
центров паразитической сети.
В отношении более или менее пролетарских элементов, обманутых паразитизмом, марксизм всегда проводил гибкую политику.
Он ставил задачей вбить клин между подобными элементами и паразитическим руководством, ориентированным на буржуазию
или поощряемым ей, демонстрируя, что первые являются жертвами второго. Целью такой политики было изолировать
паразитическое руководство и вывести его жертвы из-под его влияния. Хотя марксизм неизменно критиковал подобные «жертвы»,
он одновременно боролся за возрождение их доверия к организации и пролетарским кругам. Это нашло конкретное воплощение
в работе Лафарга и Энгельса с испанской секцией I Интернационала.
ИКТ следует этой традиции, противостоя паразитизму, чтобы прилечь на свою сторону обманутые им элементы. Изобличение
Швейцера как агента Бисмарка Бебелем и Либкнехтом на массовом митинге лассальянской партии в Вуппертале – вот наиболее
известный пример подобных действий.
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27)
Со времени великих битв внутри МТР традиция борьбы с паразитизмом в рабочем движении оказалась в значительной
мере утрачена по ряду причин:
- он перестал являться главной опасностью для пролетарских организаций;
- период контрреволюции длился очень долго.
Поэтому пролетарские политические круги оказались существенно ослабленными перед лицом наступления паразитизма. Его
угроза представляет тем большую опасность из-за идеологического влияния распада капитализма, которое, как показало ИКТ,
облегчает проникновение в пролетарскую среду мелкобуржуазной идеологии и ее самых крайних проявлениях[10], что создает
благоприятную среду для развития паразитизма. Таким образом, на пролетарские круги ложится огромная ответственность за
решительную борьбу против этого бедствия. В определенной степени способность революционных течений выявлять паразитизм и
бороться с ним станет показателем их способности противостоять и другим угрозам для пролетарских организаций, в частности,
оппортунизму.
На самом деле, поскольку оппортунизм и паразитизм происходят из одного источника (проникновения мелкобуржуазной
идеологии) и ведут наступление на принципы пролетарской организации (первый – на программные, второй – на
организационные), совершенно естественно, что они терпимы друг к другу и нередко смыкаются. Так, нет ничего удивительного в
том, что в МТР оказались на одной стороне баррикады «антигосударственники»-бакунинцы и «государственники»-лассальянцы.
Следовательно, именно левым течениям в пролетарских организациях надлежит взять на себя основную тяжесть борьбы с
паразитизмом. В МТР с Альянсом боролись главным образом Маркс, Энгельс и их сторонники. И не случайно, что основные
документы, свидетельствующие об этой борьбе, скреплены их подписями (циркуляр 5 марта 1872 года и «Мнимые расколы в
Интернационале» написаны Марксом и Энгельсом; над докладом 1873 года «Альянс социалистической демократии и
Международное товарищество рабочих» совместно работали Маркс, Энгельс, Лафарг и Утин).
Все это сохраняет свою значимость и сегодня. Борьба против паразитизма является одной из важнейших задач левых
коммунистов. Она тесно связана с традицией их ожесточенной борьбы против оппортунизма. А сейчас служит одной из основных
составляющих работы по подготовке создания партии завтрашнего дня и обуславливает таким образом как время ее образования,
так и ее способность сыграть свою роль в грядущих битвах пролетариата.

Примечания:
[1] Необходимо различать два значения слова «авантюризм». С одной стороны, авантюризм некоторых деклассированных
элементов, политических проходимцев, не признанных в среде правящего класса, которые, осознав, что пролетариат призван
занять ведущее место в жизни общества и истории, пытаются выдвинуться на руководящие посты в его организациях. Принимая
участие в борьбе рабочего класса, эти элементы ставят целью не служить ему, а поставить его на службу удовлетворению
собственных амбиций. К рабочим они идут в поисках славы.
С другой стороны, авантюризм означает политическое поведение, состоящее в том, чтобы пускаться в неразумные авантюры,
когда шансы на успех минимальны, а рабочий класс не достиг должной зрелости. Так могут вести себя не только политические
авантюристы в поисках сильных эмоций, но и вполне искренние, честные и бескорыстные рабочие и активисты, которые не
способны здраво судить о политике или охвачены нетерпением.
[2] Маркс и Энгельс были не единственными, кто дал характеристику политическому паразитизму. Так, в конце XIX в. выдающийся
марксистский теоретик Антонио Лабриола в своей работе «Эссе о материалистическом понимании истории» писал: «Этому
прототипу наших современных партий [имеется в виду Союз коммунистов], этой, так сказать, первой клетке нашего сложного,
эластичного и чрезвычайно развитого организма было свойственно не только сознание необходимости выполнить свою миссию
предвестника, но в нем уже существовали форма и метод организации, единственно приемлемые для передовых борцов
пролетарской революции. Сектантская форма практически была преодолена. Непосредственное фантастическое господство
отдельной личности было устранено, господствовала дисциплина, вытекавшая из необходимости, осознанной в результате опыта,
а также из учения, которое должно быть именно отраженным сознанием этой необходимости. Точно так же обстояло дело с
Интернационалом, чей образ действий казался авторитарным только тем, кому не удалось утвердить в нем и заставить почитать
свой собственный докучливый и ничтожный авторитет. Так обстоит дело и так должно быть в пролетарских партиях, а там, где эта
особенность отсутствует или еще не могла появиться, пролетарское движение, пока неразвитое, неоформленное и лишенное
ясных целей, порождает лишь иллюзии или служит предлогом для интриг. Если же этого не происходит, возникают подпольные
общества, в которых бок о бок с людьми, находящимися в плену иллюзии, действуют помешанные и шпионы; либо может
появиться секта вроде «Международных братьев», присосавшаяся, подобно паразиту, к Интернационалу и дискредитировавшая
его; […] либо, наконец, смешанное сборище недовольных, в большей своей части деклассированных и мелких буржуа,
спекулирующих социализмом как фразой, ставшей, подобно многим другим, политической модой».
[3] Эти тенденции еще более усилились благодаря влиянию ретокоммунизма и, как показало ИКТ, являются той ценой, которую
возрождающемуся рабочему движению придется сейчас и в дальнейшем платить за засилье сталинизма во время периода
контрреволюции.
[4] Именно по этой причине друзья Бакунина на конгрессе сначала поддержали решение существенно расширить полномочия
Генерального совета, а затем изменили мнение, потребовав, чтобы он служил всего лишь «почтовым ящиком».
[5] История рабочего движения знает много примеров подобной борьбы. Среди важнейших следует назвать:
- борьбу Розы Люксембург против ревизионизма Берншейна в конце XIX века;
- большевиков против меньшевиков в 1903 году;
- Розы Люксембург и Паннекука против Каутского по вопросу о массовой стачке (1908-1911);
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- Розы Люксембург и Владимира Ленина в защиту интернационализма (на Штугартском конгрессе в 1907-м и Базельском в
1912 гг.);
- Паннекука, Гортера, Бордиги и других левых активистов Коминтерна (в том числе в определенной мере и Троцкого)
против перерождения этой организации.

[6] В наше время «болото» представлено, в частности, различными ретокоммунистами (как, например, те, что возникли на
подъеме борьбы в конце 1960-х гг. и, вероятно, появятся и в грядущих классовых битвах), обломками прошлого вроде
делеонистов в англоязычных странах или элементами, порвавшими с левацкими организациями.
[7] Прямых доказательств того, что Шенье работал на спецслужбы, нет. Однако после исключения из ИКТ он сделал стремительную
карьеру в государственной администрации и в аппарате Социалистической партии (стоявшей в то время у власти), что
свидетельствует о его сотрудничестве с буржуазными структурами уже в то время, когда он изображал из себя
«революционера».
[8] В этой связи ИКТ нередко возражают, что феномен паразитизма затрагивает только нашу организацию, рассматривается ли она
как мишень для нападок или как «пополнитель» паразитической среды в результате расколов. На самом деле наша организация
сегодня служит основной целью для атак паразитических элементов именно потому, что она является наиболее значимой и
массовой в пролетарских кругах. Поэтому она вызывает наибольшую ненависть врагов пролетариата, которые не упускают случая
настроить против нее другие пролетарские организации. Еще одной причиной особого отношения к ИКТ со стороны
паразитических элементов является то, что она пережила наибольшее число расколов, приведших к созданию паразитических
групп. Этому явлению есть несколько объяснений. Во-первых, ИКТ является самой молодой из всех пролетарских организаций,
которые возникли до 1968 года. Следовательно, изначально над нашей организацией сильнее довлел дух кружковщины, который
является питательной почвой для кланов и паразитизма. В других организациях, появившихся еще до исторического подъема
рабочего класса, существовал своего рода «естественный отбор», избавляющий их от авантюристов и ищущих славы
интеллектуалов, которым не хватало терпения вести незаметную работу в маленьких группах, не имевших большого влияния на
рабочий класс в условиях контрреволюции. С началом подъема рабочего движения подобные элементы посчитали, что легче
«займут высокое положение» в только что возникшей организации, чем в давно существующей, где «все места уже заняты». Вовторых, есть фундаментальное различие между многочисленными расколами в бордигистском течении (которое было самым
развитым в международном масштабе вплоть до конца 1970-х гг.) и в ИКТ. У бордигистов, сторонников монолитной организации,
расколы преимущественно становились следствием невозможности разрешения политических разногласий внутри организации,
то есть не всегда вели к развитию паразитизма. Расколы же, пережитые ИКТ, не вызывались стремлением к монолитности или
сектантством, поскольку наша организация, напротив, всячески поощряет дискуссию в своих рядах: их обуславливало стремление
достичь немедленных результатов, личное разочарование, образование кланов, что способствовало паразитическим настроениям.
И здесь важно подчеркнуть, что ИКТ не является единственной мишенью паразитических элементов. Например, «Красная нить» и
«Коммунистическое движение» очерняют всех левых коммунистов, а не только ИКТ. Излюбленным объектом нападок ОКИ
является бордигистское течение. Но даже когда паразитические группы сосредотачивают свою критику на ИКТ, щадя другие
пролетарские группы и даже льстя им (как систематически поступают ГКБ и «Эшанж э мувман» («Движение и связи»)), они ставят
своей целью разжечь разногласия между всеми этими группами, против чего неизменно выступало ИКТ.
[9] Группа, руководимая бывшими членами ИКТ, ранее состоявшими в ИКГ, а также выходцами из левацкой среды. Не путать с
«Коммунистическим движением» 1970-х гг.
[10] «Конечно, идеологический распад затрагивает прежде всего и главным образом сам капиталистический класс, который
заражает, в свою очередь, не являющиеся самостоятельным классом мелкобуржуазные слои. Можно даже сказать, что последние
выступают как наиболее адекватный носитель этого распада, поскольку отсутствие у них будущего – обусловленное их
неспособностью превратиться в класс – точно согласуется с основной причиной идеологического распада – потерей всяких
непосредственных перспектив обществом в целом. Один лишь пролетариат несет в себе надежду на будущее для человеческого
общества. Следовательно, именно он в наибольшей степени способен сопротивляться распаду. Однако это не дает пролетариату
никакого иммунитета от инфекции – хотя бы потому, что он сосуществует бок о бок с одним из главных распространителей этой
инфекции –мелкой буржуазией. Качествам, составляющим силу рабочего класса, приходится ныне выдерживать давление
идеологического распада в его различных проявлениях:
- солидарности и коллективному действию противостоит атомизация с ее принципом «каждый за себя»;
- потребность в организации сталкивается с социальным распадом, разложением отношений, на которых основывается
вся общественная жизнь;
- уверенность пролетариата в будущем и своих собственных силах непрерывно подрывается проникающими во все поры
общества настроениями безысходности и нигилизма;
- сознательность, ясность и целостность мышления, склонность к теоретическим обобщениям переживают трудное время,
пробивая себе дорогу среди расцвета иллюзий, наркомании, сект, мистицизма, отрицания или разрушения всего разумного –
характерных явлений в нашу эпоху» (Упадок капитализма. М., 2001. С. 138-139)
Мы видим, как мелочность, ложная клановая солидарность, ненависть к организации, недоверие, клевета, все качества, на
которые опирается паразитизм, находят особенно благоприятную почву в условиях распада. Как говорит пословица: цветы растут
на навозе. Политический паразитизм в своей области развивается как бы по законам биологии, и расцветает, когда гниет
общество.
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Stalin genetically modified:
„Parasits of all the world, unite!“ I can see you!

The famous Doctor Grungy Crumby :
«Parasits of all the world, join us!»
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Quotations on parasitism
Racist ideology of genocide
General Major Fritz Bronsart von Schellendorf, who justified the
destruction of the Armenians by the following remarks:
“Namely, the Armenian is just like the Jew, a parasite outside the
confines of his homeland, sucking off the marrow of the people of
the host country. Year after year they abandon their native land—
just like the Polish Jews who migrate to Germany—to engage in
usurious activities. Hence the hatred which, in a medieval form,
has unleashed itself against them as an unpleasant people,
entailing their murder.”
(A. Bonn, Goppert Papers (Nachlass), vol. VI, file 5 (files 1-Cool,
p. 4, February 10,1919).
Hitler’s Mein Kampf :
Jews: “the eternal parasite, a freeloader that, like a malignant
bacterium, spreads rapidly whenever a fertile breeding ground is
made available to it.”
Jacobin terrorist ideology during the Russian revolution
Lenin issued (per example):
“One out of ten guilty of parasitism will be shot.”

«Merciless war against the kulaks! Death to the kulaks!»
«The more representatives of the reactionary clergy we shoot, the
better.»
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